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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was establlshed and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.
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It is want of diligence rather
— than want of means that causes ♦
— most failures.—Alfred Mercier.
»
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| For The Courier-Gazette 1
THE WEDDING
(A Childhood Fantasy)
Two apple trees were wedded today,
Down by the orchard gate—
We knew as we watched them, anxiously,
That such would be their fate;
They stretched and grew, trying to
bridge
The space, the bars above.
And we heard, as oft we sought their
shade,
Soft murmurings of love;
Over and over, we asked the trees—
“Now, which will be the bride.
When the nuptials take place?”
But neither, once*, replied!
When

Your Summer
Dollar Shovels
More COAL in the Bin
Efficient, business like householders
will take advantage of our summer
prices. Because they KNOW that
winter is only around the corner,
and they KNOW that coal prices
will go up, and they KNOW it will
be pleasant to pocket their savings.

NOW $12.50 PER TON

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Spring arrived and the South
winds blew.
When trees their bareness lost,
Being prepared was a trousseau grand,
With swelling buds embossed;
’Twas a brilliant, festive weading;
The groom was all in green.
While the bride was just one mass of
bloom—
It was a fairy scene!
Loosened full soon were the petals pink,
And showered were both trees—
"I’m scattering confetti!”
Cried a mischievous breeze.
A. S.
Arlington, Mass.

ROOF NOW
LOW PRICES
BUDGET PAYMENT
PLAN
ESTIMATES GIVEN

WILSON LUMBER CO.
PHONE 310
ROCKLAND
PORTLAND
LEWISTON
AUGUSTA
61*lt

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 487

TAX PAYERS
Used 1930 Ford Tudor

LAST CALL!
Liens claims on all Real Estate of the City of
Rockland for the year 1931 have now been served
and are in the hands of the City Solicitor for final
action.
All who possibly can are requested to make
arrangements to pay at once and avoid extra expense.
C. M. RICHARDSON,
Mayor
G1&63-C4

Pine Tree Transfer

DANCE

ROCKLAND, ME. TO BOSTON

Leaves Boston—Monday, Wednes
day, Friday at 4 p. m,; Tuesday,

AT

Thursday at 2 p. m.; Saturday at
noon.

THE NEW ARMORY
Third Floor of Spear Block
Foot of Park Street

Leaves Rockland—Sunday, Tues
day, Thursday at midnight; Mon
day, Wednesday, Friday at mid

MONDAY, MAY 23 ‘

night.

Dancing 9 to 12.30 P. M.

Tel. Rockland 627; Thomaston
8021; Boston. Capitol 5113; Capitol
2583; Lafayette 8955.
59-61

FINE CONDITION
FOR TWO DAYS ONLY SPECIAL
PRICE S195
MANY OTHER BARGAINS

C. W. Hopkins
TEL. 1000

*12 MAIN ST.

61-tf

EAST UNION, ME.
Open Mav 22, 1932—Nov. 1, 1932
MENU
Chicken Soup
Fruit Cup
Celery Saltines
Olives
,
Salad
Fried Chicken. Southern Style. $1.25
Roast Chicken, Chicken & Noodles
Dressing
Cranberry Jelly
Mashed Potato, • String Beans,
Creamed Onions
Chicken Salad
Hot Rolls
Apple Pie a-la-mode Custard Pie
Ice Cream
Cake
Tea
Coffee
Milk
Ginger Ale
Chicken served all Styles
No Reservations
Twenty Minute Wait
Steak & Shore Dinners On Order
Phone East Union 18-21

In The Year 1931
THE

NEWYORKLIFE
Paid to living policy-holders

$156,096,109.08

This is a good time to replenish your peren
nial garden We have a variety of Peren
nial Plants that will blossom this summer,
also Rock Garden Plants, Annuals and
Pansies, Pansies, Pansies

Perennials 25c, 2.50 per doz.

371 MAIN STREET,

15,908 deceased policy-holders

$71,487,826.31
(Latter includes S3.167.697.73
of Double Indemnity)
The total payments amounted to

$227,583,935.39

ROCKLAND

AND

THE SILSBY GREENHOUSES
253 CAMDEN STREET,

It also paid to beneficiaries of

Of which $71,468,972.75 was for
Dividends

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

ROCKLAND

BUSINESS IN MAINE
New business in Maine
during 1931 ........... $4,942,514.00
Insurance in force in
Maine as of January
1, 1932 ....................... 54,219,599.00

Elizabeth C. Knowlton
AGENT
TEL. 1010
216 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND

58*63

WANTED—IMMEDIATELY

DANDELION GREENS
FOR CANNING

BIG ELM TEA ROOM
TENANT’S HARBOR, ME.

NOW OPEN
Special For

SUNDAY, MAY 22

BLACK & GAY CANNERS,, Inc.
THOMASTON, ME.
CO-Cl

'

City manager form of government

!
Rockland merchants thronged the as to cut around Waldoboro, Instead
Using as his subject "The Drama rnerous women, some of them his
| engaged the attention of a general
| committee meeting at the Chamber Chamber of Commerce rooms yester of passing through It, as at present. of the Nations,’’ and having as his j former parishioners, and before his

of Commerce rooms Wednesday
night, President Soi.ntag presiding
as temporary chairman of the com
mittee. Judge Walter H. Butler who
had given intensive study to the
subject reported his findings, and
this was followed by the offering of
several suggestions.
«
One of these was that an invita
tion be extended to Prof. Hormell of
Bowdoin College, or some other
qualified speaker, to address the
committee on the subject.
Meantime a sub-committee will
study the various phases of the
question, and recommend to the general committee whether a change in
the form of government is advisable,
and whether the city manager form
should be advocated.
The next meeting of the commit
tee will be at the call of the presi
dent.

day forenoon, and by unanimous vote
asked the directors to rescind their
earlier action in regard to the Waldo
boro highway and to call off the
meeting which was to have been held
before the Governor and Council. It
was the opinion of the several speak
ers that the former action had been
hasty and impolitic, also that the
ill-feeling which had been engendered
in Waldoboro by it would promptly
cease
if the Rockland Chamber adopt
I
ed a friendly attitude toward Wal
doboro's interests.
The directors at their previous
session had gone on record as favor
ing the changing of Route No. 1 so

LOBSTER OR CHICKEN
DINNERS
S1.00
FRIED CLAMS
LUNCHES AND HOME
MADE ICES
Telephone 51

61’lt

The manifest purpose of the action
was to avoid the two steep hills on
which the town is situated.
The directors had failed to take
into account, however, the hostility
which this would arouse in a town
which saw itself being sidetracked.
The fairness of Waldoboro’s position,
and the desire to maintain commer
cial and social relations with that
town appealed strongly to Rockland
citizens who had no cognizance of
the action which the Rockland
Chamber of Commerce was to take.
‘And so the directors held another
meeting yesterday afternoon and by
rescinding its former vote eliminates
itself entirely from the situation.

text the Great Metallic Image and |
prophecies of the Bible, Rev. Wil
liam J. Day of Winthrop, Mass., de
livered before the Baptist Men's
League Thursday night one of the
most remarkable lectures that or
ganization has ever heard.
Events are so shaping themselves, i
the speaker declared, as to bring into
existence 10 new kingdoms corre-

plate at the table was a large maybasket filled with pansies. It was a
characteristic greeting from long
time friends.
Strawberry shortcake was the fea
ture of the excellent supper, as it
probably will continue to be for many
May meetings to come.
The annual report of Secretary A.
E. Brunberg showed that seven meet-

WHAT THE UNEMPLOYED DID

BIRD IS PRESIDENT

„ ..

Maine “Grads ” Hold Annual

,

A

Session and Hear About Chamber Of Commerce Committee Tells How the $7,000
sion
Raised By Citizens Was Expended
Psychology
Twenty-six alumni and friends of
the University of Maine met at the
Copper Kettle Tuesday night for the
annual meeting of the Knox County
Association.
The meeting was opened by Presi
dent R. C Wentworth. The financial
report by Treasurer E. L. Toner
showed tii^ association in good con
dition. Plans were made for a picnic
during the summer and Jerome C.
Burrows was appointed to make the
arrangements.
Many of the old Maine College
songs were sung under the leadership
of Mr. Burrows, with Helen Went
worth at the piano.
Tlie speaker was Dr. Charles A.
Dickinson, head of the department
of psychology at the University. He
discussed plans for the college which
included two new buildings, one being
the much needed gymnasium which
is being built by the alumni. He
also gave a very interesting talk on
"Psychology In Its Relation To
Teaching," giving some experiments
which he is conducting along that
line.
A nominating committee consist
ing of H. H. Nash of Camden, Miss
Ramona Leadbetter of Rockland, and
Elmer True of Hope, presented this
list of officers: President, Alan L.
! Bird. Rcckland; v’ce president, John
L. Tewksbury, Camden; secretarytreasurer, Miss Katherine Veazie,
Rockland; directors, F. L. S. Morse,
Thomaston; Ralph Buzzell, Rock
port; Dr. Burton E. Flanders, Rock
land.

II. P. Blodgett (chairman) Henry
B. Bird and J. A. Jameson, composing
the unemployment relief fund com
mittee, have made their report to the
Chamber of Commerce concerning'
the past winter’s activities. Much of
the material has already appeared in
this paper in the form of news stories,
but the report in connected form will
be read with much interest, and will
doubtless surprise many readers who
had little idea of the volume of work,
which was being accomplished
through this medium of public con
tributions.
The total amount of money collect
ed was $7264.54, the number of men
employed was 197 and the number of
men hours was 25,860. The commit
tee’s report follows:
* * * *
The first job started was putting a
two-inch pipe from Broadway to the
center of the Athletic Field and
erecting a new building for the skat
ing rink. Built the skating rink and
kept it in condition to be used dur
ing the winter season. New water
service was installed in the Tyler
schoolhouse and a sewer was put into

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
It was voted at the last annual
meeting of the First Baptist Society
(Parish) to extend through its clerk
its thanks to The Courier-Gazette
for its publication of notices and
items concerning its activities during
the past year, and its appreciation of
courtesies extended. C. H. Morey,
Rockland, May 17.
Parish Clerk.

NOTICE!
Anyone living out of Town or in
Town who cannot get to Achorn
Cemetery and would like to have
Flowers nut on their lot; or Window
Boxes filled and p”t on: or F,ower
Beds made and filled with Plants,
write to Edwin A. Dean. Just send
a check for the amount you want,
and tell nu* what you want and
where thc lot is and I will at
tend to it. I will have pretty Flowers
all Summer and I make up Bouquets
for 50c, 75c and $1.00.
483 Old County Road Rockland, Me.
Tel. 671-J
61-S-64

As Chairman of the Committee on
Unemployment Fund Mr. Blodgett
Worked Diligently and With Sys
tem

There is also plenty of room for the
small kiddies to play their games.
The brook which runs through the
center of the town being in very bad
condition, the committee felt that a
great deal of money could be expend
ed on this brook in the nature of
permanent improvements.
From
Summer street to the schoolhouse
grounds a new trench was dug, stoned
up, and part of it covered, so that by
very little expense on the part of the
city, the brook between the school
and Summer street could be covered
as a permanent job.
The next piece was between Union
and White streets. This piece of
brook was stoned up from Union
street back to the line of the Episco
pal Church property. Enough granite
was hauled, (this being furnished by
the Lawrence Portland Cement Com
pany and R.&R] Lime Corporation),
for rocking up this brook on both
sides. This is permanent work, and
with a very small expense the place
could be covered. About 120 feet has
been covered and is being grassed
ever. The gulley next to the Public
Library was filled up, graded off, and
this has been seeded and will make
a big Improvement to the Public
Library grounds. A new fence was
put in between Union street and the
end of the Playground to prevent the
children from getting into the brook;
also from running onto the Public
Library grounds.
We had two men in the High
School all winter painting. Twentyeight rooms were painted, paint be
ing furnished by the High School
faculty, the labor by the unemployed.
Several big trees were taken down
at Achorn Cemetery, the old stumps
being taken out and the holes filled
up. About 250 feet of stone wall was
removed from the center of Achorn
Cemetery, these rocks mainly being
hauled in back of the Lincoln street
schoolhouse and used for stoning up
the brook. About 300 loads of fill
were hauled to Achorn cemetery to
grade where the stonewall was re
moved and many other low places
that had not been graded off. This
made a large addition to the ceme
tery and much needed improvement.
We wish to make special mention
of the very valuable assistance given
this committee by your secretary, for
without her assistance it would have
been just impossible for this commit
tee to have functioned and carried
on the large amount of work which
was done with the amount of money
we had available. A good deal of
credit is due this young lady and I
feel that the directors should express
their appreciation for the very fine
co-operation given. We doubt if the
average citizen realizes the amount of
work that there ls entailed In trying
to keep so large a body of men satis
fied with so small amount of money
as we were able to raise.
We also want to say a word in re
gard to the collectors, who, In our
opinion, did an outstanding Job in
collecting this money during the
time which was necessary for us to
get it. and having so small amount
uncollected. We feel that the people
responded to their call very generous ]
ly. with the verv finest of spirit.
We also feel that this Chamber
should look ahead and make plans
for the coming winter, which manv
feel will be another hard one for a
oreat many people in this citv. This
Is offered merely as a suggestion but
as the old saving is, “In time of peace
prepare for war."

the Oak Grove schoolhouse on Cam
den street.
The banks by the side of the road
between the Seaview Garage and the
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corpora
tion’s kilns have been used for seveial years as a public dump, which
left a very unsightly and unsanitary
condition in that locality. These
bank$ were entirely cleaned up and
over 500 loads of refuse hauled to the
dump. Signs were made and placed
. on the sides of the bank forbidding
I the public to dump rubbish in that
! locality. This should be quite a wel
come improvement for our citizens as
well as the many tourists who. pass
that locality.
A large set of buildings which was
( used by the Deep Sea Fisheries as
I an ice plant was torn down, grounds
I cleaned up, giving us enough lumber
to use in our other projects to take
care of all the other work. We sold
LIMEROCK VALLEY POMONA
$75 worth to local parties and fur
nished several families with wood
State Master and Wife Attend St,
during the winter.
George Session — Vinalhaven the
Next Port
These buildings were given to us by
Limerock Valley Pomona met in
Alan L. Bird, to be used for this pur
St. George Saturday with Mr. and
pose.
Special
mention
of
this
is
made
VOTE FOR
as Mr. Bird was very kind in giving Mrs. H. B. Crawford as special guests.
us this lumber, as it could have been Mr. Crawford Is master of the State
I sold for a very fair price to other Grange, and chaplain of the National
FOR SHERIFF
parties.
Impartial, Honest, Fearless
For several years the school faculty Grange, while Mrs. Crawford Ls Flora
World War Veteran
1 lias seen the necessity of having the of the State Grange. At the after
Twelve Months Overseas
j grounds fixed back of the High noon session both gave short talks,
Member Veterans of Foreign Wars School building, but as it ran into
bringing out the work of the Grange
and American Legion
a great deal of money it was not
Occupation, Barber; Age 36
I possible to accomplish this until this in the community, state and nation.
Married; Five Children
It was at this session also that the
[ winter. The unemployed have furYour Support Is Respectfully
; nished the labor and worked with Megunticook Players from thc Cam
Solicited
j the city, the city furnishing trucks den Grange put on one act from
56S64
' and teams, and by hiring outside "Macbeth.” Nearly all present an
trucks, which were furnished by swered to the roll call by telling
men out of employment, 5300 loads what their greatest ambition was
There were five candidates who took
of dirt were hauled in. This was en
tirely cleaned up and makes a very the fifth degree at the evening ses
[ valuable piece of property for the sion, and the program at this ses
i city, as it gives the children ample sion was put on by the host Grange,
room to play without being out in the consisting of readings, and musical
| streets; also gives vour boys a chance numbers.
The next meeting of this Pomona
to practice
io
piacuce baseball
oaseoan uini
and luuiwnu
football
34tf
without going to the Athletic Field. [ is to be held in Vinalhaven June 11
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

INSURANCE COMPANY

GARDENS

Committee Of Citizens Are
Giving Careful Thought Rockland Chamber of Commerce Rescinds Its Former And Baptist Men’s League Hears Remarkable Message
Action and Cancels the Augusta Meeting
From Mr. Day—Officers Reelected
To the Subject

EDWIN A. DEAN

61-lt

Volume 87...................Number 61

IT WAS FOUNDER’S DAY

THE WALDOBORO HIGHWAY

“KIND WORDS CAN NEVER DIE”

Rose-Anne Lodge

Kirk’s Orchestra

PERENNIAL

manager form

THREE CENTS A COPY

GUISTIN

BCM.CIGARS

Popular Pastor Who Is Chosen For A Second Year President of
Baptist Men’s League

the

sponding to the five toes on each j ings have been held during the year,
foot of the image. The world lias with attendance ranging from 37 to
already seen the restoration of the 112, and totalling 441. The League
Jews to Palestine, the formation of has lost three members by death.
Financially the organization man
the Irish Free State, the trouble be
tween India and England, the division ages to keep out of the red, for Treas
of Austria and Hungary and the sev- I urer Almon Bird reported a cash
ering of Alsace-Loraine. The Medi- ] balance of $34.67.
Ten charter members arose in re
terranean Ls the prophetic sea ot
the Scriptures, and it is Mussolini's sponse to the president's call, and
dream to bring back the Roman Em with W. O. Fuller as chairman, they
were appointed to see that the
pire.
The leader of the new confederacy Iyeague's 25th anniversary is properly
will rise out of one of the smaller celebrated next November.
The presence of W. O. Fuller, who
principalities. He will be a super
man, Satan-possessed and Satan- spent the winter in Florida, was
energized—a consummate hypocrite, made the occasion of a special greet
and in time a friend of ferocity. By ing. “The feature of winter," he
universal suffrage he will be made a said, "is the end of it. and getting
back among friends." He told of the
world emperor.
This is a day of chain stores and 40 churches within the city limits of
mergers, carrying us to the time when Miami. "They go to meeting down
we will be one gigantic syndicate ) there,” said Mr. Fuller; “men go to
The confederacy would not only con meeting!" Tribute was paid to a
trol the trade of the world, but would vested choir which would make one’s
head up the religion of the world. hair stand on end. “There is wicked
Those who refused to give this world ness in Miami, to be sure, but the
emperor their homage would suffer church is functioning."
The League stood pat on officers,
death.
re-electing this list:
♦ * * •
Presidcnf-tRev. J. C. MacDonald.
Mr. Day expressed his amazement
Vice Presidents—Elmer B. Crock
at the fostering of the atheist move
ment—sowing seeds for a harvest ett and Vesper A. Leach.
Secretary—A. E. Brunberg.
that will stagger the world. The vir
Treasurer—Almon Bird.
tues of Christian faith are being
Auditor—Charles H. Morey.
telegaled to the limbos. Look at the
Maynard Condon was admitted to
lawlessness of today; look at that
dastardly deed—robbing that home of membership.
And thus closed the 24th season of
that innocent babe. Already England
is crying, "What shall we do with the only men’s league in Rockland
our youth?” There is an increasing which has ever endured that length
cry for church unions and mergers of time.
are going on—one of the worst things
YOUNG FOLKS ARE IN TOWN
that could happen.
The four empires were human; the
More than 100 young visitors are
fifth will be divine, and it will be a in Rockland today, the occasion being
monarchy. Down through the years the first district meeting of the
we have shouted for a democracy, Junior music clubs of the State Fed
but I have got by it We will have eration of Music Clubs, embracing
the right kind of a monarchy, be Waterville, Augusta. Camden, Rock
cause it will have at its head the son land and vicinity. The program in
of Man and the son of Ood.
cludes reports from the various clubs
Gentile government is hastening to ' and a musical entertainment at the
its end, and with that collapse will High School auditorium this fore
gc men’s idea of having world peace noon. a banquet at The Thorndike
grill at 12.15 and a concert in the
through conferences. Forget it!
Universalist vestry at 2.15 p. m. The
The nation to the front today more concert which is open to the public,
than ever is Russia. Its government is gratis, will feature outstanding talent
godless and doing everything it can among the youthful members of these
clubs.
to instill perfect hatred of God and
Religion. It is God-defying, com
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
munistic and blasphemous.
The great northern confederacy
If I hart to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
will Invade Palestine and drive out and
listen to some music at least once
the Jews, and in so doing will fight a week The loss of these tastes ts a loea
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
against God. Jerusalem will be the
TIIE PINES AND TIIE SEA
capital of the world.
the low marsh-meadows and the
Germany will withdraw from the Beyond
beach.
the hoary trunks of windy
League of Nations. Japan will with Seen through
pines.
draw and may be in the Northern The long blu • level of the ocean shines.
The distant surf, with hoarse, complain
Confederacy.
Watch this man
ing speech.
Out from Its sandy barrier seems to
Hitler!
reach;
Worse things are ahead than we And while the sun behind the woods
declines,
have yet seen, and it behooves us to The moaning sea with sighing boughs
combines.
sit up and take notice, and remem And waves
and pines make answer, each
to each.
ber that there is one above who
O melancholy soul, whom far and near.
brought thc world into being. There In life, faith, hope, the same sad under
tone
has been no call go up yet from the Pursues from thought to thought! thou
must hear
nation for a day of fasting and prayer. An oldneeds
refrain, too much, too long thine
own;
Included in Mr. Day's audience in
'Tis thy mortality Infects thine ear;
addition to a large representation of The mournful strain was In thyself
alone.
tlie League’s membership were nu—Christopher Pearse Cranch.
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OLD SHIPPING DAYS

Rockland. Me . May 21. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the offlce of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
May 19, 1932, there was printed a total of
6112 copies.
W H BUTLER.

Suggesting Some Of the Ac
tivities Here On the Maine
Coast

‘ON MY SET"

• • « «

In May of 1854 the brig Toccoa of
228 tons was launched at Rockport,
and the next November, the brig R
D. Merriam of 257 tons.
Schooner Rockport, sailing from
Rockport and bound for Charleston !
struck on the rocks at the entrance J
to Sea Harbor, Oct. 26. 1855, and J
with her cargo became a total loss ex
cept for sails and rigging which were
saved. She was a good schooner of
175 tons, two years old. valued with
her cargo at $8,500 and insured for
$6,000 at Rockland.
. In 1855 the new ship Isis of 540
tons, built at Wiscasset, was pur
chased at Beverley for $30,000. In the
same year were launched at Waldo
boro a brig of 271 tons and the ship
James Hovey of 1,200 tons.
Nov. 9, 1855. the barque Windward
of 530 tons was launched at Booth-1
bay. Nov. 4 of that year the brig Cath
erine Nichols. Capt. Knowlton, cleared
at Bangor. The Kate Holbrook, Capt.
Keller, cleared at Rockland.
An A-l ship of M00 tons, the Zuleika, launched Oct. 27. 1859 at Rock
port in the yard of Carlton, Norwood
& Co. She was owned by the build
ers and Capt. John W. Glover, who 1
commanded her.
May 9,1860, the schooner Red Jack- |
et, 136 tons, was launched at Rock
port. built for the southern coasting
trade. Capt. Alphonse Payson was
commander. May 18 a fine schooner
the Tamson of 50 tons, was launched
for the fishing business. Capt. Ed- I
ward Eels was master.
Oct. 31, 1861, the ship Augusta Nor
wood, about 1.200 tons, was launched
at Rockport. She was owned in part j
by A. A. Higgins, who commanded her. j
In April, 1862, the ship Thirty-one
States, Capt. Carleton,, hailing from
Rockport and bound from Newport
for Genoa, went ashore near Vigo.
She was built at Rockport in 1856.
Sept. 24. 1862. the vessel Eagle. 100
tons was launched at Rockport, to be
commanded by Capt. William M.
Piper. In October of that year a
double-decked vessel of 166 tons, com
manded by Capt. Ellingwood. was
launched at Rockport (Camden).
The New York Shipping List of 1861
mentions these vessels: Barque Zidon, Capt. Holbrook in Boston, in i
Portland Feb. 11; Portland. Feb. 21. i
Barque Zidon. Capt. Foster, Romadias; Belfast. March—, Schooner
Corvo. Capt. Holbrook; Bath. Dec. 2.
Schooner Corvo, Capt. Holbrook, I
New York.

ELIMINATING TWO BAD CORNERS
The reconstruction of the highways which assemble at the junction
of Maverick street, Old County road
and Lake avenue, now seems to be
a matter of the very near future.
E. W. Axtell, construction engi
neer of the State Highway Depart
ment, visited the scene of the pro
posed improvement this week and
told the municipal officers and abuttors that the State is ready to go
ahead. It will mean the taking over
of certain properties, including the
old Pcttee blacksmith shop and the
! old Orbeton store.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Godliness is profitable unto all
Will you have space in your paper
things, having promise of the life to publish this list of vessels and ships
that now is, and of that which is to that were built in Rockport in 1854.
come—I Tim. 4:8.
1855 and Iater, with other notes that
concerned local shipping. I thought
THE FASCINATING STORY
it might be interesting not only to
the people of Rockport but to some in
Of Maine Lumbering Pictured To Rockland as well.
William Reed,
Rotary By One Who Knows It
Rockport, May 14.

Rotary yesterday got a real (also
reel) thrill out of the motion pic
tures exhibited by Alfred K. Ames of
Machias, pictures taken by himself
and dealing with the details of lum
bering in the woods of Maine. The
scenes depicted were filmed down
Machias way. where for half a cen
tury and more Mr. Ames and his fam
ily had carried on with great suc
cess these operations characteristic
of the Pine Tree State, and from
which he has recently withdrawn as
an active participant. The engaging
picture story of the lumber camp and
its logging operations was supple
mented by the told story as only one
deeply versed in the subject could
tell it, and at its conclusion Mr.
Ames was roundly applauded. The
fact that the gentleman is a candi
date for gubernatorial nomination in
the Republican primaries had noth
ing to do with this occasion, though
the picture and talk could not fail to
disclose something of the capacity of
the gentleman for figuring in that
public connection.
* * * *
Rotary spring conference of the
38th District at Lewiston passed into
history Thursday evening with a
grand concluding banquet held in
the municipal auditorium with over
500 present. Sixteen Rotarians from
Rockland were registered, with their
ladies.
George D. Hegarty was
unanimously nominated as district
governor for the ensuing year. No
fall conclave will be held this year
under the auspices of the 38th dis
trict. but Rotarians from this dis
trict may unite with those of the 31st
district in their fall conclave which
will be held at Poland Spring. The
conference maintained a high order
of values in entertainment and in
struction throughout and Lewiston,
including Bates College, contributed
splendidly. District Governor Edgar
L. Harding, of Belfast brings to a
close a successful administration.
Many tributes of esteem and affection
were paid to both the governor and
his lady. The following, most of them
accompanied by their Rotary-Anns,
attended from Rockland: M E. Wot
ton. H. E. Rcbinson, L. A. Walker,
Dr. A. W. Foss, E. F. Glover, Dr. Neil
Fogg, Carl H. Sonntag, M. R. Pills
bury. K. B. Crie, F. W. Fuller. Dr. C.
F. French, J. L. Sherman, C. W. Shel
don, Dr. R. W. Bickford, George L.
St. Clair, A. S. Peterson.
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Beginning about 75 feet to the eastward of the blacksmith shop the road
takes a sharp turn to the leftward
cf the present Maverick street lino
and will proceed diagonally to Lake
avenue beyond the Orbeton store.
This will not only have the effect
of cutting out two very dangerous
corners, but will provide for the
widening of Lake avenue where it
runs from Old County road past the
cemetery entrance. It will be a tarred
surface road past Chickawaukie
Lake.
Speed thc day!

DAMARISCOTTA OYSTER BANKS
t t T11, T11,
June Walker
Miss Walker and Geoffrey Kerr,
stars
of
“Gentlemen
Prefer
Blondes” and “The Bachelor Fa
ther”, will be co-starred in Sun
day’s episode of “Roses and
Drums” over the CBS network, at
6:30 p. m. EDST. The scene of
this week’s drama will be Boston
in 1776, during the days when

Some Wonderful Deposits That Not Many Maine Folks
Have Ever Visited

port on the scientific survey in 1861.
Editor of the Courier Gazette:—
1 was surprised on reading in your His examination was sufficiently de
tailed to show him that the heaps
issue of April 30 the title, "Savants are were deposited by men. This report
Puzzled by Big Oyster Shell Mounds", contained convincing data, and settled
and also by the remarks which lol- the question of the origin of thc beds
of oyster shells. At a later time,
lowed this title.
Having examined these heaps, and when the commercial exploitation ol
the war cry of “Taxation with
out Representation” was being studied the extensive literature relat these unique monuments was going
ing to the subject, and having written on, Professor F. W. Putnam of the
Bounded.
dozens of bibliographical references Peabody Museum of Archaeology of
relating to thc same, I had lost sight Harvard University, devoted consid
I logged my 313th station
of the fact that there one time was a erable time and effort in examining
Wednesday night, and it proved
question as to nature and origin ol the contents of the heaps, brought to
to be almost a next-door neigh
these great heaps. In his last report light by the work of the excavators,
bor—W'FEA of Manchester, N.
on the Geology of Maine < 183P • Dr. and he engaged Albert I. Phelps, a
H. It is comparatively a new
Charles T. Jackson described these resident of the region, to continue the
comer in the radio world, not be
huge kitchen middings, (or Kjoekken- ■ collection of specimens of aboriginal
ing listed except in thc latest ra
moeddings of early writers) from a culture while tlfe work progressed,
dio logs.
hurried examination'of them, though j Many others have examined the
••• ••• •••
he refrained passing judgment on their heaps, and many have written on the !
I strained my cars Thursdayorigin until a detailed examination subject.
night to catch the broadcast of
could be made.
The occurrence of oysters in Maine
the Democratic get-together in
Certain features observed by Dr., in both historic and pre-historic times i
Augusta, but so strong were the
Jackson suggested a possible geologi- 1 is quite another matter. At different
neighboring stations that I did
cal origin, though he pointed out thatj stages of these two periods, oysters
not get WRDO clearly.
information from residents suggested have abounded at various places from
a human origin. Thus he put the Portland Harbor to Oyster River ln
News despatches sometimes
question fairly before the minds ol Knox County. James Rosier “a gentlecome from unusual sources. At
scholars of the time. He realized man employed in the voyage” ot
9.30 Thursday I got the press
however that the deposits were of George Waymouth. 1605. records large ;
stories through thc Albany (N.Y.)
very recent origin, geologically con- oysters among “the profits of the;
station, 1VOKO.
sidered as they rested upon “diluvial country.” Cyrus Eaton, in that
••• ••• •••
deposits." The archaeological element model local history, the Annals of,
Many pairs cf cars arc being
entering strongly into the questicn. Warren, has preserv?d a great deal
glued to the loud speakers to
thc Maine Historical Society ap- for posterity upon the oysters and
day because of the two Transpointed Professor Paul Chadbourne. the oyster fishery at Warren as reAtlantic
flights in progress,
then of Bowdoin College a committee ' cently as 1813.
Amelia Earhart Putnam, first
Though oysters appear to have been
from thc Society to make an examina
woman to attempt a New Yorktion of the heaps and to report liis exterminated at Damariscotta River
Paris passage alone was due to
(or Salt Bay) before the historic
findings.
arrive this forenoon. She left at
Professor Chadbourne's repor’ was period opens, this mollusk still persists
5.51 p. m. yesterday. The giant
published in the sixth volume of Col in small numbers in Sheepscot waters,
plane Do-X with 14 passengers
lections of the Maine Historical So according to recent observers.
took off from Harbor Grace at 1
Arthur H. Norton
ciety. 1859. and was largely reprinted
o'clock this morning.
by Professor Hitchcock in the fir it re- Portland Society of Natural History.

POLITICAL GOSSIP

The

Camden and Rockland Water Co.
OFFERS

600 Shares Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A HOME COMPANY AND LOCAL INVESTMENT

LEGAL FOR MAINE SAVINGS BANKS
TAX FREE TO HOLDERS IN MAINE
FREE FROM NORMAL FEDERAL INCOME TAX

Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly, February, May,
August and November 1st. Callable as a whole or in part at $105 a
share.

v

The Public Utilities Commission of Maine under order dated
May 2, 1932, has authorized proceeds of thc sale of this issue to be
used for the purpose of:
(a) Paying its notes payable, proceeds from which were used
for the construction of additions, extensions, improvements and better
ments of its plant; and of

(b) Reimbursing its treasury for moneys expended in the
acquisition of property and for the construction, extension and imprdvement of its facilities, and which actually were expended from income or
from other moneys in the treasury of the corporation not secured by or
obtained from the issue of stocks, bonds, notes or other evidences of
indebtedness of the corporation.

This stock, issued under the approval of the Public Utilities
Commission is offered to investors at a price of $98.00 per share and
accrued interest, yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
t
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at the office of the
Company, 5 Lindsey street, Rockland, Maine

Camden and Rockland Water Company

RIGHT WALLS

PARK THEATRE

SCHOOL BASEBALL
A BIRD REFUGE
“It isn’t that I want to keep people
A prolonged cheer drowned out
out
of Park Theatre,” Manager L. J.
scattering shouts of disapproval
Tuesday as the Democratic State Uncle Sam May Turn Wid-■ Island Fans See a Remarkable Dandeneau said today, in explana
RE-OPENING MONTPELIER
convention pledged Connecticut's 16
Pitching Exhibition By tion of the sign prominently dis
ows Island Over to Gov
"POPPY DAY” COMING votes to the Presidential candidacy
played in the lobby: ‘No children ad
A meeting of the directors of the
Middleton
ernment
With
That
View
of Alfred E. Smith as long as his
mitted to see “Freaks.” Adults not
Knox Memorial Association, yester Saturday, May 28, Is the Date name is before thc national meeting
Today's Games
Maine moved a step nearer obtain- |
in normal health are advised against
day afternoon, gave consideration to
Set For the American Le Montana Democrats Tuesday en- ing a new migratory bird refuge when Rockland at Camden; St. George attending this picture.’
the numerous features associated with
“No, ’Freaks’ is not a shocking
House committee on agriculture at Thomaston; and Vinalhaven vs.
• dorsed Gov. Roosevelt and instructed the
gion Annual Effort
Montpelier in connection with its re
,
.,
. .
....
. i Lincoln Academy in Rockland, two picture in any ordinary sense. It isn’t
the State’s delegates to use their favorably reported a bill introduced gamcs flm stRrting a( 2 Q.cIock
opening for the coming season. ■ This
horrible or gruesome in the way that
« » . »
With greater calls than ever before | efforts to “bring about the adoption by the committee chairman to turn
will take place some time in June, to , ,
, . ,
i of a resolution in the national con
Frankenstein was, for example. The
_
.. .
, . . i for poppy money, which is synono- vention calling for a repeal of the Widow's Island in Penobscot Bay over
Next Week’s Games
*'*'*'•
J
be announced. The directors
~—.» elected
------...’
to the Department of Agriculture for j
fact is “Freaks’ isn't like anything
, .. .
, ,
I ®ous with saving “welfare money.” prohibition laws of this country.”
Wednesday
—
Vinalhaven
at
Rock

you ever saw. The punch of this
that purpose.
for the important position of hostess I,. ,
.
land;
Thomaston
at
Camden;
St.
*
*
«
«
,
_x Ithe Legion Auxiliary members of the
picture is that it is real. No false
Widow's Island, comprising about [
for the season Mrs. Olive M. Sturte,
.
.
1 State are hoping and expecting for
Republican National Committee 12 acres, is located approximately two George at Newcastle.
make-up or trick photography is in
vant, and to fill the place of janitor, , a successful "Poppy Day.” Most of man JoseDh W. Simpson believes that and three-quarter miles east of North „ ®a’ard:y
volved. Nor is ’Freaks' a sensational
Rockland;
Thomaston
at
Vinalmade vacant by the death of John Hie Units of the State will observe 1 the Republican national convention Haven, in the Fox Island Thorough
melodrama. Instead it tells a logical
story, and it is a genuine artistic
Hanley, William Matthews was Saturday, May 28, as Poppy Day and in Chicago would adopt a resolution fare, about a quarter of a mile south ha'en> Camden at St. George.
achievement of the grotesque, maca
,
t
jj-x,
x xx.
■ .
Memorial Day.
Legionnaires are “favorable to resubmission” of the of Goose Rocks Light. It now belongs
chosen. In addition to the usual staff ably assistin/ in
In most 18th Amendment.
Vinalhaven 8, Camden 0
bre sort. There have been a good
to the Navy Department but has been
of attendants assisting the hostess in j places the Legion and Auxiliary have
• « * *
Middleton's pitching Wednesday many novels and stories of its type,
slated for abandonment.
leceiving the public, it is purposed to ■ assisted in the town employment
The Secretary of Agriculture sug was the best seen in any High School some of them classics, but ’Freaks’ is
Vermont Democrats chose 12 dele
extend to the D.A.R. invitation to ' crusade and have contributed to town gates to the Democratic National gested the introduction of the bill, game here in years. Only 28 men the first picture of its kind ever
faced him—27 officially. Three men made. I am glad to recommend it to
j welfare funds as well as conducting a
stating:
appoint two of its members to be larger amount of work than usual in Convention who. in private session,
“I am including draft of a bill au saw first base, two were hits by anybody who wants to see something
later unanimously voted themselves
present each day as courtesy guests. their own departments.
on record as favoring the candidacy thorizing the Secretary of the NaVy Greenlaw and the other Alexander different in movies. But 1 feel an ob
Although it is well recognized that of Roosevelt. The Vermont delega to. transfer to this department who was hit by a pitched ball. Of ligation to the patrons of the Park
the United States Government is tion has eight votes'. The conven Widow’s Island in the State of Maine. these three—one was picked off first Theatre to tell the truth about pic
A THOMASTON ASSAULT
keenly interested in the welfare of its tion also unanimously adopted a reso Thc area has been listed for aban and one run down between third tures and I don’t want anybody to
and home. Middleton struck out 13
The story of Gen. Wadsworth, told disabled ex-scrvice men and their de lution favoring repeal of the 18th donment by the Navy and an investi- of the first 15 to face him and in only blame me for a nervous shock.—adv.
pendents, it cannot be helped that amendment and an immediate modi- gation discloses that it would form a
in this issue, has all the thrill and until claims are established there is fication of the Volstead Act to legal- | very desirable addition to the system one inning more than three men
STRAND THEATRE
romance associated with the peridG much emergency work to be done and ize thc sale of light wines and beers of refuges along the Atlantic sea- batted.
In the seventh, with two on, Mid
board.”
in history which Americans should frequently grave disabilities and mis until repeal might be effected.
Memories of thc day.s when a
dleton hit one far over thc fence in
never cease talking bout. The extent fortunes come to ex-service men that
schooner of beer was retailed at five
right center for a home run.
are not war connected.
TENANTS HARBOR
to which our own region figured in
JOE TAYLOR HERE
Both teams played exceptional ball cents thc glass with a free lunch
The sale of poppies is looked for
afield.
that momentous time is a matter of ward to b.v many civilians as an op
thrown in for good measure, are re
St George High School was rep
The score;
general ignorance to the present portunity to show reverence for the
vived in “The Wet Parade,” coming
resented
at
University
of
Maine
May
Camden
a
generation. Let us take cognizance War dead and to aid the disabled who
13 in a State reading contest, by
ab r h tb po a e Monday and Tuesday.
are now carrying the burdens result
Miss Ruth Barter, a junior. There Cotta, rf ............ 3 0 0 0 2 0 0
of it. Read about what took place iff ing from their service.
Preparation for this unusual pic
were 20 contestants in the prelim)*- Miller, cf .......... 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Thomaston on that memorable night.
Sixty men were employed for over
ture,
which is more or less a saga of
naries held ln the afternoon, out of Prince. 3b .......... 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
The house in which the assault was a month at Togus making poppies to
which four were chosen for prize Lord, ss .............. 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 thc entire national prohibition ques
made no longer exists, hut the street , ^us0‘dn^^aine and n?rby ?tat“'
speaking in thc final program pre Foster. 2b .......... 3 0 0 0 3 2 0 tion from pre-war days up to modem
sented in the evening. Miss Barter Dean, lb ............ 3 0 0 0 11 1 0 times, entailed considerable re.search
on which it stood bears the General s I
money they earned all were en
having the honor of being one of the Greenlaw, p .... 3 0 2 2 1 3 0 upon the part of Metro-Ooldwynname. The spot deserves a historical abled to buy necessities and several
four. Her reading was “The Balcony Yates, c ............ 3 0 0 0 5 5 0 Mayer scenic designers and property
it enabled to go where light jobs
marker.
Scene" from “Romeo and Juliet.” Alexander, if .... 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 men.
awaited them. These men had dis
It was her second appearance before Melvin ................ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
The story, based on Upton Sin
abilities
ranging
from
25%
to
75%.
SUMMER TOURING BEGINS
the public, thc first being at Cony Thompson ....... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 clair's widely read novel, opens on a
One man was accorded total disabil
High School. August, not long ago.
27 0 2 2 24 13 1 Southern plantation before thc
Summer tourists for whom Maine ity allowance and gave his place to
St. George High should be proud of
World War. showing how common
Vinalhaven
has not especially advertised have another.
this honor won in the first represen
ab r h tb po a e was the use of liquor and how it
already arrived in this section of the
tation of the school in anv dramatic Honkins, ss ...... 2 10 0 13 0 affected the families and fortunes of
State. Three carloads of them came
A ROCKLAND GIRL
or literary contest. Miss Barter has
cf
4
those who were unable to use it
in from the direction of Bangor1
-------been a pupil of Adelyn Bushnell thc vviiit'- c
wisely. The plot then shifts to New
past few months, and also takes oUjif0rci, op
Thursday and were Immediately In-’Rj
Honorary Mention
York showing the saloons as they
vocal lessons of Marshall Bradford. Young, rf ...... 4
formed by the authorities that the
J
existed prior to prohibition. The
next town was four miles distant and '
Manv friends extend best wishes to
jb
2
In The Wheaton (Illinois)
film then depicts the adoption of
that they should lose no timc in get
her in the profession which she has Middleton p
4
prohibition and its aftermath, name
College Newspaper
chosen, and having won such good P;c^[ord ’jf "" 1
ting there. The life of the gypsy 1
ly the rise of the bootlegger and the
success in the State school contest, Arey, If .........
seems to have solved the age old I
beginning of the “speakeasy.” Thus
2 0 0 0 0 0
An article in “The Record,” the
friends mav well hope that this is Baum, if .......
problem concerning perpetual mothe saloon in all its varied aspects
0 0 0 0 0 0
Of course you remember Joe Taylor, the beginning of an interesting; ca
Woodcock, 3b.
3 0 1
1 0 2 0 provides the background for drama of
sympathize—a feeling which disap- : College has interest for Rockland as the man who bossed the construction reer for her. She ls the daughter of
31 8 8-11 27 8 0 the first order.
pears •along with our money) after (Miss Emily MacDonald, daughter of of the Lawrence Portland Cement Mr. and Mr.'. Earl Barter, and the I Arey batted for Bickford. Melvin
The cast is headed by Dorothy
Company'.s
plant
in
Thomaston.
Joe
,
Rev.
and
Mrs.
J.
Charles
MacDonald,
popular
proprietor
of
“
Ruth's
Place"
wc have had our fortune, told.
batted for Alexander.
Thompson Jordan and Lewis Stone.—adv.
is mentioned with honors. It reads: is in town for a day or two. registered across from the baseball field.
batted for Cotta.
“First class honor rating was at The Thorndike, and is being given
Everybody is invited to attend the Camden ......... 00000000 0—0
ONLY FIVE YEARS AGO
awarded The Wheaton Record in the a cordial reception by thc many Christian Endeavor service Sunday Vinalhaven
11010032 x—8
Five years ago yesterday Col. ’ annual contest of the National friends he made while stationed here. evening at 6.30. It is High School1 Home run, Middleton. Struck out.
A
year
or
so
ago
Mr.
Taylor
was
Charles A. Lindbergh arrived In Paris j Scholastic Press Association. The
night and the service will be under by Middleton 19; by Greenlaw 8.
on his epoch making solo flight from rating was given for the papers issued badly injured by an explosion in a leadership of Clayton Hunnewell, Bases on balls, off Greenlaw 4. Hit
Keys made to order. Keys mane
Middle
Western
city,
and
for
90
days
New York. The whole world sounded during Malcolm Forsberg's term as
principal. Students of the school bv pitcher, Alexander.
to fit locks when original keys are
Umpires,
was
receiving
surgical
attention
in
a
his praises, and today the whole world editor-in-chief. This is the second
will take part both in thc service and Shields and Anderson.
lost. I loose. Office or Car. Code
.sympathizes and mourns because of year in which the paper has received hospital. He made a surprising re in the music which will be both in
books provide keys for all locks
covery and went back on the job. his strumental and vocal. A fine pro
the crime which has left his home this place in the national contest.
without bother.
Scissors and
WITH THE BOWLERS
“Three first places were won by latest work being in Peekskill, N Y. gram is being arranged and it is
a house of mourning.
Knives Sharpened.
The Wheaton Record in the State He now goes baek to Chicago to see hoped that a large audience will be
When the Federals took the CenPrompt Service, Reasonable Prices
| contest divisions, which were an- what is on the books as his next as present to greet Mr. Hunnewell and trals into camp at the Recreation
A NEGLECTED HIGHWAY
------I nounced at the press convention last signment.
members of the graduating class and alleys Wednesday night it was part
Of course Mr. Taylor visited the other students. The topic for the ly because of the vigorous onslaught
Motorists who travel between Cam- | Saturday. These were for work
den and Lincolnville Beach are done this semester. The Gay Gar- Thomaston plant, and his advent evening is “Music and Worship.”
being made by Rackliff. The anchor
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
much concerned at the apparent ] goyle won first place as the best there was in the nature of an infor
The morning subject at the Bap man of the Federals only had to
Telephone 791
mal
reception.
He
says
that
the
local
neglect of the highway for a stretch humor column in the State. The
tist Church will be "God's Servant look at the sticks and they would fall.
Bfl-tf
of several miles. A few stakes have column ‘Senior Biographies’ won first industry is mighty fortunate to be Scorned:" there will be special music. His three-string performance was
kept
in
operation
when
so
many
other
been driven, but it needs more thar , as the best feature column other thar.
Bible school meets at 11.45 with 115, 113, 119—a handy little total of
that to relieve the very rough con- \ humor, and the story on the Tower cement plants throughout the coun classes for all ages; Christian En 352. Gardner had high single (120).
try
have
been
shut
down.
deavor at 6.30. topic, "Music,” leader , The summary:
<jition.
| Bell was awarded first place as the
-------------------.
; best single feature story. The issues
Principal Hunnewell. Following the1 Federals — Perry, 289; Phiibrook?
An Apache Inman girl, we hear, is evening song service the pastor will 288: Dudley, 283; Benner, 269; RackInquire about our low-priced buflp- of the 8enior Biographies which were
ers. As low as $25.50. Just the thing judged were written by Miss Emily employed in a Phoenix beauty parlor. speak on “Ashes or Angels' Food." liff. 352; total, 1481.
JAMES KENT, D. O.
No doubt she carries on the ances Mid-week prayer and devotional Centrals—Gross. 278;. Talbot. 245;
for your cottage. A. C. McLoon A- | MacDonald.
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
Co
New and permanent location : “The Record is extremely proud to tral tradition and specializes in scalp service Wednesday at 7.30. All serv Ray. 289: Beaton, 290; Gardner, 320;
122Stf
Bicknell Block. Tel. 730—adv.
1 have such writers on its staff.”
treatments.—Arizona Producer.
ices on daylight time.
total, 1422,

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

of WA

RING CHEER
NTERIOR GLOSS was made

I

for amateurs and experts alike.

Easy to put on—easy to clean. See

INTERIOR

GLOSS

how quickly you can flood a room
with cheery light. Try it on your

tUPONt

kitchen, bathroom or basement.

Make your choice of tints today.

PAINTS
VARNISHES

DUCO

ASK US THE NEW LOW PRICE

J. A. JAMESON CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FOR HOUSEHOLD USE • FURNITURE - WOODWORK • FLOORS • AUTOMOBILES

AYER'S
IIow (lid the little touch of summer weather feel lo you? It's
coming and you'd better be prepared with Summer Clothing. Best
quality ever and at Lowest Prices Ever!
BOYS’ SHIRTS AND BLOUSES—high neek, long sleeves or low
neek and short sleeves ................................................. 50?, 79e, $1.00
BOYS’ SCHOOL PANTS—big line at..................... '... $1.00, $1.50, $2.09
BOYS’ SHORT PANTS—khaki, linen, crash ...................... 79c, $1.00
BOYS’ KHAKI LONG PANTS—or Overall Pants
$1 00
BOYS’ SWEATERxS ....................................................... $1.00, $1.69, $2 01
BOYS’ UNION SUITS ................................................................... 50r, 75c
MEN'S RUNNING PANTS—handsome patterns ............ 30c, 39c, 50c
MEN’S ATHLETIC SHIRTS ...................................................... 39c, 50c
MEN’S SHIRTS AND DRAWERS ............................................ 50c, 75c
MEN'S UNION SUITS—cotton or silk .................................. $1.00, S1.50
MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS ............................................... $1.00, $1 50, $1 98
MEN'S FANCY SWEATERS .................................................. $2.00, $3 00
MEN’S KHAKI PANTS or OVERALL PANTS ....... $1.00, $1.50, $1.7$
MEN’S WHITE FLANNEL PANTS ................................................ $5.03

We carry the Largest and Best Line of Wash Suits in the city.
Come in and let us show them to you. They arc the handsomest
things you ever saw.
*

RECTAL DISEASES

r WILLIS AYER
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Public supper tonight at Legion
hall from 5 to 7 under the auspices of
the American Legion Auxiliary, with
Mrs. Hazel Haskell in charge.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 21—Junior music clubs of Eastern
Maine hold field day at R. H. S. audi
torium.
May 23—W. C. T. U. county conven
tion at Camden Baptist Church.
.
May 26—Boxing at Empire Theatre,
auspices V. F. W. Post.

There will be a special meeting of
Rutn Mayhew Tent Monday night
at 7.30 to complete plans for Me
morial Day and the State Conven
tion.

ISLES OF ROMANCE

IN THE
CHURCHES

ANOTHER ERRAND OF MERCY

Former Rockland Man PreDarine Illustrated Lecture' Capt. William H. Wincapaw, pilot, the Island to North Haven, where
"

®

.

On the Maine Coast

oi the Penobscot Bay aviation serv-■ Howard’s sister, a telephone operator,
ice, again played the role of life got word to the office of the Maine
saver last night, when he brought' Air Transportation Company Inc., in
from Eagle Island the 5-year-old ’ Rockland.
daughter of Clarence Howard, dan- Capt. Wincapaw, accompanied by Dr.
gerously ill and in convulsions.
O. R. Lawry, left this city at 8 o'clock
When the urgency of hospital and at 8.50 the child was receiving
treatment was seen a member of the medical treatment which, it was said,
family went in a motor boat from would be the means of saving her life.

"Maine’s biggest unpaid booster"
is the title.which has been bestowed
WEATHER
upon Alton Hall Blackington of Bos
During the absence of Miss Ade
ton, well-known news-gatherer and
The long dry spell is broken this
lyn Bushnell from Thomaston, her
lecturer. For more than five years
morning in a gentle rain that is
son, William Manning, is making his
he has been bringing the charms, ad
greatly needed by the gardens, and
home with Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Gard
vantages and scenic splendor of the
will be generally welcomed, though
ner in this city.
Pine Tree State to the attention of
it interrupts a busy baseball sched
the public all over the country.
ule. In the wooded sections of this ,
Robert Gardner of this city ls in
During the past lecture season he
State and New Hampshire the men
the cast of "The Phantom Cargo” in
The Camden Masons had the last
Past presidents’ night will be ob
has been using a great deal of Maine
ace of forest fires has been so great
which Adelvn Bushnell and Marshall
served at the meeting of the Aux of their semi-public dances Thursday
COMPARE
THESE
PRICES
material
in
one
lecture.
Next
sea

that thc governors of the two states
CHICK TMUI FOUR ZONES OF COl»
Bradford will star at Plymouth The
iliary of Winslow-Holbrook Post Mon evening when the special committee
IN THI DIAGRAM ABOVE
son he will have one practically all- day. Miss Margaret Nutt and Miss for refreshments was composed of Mr.
found it necessary Thursday to ban
atre in Boston May 30.
| i f oWTi i i r v aYT o m
Maine.
fishing
and
close
the
woods
except
to
29x4.40
..................................
$3.48
and Mrs. Harold Allen of Camden,
LU____ L«»Muiuu
FI
"More people from Maine come up Pearl Borgerson will act as hostesses. Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Wentworth, Dr.
property owners. Showers are ex
Thomas Anastasio and Ralph
29x1.50
..................................
3.75
■ HOW M I I Z I N O
to
the
stage
after
the
lecture
to
ex

pected tomorrow. Yesterday was fair,
M. Tardiff have been appointed dele
Visiting Rotarians in Camden at and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee and Mr. and
TIMFIRATUII
press their appreciation of the Maine Tuesday's meeting were F. L. Line- Mrs. Harold B. Burgess of Rockland.
62 at noon, wind southwest; this
30x4.50 ..................................
3.85 gates from Limerock Council, K. of C..
pictures,
”
says
Blackington,
“
than
FAST FRIIZINO
morning 58 at 8 o'clock, wind north
kin, Alan L. Bird and H. P. Blodgett. These assemblies which have been
28x4.75 ..................................
4.25 to the convention in Portland Wed
___ TIM NRAIUII
from any other New England State The speaker was Percy R. Keller, conducted through the winter season
east.
nesday. They plan to go Monday.
For three years we kept a record of Camden's new town manager, who have been very popular and have
30x5
.................................. $14.95
WORLD'S RtCOlft
SERMONETTE
FAST FRIIZIMD
the ‘fans' who came to tell us how gave an instructive talk on "Maine been attended by a large number of
Very low tide this morning.
The annual field day and summer
32x6
24.85
much they enjoyed the show and State Aid Roads."
session of Kora Temple, Mystic
Rockland Masons and their ladies.
600x20 .................................. 15.98 Shrine, will be held at Norway, Fri “Lord, lo Whom Shall We Go?”
were amazed to find that 85 per cent
Clifford Fernald is employed at
were from Maine, 10 per cent from
Maurice Derry's barber shop.
Simon Peter’s question asked
day, June 17. when the Maine
New Hampshire and a few scattering
Shriners will be guests of the Nor directly of his Lord is the Im
BOYS
Walter Staples, Jr., is in Lewiston
ones from Vermont and Cape Cod.
way and South Paris Nobles. Kora portant question of this day.
A SPECIAL FOR YOU
today to attend the Boy Scout jam
None from Rhode Island or Con
Temple has a number of Knox Coun Attempts are being constantly
Pennsylvania Bicycle Tire
boree.
made, in these hours of skeptinecticut.
ty members.
‘‘Sturdy Stud"
aism, to minimize the force of
“Not only did these people ex
means
Rev. George H. Welch has been se
The meeting of the Auxiliary of the the query; indeed many would press their pleasure at seeing their
98c
lected as Rockland’s Memorial Day
Sons of Union Veterans Wednesday eliminate Christ himself.
old home town upon the screen, but
speaker.
night developed into a surprise birth
This modern tendency was the j they often suggested other human
—
day party for its popular president, background of the question the i interest stories and told me about
13 Plate Bonded Battery
The Ladies’ Aid will serve supper
Mrs. Stella McRae, who was present Harvard students asked the fa
quaint and delightful characters and
Kelvinator i9 the only fully
in the Cushing town hall next Wed
ed with a birthday cake made by Mrs. mous lady from the Pacific coast, certain lakes, resorts, camps and
automatic electric refriger
$5.50
nesday evening.
May Cross, and a basketful of at "Why preach Christ?” Writers streams where other pictorial ma
like Wells and Will Durant and
tractive and useful articles.
ator. No danger of freez
terial could be found, and invariably
The Sunshine Society will meet
many others are prone to classify
they asked for more Maine coast pic
ing foods—no forgetting to
Thomaston Nursing Association the Saviour among the other
Monday afternoon at the clubroom,
tures."
turn dials on or off when in
• • • •
is sponsoring an interesting entertain great moral teachers—they do not
447 Main street.
689 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
ment Wednesday evening, when Miss admit his deity. Jesus made him
a hurry.
There is no doubt in Blackington's
61-tf
Rockland High will appreciate thc
Alice C. George will give an illustrated self equal with God and for that
mind that the State of Maine has
support
of
local
fans
at
this
after

talk
on
her
recent
trip
to
the
Hawaiian
he
was
slain.
‘
‘
I
and
my
Father
Iso-Thermic Tubes—Kelmore loyal lovers and boosters than
noon’s game in Camden.
■ fiWT z\bt n mitT Islands. Her account will be prefaced are one; if ye had known the any other State in the whole coun
vinator’s own development
I A TEST IlN FI IfiHT by a musical program directed by Father ye would have known try.
rMiss Alcada HaI1_ The event takes me.”
Gerald Ward of Portland is sub
and exclusive property—
“Islands of Romance” will be the
stituting as linotypist at The Courierplace in the Congregational vestry.
John’s gospel opens with these
make this automatic oper
Amelia Earhart Putnam arrived
Gazette office for a month.
wonderful words which Christians title of the 1932-33 season’s lecture
Huntley-Hill Post, V.Fi.W. has a
believe: “In the beginning was the which Mr. Blackington will present.
ation possible.
this forenoon at Londonderry, Ire
Miss Beth Green is substituting
meeting Monday night and expects Word, and the Word was with He is already at work upon lt. This
for Miss Grace Pinkerton while she land. Motor trouble for 10 hours pre to obligate eight or 10 candidates. God, and the Word was God; all is the preliminary or planning stage.
There are four temperature
"Islands of Romance" will Include
is on a short vacation from A. T. vented continuance of her flight to The Post is sponsoring a post-card things were made by him, and
zones—each automatic
the prominent people, the wild bird
shower asking Congressman Nelson without him was not anything made
Thurston’s.
Paris.
to support the 'full payment bonus that was made; in him was life life, the interesting characters, the
and constant: (1) Food
The
Rockland
City
Band
has
a
busy
____________
bill. It is expected by the Foreign and the life was the light of men.” tragic shipwrecks and the historic
preservation, constantly
incidents which had their setting
Memoml Day in prospect, playing at J
annual graduatlon of nurses War Veterans that 1000 cards will go
Christ’s own statement affirmed
Perhaps your car does look a sorry mess after you’ve
amid the unparalleled scenic beauty
below 50°; (2) Frost Chest
Thomaston in the forenoon and for from Knox „
“
I
came
down
from
heaven,
not
out
of
Rockland.
Hospital
place
of the Maine islands. Islands which
the
Memorial
Day
parade
at
Rock

to
do
my
will
but
the
will
of
him
for fish, meats and game,
Thursday, June 23.
had a collision. But since the damage is only to
that sent me.”
Ask yourself will provide the material for this new
land in the afternoon.
The local W.C.T.U. met with the
constantly below freezing; ,
lecture are: Monhegan, the lost vil
Misses Erskine yesterday. These Peter’s question, and directly of
fenders, running board or body forget your worry.
Mary Haskell, Evelyn Segai, Gert delegates were elected to the county your Lord: “To whom shall we lage of Hurricane, Vinalhaven, Mt.
Miss Ellen Daly, suprlntendent of
(3) Ice cube trays, fast
Desert, Isle au Haut, and Isles of
Knox Hospital, has been elected rude Simmons and Helen Pietroski convention: Delegates—Mrs. Ida Sim go? thou hast the words of eter
freezing; (4) orld’s Rec
Shoals on the Maine coast, Grand
We’ll restore it to its original shape and condition,
chairman of the eligibility committee are in Portland today to participate mons. Mrs. Edith Tweedie, Mrs. Lot
nal life."
of the National League of Nursing ] *n
annua' State typewriting and tie Gregory, Mrs. Austin Smith, Mrs.
Manan close by, and Nantucket and
ord Fast Freezing Speed,
Beautifully the great oratorio
shorthand contests at Deering High Maud Sherer, Mrs. Ethel Perry, Mrs.
opens, “If indeed with all your Nuskegat on the Massachusetts
1 Education a distinctive honor.
and a fine job it’ll be.
for making frozen desserts
school.
E. M. Lawrence, Mrs. Annie Flint. heart ye truly seek him. ye shall coast.
or ice cubes in a hurry.
The work of preparing this lecture
There will be a special children's
Mrs. Hattie Bickmore, Mrs. Frances surely find him;" and whenever
Rockland young people in the cast Hall, Miss Mabel Seavey and Mrs. you can say “We believe and are
will necessitate much research work.
! matinee at Park Theatre next Thurs
Our Prices Are In Line
In addition to being fully
Libraries must be visited, books read
day afternoon, at 4 o’clock. The pro of "Corporal Eagen” presented in Irene Moran. "Ae alternates are: I sure thou art that Christ, the Son
ceeds wilP be used in buying sweaters Watts hall Thursday and Friday eve Mrs. Alice Kittredge, Mrs. Means, i of the living God,” you have found and data recorded. Careful selec
With Today’s Pocketbook
a u tom a tic,-Kelvinator
tion must be made. Only the most
for the senior boys and girls who have nings of this week included Miss Vada Mrs. Ida Hall, Mrs. Edna French, him.
W. A. H.
complies with all the re
Clukey, Clinton Fickett, Miss Isabelle Mrs. Lillian Joyce, Mrs. Hattie Lord,
interesting and spectacular places
won their letters.
Kirkpatrick, Miss Ruth Pillsbury, Dr. Mrs. Grace Ludwick, Mrs. Evelyn
can be chosen for the final filming
We have secured the services of Kustaa Ahlholm
quirements of the Stand
Fred Lambert was navigating the James Kent, Mrs. Corinne Kinney Cates, Mrs. Fannie Frye and Mrs. | At the Congregational Church to and use on the screen.
ard Rating Scale, a copy
Etta Stoddard. Convention at Cam morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
"There is more natural scenery of
skies again yesterday in his Curtiss , and Miss Florence Dean.
who is now ready to give you the same high quality
den 10 o'clock, Monday, at the Bap preach on the subject, “It Is A Matter wide appeal and varied pictorial in
of which is yours for the
j Junior. The plane, which was dam
of
Credit.
”
The
Sunday
School
will
tist
Church.
terest in Maine than in any other
aged in an accident last fall, has
Plans have been completed for the
work he is noted for.
asking.
convene at noon. The Comrades Ot spot on earth," states Mr. Blacking
been thoroughly repaired, and this six weeks’ summer session of the
the
Way
will
meet
in
the
vestry
at
BORN
week was re-licensed in Bangor.
ton. "The great difficulty is not in
University of Maine which will open
—At Knox Hospital, Rockland, 6.30 o'clock.
what to ‘shoot,’ but what to leave
on July 5, and close on Aug. 12. Di POTANSU
• • • •
May 9. to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Putansu
FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS t
The annual session of the Grand rector of the summer ses ;ion, Dr.
out.”
of Clark Island, a daughter, Rutft,
At
First
Church
of
Christ,
Scien
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For
Chapter of Maine, O.E.S., is to be Roy M. Peterson, has announced the
Lorraine.
tist,
corner
of
Cedar
and
Brewster
Knox—Waldo—Lincoln Counties
held in Portland next Tuesday and faculty of 54 members which includes
When this lecture Is ready next
streets,
Sunday
services
are
at
10.30
192 MAIN ST.
TEL. 2C0—W Wednesday, although a number of 32 members of the regular teaching
MARRIED
fall it will consist of a large number
ROCKLAND
preliminary functions are to occur on staff and 22 visiting faculty members. YOUNG-LAMBRE—At Rockland. May 21. and the subject of the lesson sermon of lantern slides, which will be the
by
Rev.
L.
G.
Perry. Wilbur R Young tomorrow will be “Soul and Body.”
Monday. Many members of Golden
of Camden and Leola Lambre of Rock Sunday School is at 11.45. Wednes pick of thousands of pictures made
Rod Chapter are planning to attend.
port.
Sheriff Greenleaf of Lincoln Counday evening testimony meeting is at during this year. Unlike many lec
| ty was in the city Thursday with POOLER-ANTHONY — At Vlnalhaven. 7.30. The reading room is located turers, who engage a photographer
ROCKLAND
689 MAIN STREET
May
16.
by
Rev.
Floyde
Young,
Myron
Pleading guilty to larceny, after several of his deputies, and they
to take their pictures and a laboratory
at
400
Main
street,
and
is
open
week
F.
Pooler
of
Stonington
and
Miss
Mar|
the charge of breaking and entering went home with an awful load—to
garet E. Anthony of Vlnalhaven.
to finish them, Mr. Blackington does
days from 2 until 5 p. m.
had been nol pressed, Floyd Dailey wit: liquors valued at $10,000 which
♦ * * •
all his own work.
of Camden and Ralph Knowles ot I were seized at Edgecomb by State
bmcskskbobc
DIED
There are many difficulties to be
St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Pittsfield tvere yesterday sentenced Patrolmen Pray and Shaw, and which WOOD—At South Portland. May 17, Mrs.
overcome
in
the
actual
picture-mak

Rev.
E.
O.
Kenyon,
rector:
The
serv

Katie Ellen Wood, aged 63 years. 3
by Judge Butler to the Men's Re , have since been stored in the base
months. 11 days. Burial ln Rorkland ices will be appropriate for Trinity ing, the weather, lighting, clouds,
formatory in Skowhegan. The com ment of the Knox County Courthouse.
ERICKSON
—At Rockport. May 21. Erick Sunday. Holy communion at 7.30; sunsets, etc. Days are spent in look
plaint against them was burglarizing
J. Erickson, aged 70 years. 6 months, 8 Church School at 9.30; Choral Eucha ing over the territory and waiting for
the
store
of
R.
B.
Hopkins
at
Millville.
days. Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock.
FISII AND GAME GET BUSY
Marion Cobb Fuller of the State
rist and sermon at 10.30. Vespers and Just the right light conditions.
—At Rockland. May 20. Le address at 7.30. Thursday, Corpus When the negatives have been made
Library is to be the speaker at the WOODCOCK
ander
Woodcock,
aged
71
years.
In

The spring meeting of the Knox
Walter H. Spear of Beech street is meeting of the Garden Club Tuesday
Christi Day; Holy Communion at 7.30, they must be taken to Blackington's
terment In Vlnalhaven.
County Fish <fc Game Association was modest to a degree, but when he afternoon at 3 o'clock at the home SLINGSBY—At St. George. May 21. vespers at 5.30, sermon and Adora laboratory in Boston, where, with the
hears anybody talking about prize
Philip
Slingsby,
aged
67
years.
1
tion at 7.30. Friday, Holy Com skill acquired in almost 20 years of
held in Union Wednesday night, sup tulip beds he listens rather pityingly of Mrs. George B. Wood, Talbot ave
month.
this work, they are developed and
per being served in Masonic hail, and to their claims. Run up to 74 Beech nue. Her subject will be “Making AREY—At Vlnalhaven, May 17. Winifred, munion at 7.30. * • • «
printed into the lantern slide or
Mrs. Fuller is
wife of Leslie E. Arey, aged 67 years
thc business meeting, address and street and see his 400 plants iu full ;Garden Library.
Sunday is to be “Men's Sunday” at movie film.
bloom-and such blooms! He chai- a former Rockland girl whose literary LONG—At Roslindale. Mass.. May 19.
motion pictures being in the town
And when it comes to lantern
Henrietta M.. widow of Thomas O the First Baptist Church and at the
lenges the world in general and the attainments are regarded with pride
Long of Thomaston, aged 64 years, 1 morning service. Mr. MacDonald will slides and the way they are produced
hall. About 100 members were pres Rockland Garden Club in particular by her townspeople.
I have 1000 Gallons of Farm and Home Paint,
month. 18 days. Funeral Sunday at
ent. The very satisfying supper was to show better tulip beds.
2.30 daylight time, at the Thomaston speak to the fathers. There will be by tinting, toning, double exposure
but I need Money more than I do Paint, and I
special music by the Chorus Choir. or coloring by hand, it is doubtful if
Baptist Church.
Danzelle Heal of Camden graduat
served under the direction of Robert
Sunday School will be held at noon. any other lecturer-photographer can
ed
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am
willing to sell it at Cost in order to do away
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M. McKinley by the Ladies Com
CARD OF THANKS
The Endeavorers will meet at 6.15. A duplicate the quality and perfection
program at the University of Maifle of the Commercial College yesterday
munity Club, whioh will devote the has been announced, the dates being with a record of 75 words a. minute
We wish to express our appreciation male chorus and quartet will furnish of the pictures which have won for
with Storage and Interest.
profits to the new High School build set at June 9-13. The opening eve in typewriting and 120 words a to the neighbors and friends who so the special music at the 7.30 service Blackington a national reputation.
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both
at
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ing which ls already beginning to take ning will be devoted td Phi Kappa minute in shorthand. This equals time of the fire and afterward
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form. Judge Walter H. Butler gave Phi, while Friday is set for Class the records made by Lena Kettunen,
In order to Help the Sale I can offer you 1 urMrs. Ellen H. Dyer and family.
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a report on wild fowl legislation pend Day; Saturday, Almuni Day: Sunday, also of Camden and Phyllis Snow
Man In Town."
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ing in Congress, and Game Warden F. the Baccalaureate exercises; and Mon man of Rockland, the three repre
cures just the type of slide he wishes
I wish to thank the many friends who
H. Smallwood told of planting trout
At
the
Pratt
Memorial
M.
E.
senting the best achievement that so kindly remembered me ln a shower
Cost.
for projection. If there are no
from the Bird Memorial Pool in the day, the official commencement exer has been made in this college.
of cards on my birthday. They gave mc Church, Rev. H. H. Marr, pastor, clouds in the original picture he goes
tributaries of lakes in Knox, Lincoln cises.
morning
worship
at
10.30,
subject,
great pleasure.
•
A. W. McCurdy.
and Waldo Counties. G. A. Harrison,
“The Cure For Pricked Hearts;" to a well-stocked file of cloud nega
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord has been
The condition of Irving F. Beach',
general passenger agent of the honored with the position of organ who
anthems, “My Song Shall Be of tives and in a jiffy has superimposed
is in a Brunswick hospital as
CARD OF THANKS
Canadian National Railways present ist at the Fourth Church of Christ the result of the murderous assault
Mercy,” Wilkinson, and “O Lord, How the clouds from one negative into thc
We want to thank all those who have Manifold Are Thy Works,” Clare; other picture. But this is not so
ed six reels of travel and fishing pic
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ln
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recent
be

tures, the scenes being laid along Scientist in Washington. D. C. This made upon him last Saturday night reavement. and for thc beautiful flowers, Sunday school at 12; Epworth easy as it sounds. Clouds made in
Rockland
54 Willow Street,
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Canadian National Railways, and his
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Prince,
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Jessie
Dol

thought of the luxury and recreation tion came as a gratifying surprise to the deed, has been unsuccessful. "As ham. Earle Achorn. Mrs. Lorena Ott.
Worrey. assisted by the orchestra; taken into consideration when a
suggested by the pictures.
The Mrs. lord, as she is a member and matters now stand," says the Bath ' Rockport.
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“
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that
an
indict
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It requires a knowledge of color plus
running excursions between Portland
Whereas, death has again entered
Lively interest Is being manifested on three different counts at the June
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni a fortune in patience.
and Montreal for the marvelously in the presentation of the operetta
Bethel Rebekah Lodge. No. 57. I. O. O F..
Discussing this coming lecture
low round trip fare of $5. Mr. Harri ‘'Cinderella" at the High School au- term of Sagadahoc grand jury. One and our Charterr ls draped in memory for versalist Church at 10.45 will have as
period of thirty days, by the loss of our the topic of his sermon "Open the “Islands of Romance,” Blackington
son is a very pleasing speaker, and ditorium Wednesday afternoon and count will be assault on Beach with ahighly
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and
beloved
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"
3 d fishing pictures T-HnrKriae
Alonzo Davis. Therefore, be It Resolved Windows.” The quartet will sing says:
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the past
cast inrliidine
including
That in the passing of our brother. "Gloria in Excelsis" by Dudley Buck
“It would be far easier and less
added much to the pleasure of the children of the Universalist Church automobile from Kelley's garage and
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belief
of
thc
authorities.
”
ested and ever ready to perform his part at noon. The week’s activities in within easy reach of the tourists,
Rockland, Edgar Whittier of Union, Lamb. Miss Adelaide E. Cross is
in the work of our beloved Order.
Mrs. Jean Robertson of East Union coaching the dances, and the church
That the officers and members of this cludes the operetta “Cinderella" everything is in readiness for the
Francis E. Havener has the con lodge
and H. S. Stewart of Thomaston.
extend to the bereaved wife and Wednesday at 4.15 p. m. for children visitor or photographer, booklets,
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school orchestra is engaged in re tract for thc electrical work on thc sons their
heartfelt sympathy in this
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for
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Tickets Free with Every
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Twenty-five Cent
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Magazine.
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THE STORY
CHAPTER I—Six bandits corns
aboard the steamer, Midniffht Sun,
while she Is tied to the bank of the
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the
other passengers on the boat are
amazed at the sight of banditry ln
this Great Waterways country, a
thousand miles north of Edmonton.
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent
years with the Canadian Mounten,
draws his gun in the face of the
covering rilies and fires upon the
ruffians. He is shot through the
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
get away with gold dust and choice
peltry.
CHAPTER
n—Corporal
Bill
Hardsock brings the news of the
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
the Mounted Police post at Fort
Endurance. After a Drlef dispute
over plans with his incompetent
superior, Inspector Haskell, Alan
starts out after the bandits in the
big police launch with the corporal
and four constables.

CHAPTER III.—Reaching the
Midnight Sun, they stop long
enough for Alan to board her and
consult witnesses of the crime Alan
asks the skipper to put Jimmy
Montgomery’s orphaned four-yearold daughter off at Fort Endurance
and leave her ln the care of Alan’s
fiancee, Elizabeth Spaulding. At the
MacMillan trading post on the Big
Alooska, Joyce MacMillan is alone,
awaiting the return of Pave, her
father, from a fur-buying trip. She
is thrilled when the police Launch
ties up there for the night, as she
has not seen Alan Baker for months.
Secretly she had hoped to marry
him; then she was stunned by the
news of his engagement to Eliza
beth. She is happy now to perceive
rrom his Ihalting talk that the
planned marriage Is not definitely
certain.
CHAPTER IV.—Barry Tounge.
one of Alan’s men, discovers in I
MacMillan’s fur shed a bale of pelts
stolen from the Midnight Sun. The
evidence incriminates Dave so
strongly that Alan is compelled to
tell Joyce. She hotly defends her
father. Alan leads his expedition
up the B!tr Alooska- Compelled by
Haskell's>'oollsh orders to divide
the party. Alan fails to capture the
bandits. The police expedition re
turns to Fort Endurance with Larry
badly wounded.

nnd saw Tlie perl) tliat Tiis 'two
friends had tried to rouse him to
meet. Tlie huge red-henrded lead
er had seen him collapse helpless
ly, and was coming across to put
a bullet through his brain and
seize tlie machine gun. Sinking
hack unseen. Alan drew his heavy
automatic, slipped the trigger safe
ty, and waited. A few moments
later, with ids enemy within a doz
en paces, he suddenly reared up,
up above the shelter, shooting as
he rose.
The seven heavy bullets caught
the bandit leader In the breast.
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The Seven Heavy Bullets Caught
the Bandit Leader in the Breast.

Dis rlghT arm carefull splintered
and bandaged.
The freightage that the launch car
ried—a machine gun and clutter of
rifles, a half dozen bales of peltry
worth a small fortune each bale,
shovels and corded packs, and flve
stout leather pouches sewn with
rawhide In the prospector fashion
—the mere sight of that cargo drew
a gasp from tlie crowd and brought
them edging up close.
Joyce had come with Buzzard in
the plane. As slip unsnapped her
safety belt nnd stood np. she was
remembering her last time here
at Endurance, when her fattier was
still alive. It seemed a heartless
irony of fate tliat he had dies lust
when his innocence had heen
proved. Small comfort to know
that his name and memory were
cleared of guilt. As she thought
of him lying dead at Resolution and
of the tragic duty calling her there,
she was glad that tonight a steam
er was coming past and she would
leave this North.
By the time she and Buzzard
had skirled ashore, Alan had
stepped out upon the planking. In
another moment she saw Elizabeth
elbow her way through the group
pressing around Alan. A gust of
emotion—Jealousy, scorn, anger—
swept across Joyce's pretty face ns
she watched Elizabeth’s greeting. It
was stagey, it was all artificial.
Elizabeth's gladness at his return
and her sympathy over his wounds
were effusive and contemptible.
Joyce could not help thinking of
herself swimming across to Alan at
the swan nest, and of the compas
sion that tore at her when she
found him there, wounded, bleeding,
half unconscious. She felt she had
known more real sympathy In those
moments than Elizabeth would feel
in her whole life. A fierce jealousy,
a Jealous proprietorship, surged
through her. Alan had got those
wounds fighting for her: slip had
dressed them and taken him to her
home, and she had nursed him
through those long hours of fever
ish pain.
Haskell came shoving his way
ont to the wharfedge. “Hardsock.
you and Pedneault are under ar
rest !"
Bill scarcely glanced up at him.
Muddied and haggard from two
days of shovel work cutting a chan
nel to refloat the big launch, he and
Pedneault continued tossing the
pouches and fur bales out upon the
planking.
"Did you understand. Hardsock?"
Haskell repeated. "You're under
arrest."
Bill looked up. “I heard you.”
he said in weary scorn. "But
haven’t time to be arrested just
now. Put it off a few minutes, can't
you? Here's a hundred and fifty
thousand in furs and gold that’d
better get under lock and key be
fore part of it walks off. And a
prisoner to take up.”
Williamson came down to the
wharf edge. Joyce saw him hesi
tate a moment, then hold out his
hand to Alan. It was only a mo
mentary’ pause, but she saw it dis
tinctly, and understood the reason;
and it roused a hot anger in her.
She was proud of Alan for tlie
way he reacted. He, too, had no
ticed the hesitation, and he re
marked curtly, refusing his hand:
“Don't bother, superintendent.
You might lose caste. I've heard
I’m a criminal.”
The division commander was vis
ibly hurt by Alan’s words. Ilia eyes

again Tie Tore she TcTt. site Tiieiint
her words not only for the stormy
hour ahead of him, but for all the
years of his life.
•
•••••
•
Alan strode Into tlie cabin in a
savage fighting mood. He had risen
from a sick bed to come to Endur
ance before Williamson left, and he
had sworn he was going to crush
Haskell. Tlie inspector had forced
him out of the Mounted: had
caused Igirry to be crippled for
life; had refused protection to
Joyce in her desperate need: bail
made a scapegoat of Dave Mac
Millan to save his face: and more
than anyone on earth lie was re
sponsible for tliat sorry tragedy at
Rprolutipn.
Almost the only hope Alan had
was that trap which he nnd Joyce
had planned—an idea born ln
Joyce’s quick brain nnd developed
between them during the ttiree days
she had nursed him.
When he went in. he found Wil
liamson and Haskell sitting at the
desk, waiting. Haskell did not
move; but Williamson, considerate
of ills wounds, drew up a chair nnd
invited him to sit down.
“Won't you give us the story of
your patrol, Raker?" he requested
kindly.
Alan countered:
“My story
doesn’t begin with this patrol. It
begins last fall, when this gentle
man here came down north. I want
to tell It clean, from then till now."
“That's your right,” Williamson
assented.
Alan hoped that his story, hy the
sheer Munt truth of it. would car
ry conviction. But when lie fin
ished, the old officer did not com
ment. The silence was foreboding.
Almost in desperation. Alan took
up a couple of matters that lay
very near to his heart.
“There’s two or three favors I
want to ask of you, sir. Since
they’re not in my own behalf, you
may agree to them. One Is about
Chink Woolley, tlie man we brought
in. I want to put in a word for him.
He deserves heavy punishment but
he shouldn’t be hanged. He gave
us some priceless information. We
might never have saved Joyce Mac
Millan If he hadn’t. If it's im
possible for me to be present at his
trial, I want to turn over to you an
affidavit in his behalf. Then, about
Featherof, my partner In this pa
trol. He stole some government
property and broke some flying reg
ulations. But he made tlie whole
thing possible, he threw in with ine
without a thought of pay. iie riskid
his life half a dozen times. We’re
in position to restore that prop
erty or else pay for it in full. Will
you get Featherof out of this Jara?"
“How about yourself. Baker?”
“Well. I don't want to be jailed,
if I can help it. But I suppose
your favors will stretcli just so far.
I was the instigator, and If any
body has to pay. I'm the one."
Williamson was thoughtful. Fekv
times in his career had he e^r
allowed motive, however worthy, io
be excuse for breaking the law'. But
as he glanced at Baker, wounded,
maimed in one hand, still pale from
loss of blood, he thought what a
heartless travesty of justice it
would be if Baker were imprisoheil.
u|e
Whatever the truth of his tmu|
with Haskell, the great fact
mained that he had gone on Za
thankless and prodigious patrol atd
had run those criminals to earth.
‘Til do what I can for you both”
he promised, with no reluctance.
“When I go hack outside I'Jl talk
to tlie Edmonton officials and try

T

OUR
BOOK CORNER

Mrs. Alice Hargreaves, the original
Alice in Wonderland, arrived in
America April 28, to take part in
Columbia University's celebration of
the 100th anniversary of the birth
of Lewis Carroll.
Mrs. Hargreaves who observed her
80th birthday May 4, at first sight
gave little suggestion of the little
girl who listened wide-eyed to the
fascinating nonsense stories of the1
Rev. Charles Ludwidge Dodgson,
deacon of Christ Church and lec
turer in mathematics. But a twinkle
in her blue eyes identified her unmis
takably with that child who
chuckled with delight at stories of the
white rabbit, the little girl who near
ly drowned in a pool of her own;
tears, shed before she shrank to
dwarf size down a famous rabbithole.
Reporters asked Mrs. Hargreaves
what was her favorite character in I
Alice of Wonderland. “It's the
Cheshire Cat." she declared. "Why?"
they wanted to know. There wasn’t
any why—it was just so.
Mrs. Hargreaves it accompanied
by her son. Capt. Caryl Hargreaves,
and her sister, Miss Rhode Liddell.
Until this year no portrait of Mrs.
Hargreaves had been published. She
made it a rule many years ago never
to autograph books, and broke it for |
the first and only time just be
fore sailing to write in one belong
ing to Princess Elizabeth, "from the
original Alice."
• • • •
The Dial Press has published “The
Lewis Carroll Book" to celebrate the
centenary of the author's birth. For
the first time in one volume is con
tained ail of Carroll's triumphant
nonsense, some of which heretofore
has been difficult to obtain. It
should bring joy to countless children—that is, if they can get the
book away from the adults of the ,
household! The illustrations are the
originals by John Tenniel.
« • * •
Rear Admiral Elliot Snow and Lt.
Commander H. Allen Gosnell have
written a book that you might like
to keep with your souvenirs of the
trip which marked your visit to the
remodeled Old Ironsides. It is "On
the Decks of Old Ironsides" (The
MacMillan Co.) an authentic and
thorough account of the famous old
ship of war and the men who sailed
her in the stirring days when she
sailed the seas.* In this book are
exciting stories of her engagements
and adventures in peace and war.
There are portraits of the fierce men
who trod her decks, all based on
diaries, logs and letters. There are
few books available giving any more
complete or accurate history of the
pride of the American navy.

knocked him over, killed him in
stantly.
Crouching down again behind
CHAPTER V.—Haskell, who is
that pile of willow sticks and
Alan’s active enemy and is trying to | reeds, Alan turned to the Brown
win Elizabeth, blames Alan for the
failure and orders his demotion to ! ing. Methodically he spread the
ths ranks. He flatly denies that he
tripod and planted it firmly and
ordered Alan to spilt the police , clicked it into its mount Very
party. He refuses to let Alan lead a
carefully he fed in a web of car
second expedition against the ban
dits. Seeing only one way now to go
tridges till it was caught Rising
after the bandits and clear Joyce s
to one knee then, clasping the
father from the charge resulting
spade grip, lie cautiously raised his
from the obviously planted* evid
ence, Alan buys out of the Mounted.
eyes above his shelter.
Haskell gives Alan his release on
The 'breed with tlie deadly Sav
condition that he signs a paper to
the effect that Haskell did not give
age, who had sent three bullets in
the order to split the expedition.
to his body and had drilled Jimmy
CHAPTER VI—After making ar
Montgomery through the heart, was
rangements with Hardsock and old
trying to make it back to the flags.
Pad Pence to look after Joyce’s
Shouting hoarsely, lie kept jerking
safetv while she is alone at the
MacMillan post (her father ^eing
his head around to gee what his
jailed at Fort Endurance), Alan
enemy was doing. Alan swerved
starts out of the country in a mo
tlie Browning a few degrees, looked
tor canoe. As the days pass and
she does not hear from him, Joyce
down the sights, and his trigger
were taking in the recovered loot
to get those charges nnl-prnssed
la heartsick for Alan.
finger tightened. . . . The 'breed
the tired men, Alan’s wounds.
But you and Featherof see to re
CHAPTER VII.—On his Journey.
stumbled as that hail of death
“
I
see
you
won
out
against
those
storing that property.”
Alan runs across “Buzzard” Feathcaught
him
—
stumbled
and
flung
up
men.
Tlie
prisoner,
I
suppose,
is
erof, famous aviator of the World
his arms and pitched face-down in
war, and now “on his own.” with a
one of them. Where are the others?"
dilapidated machine.
Affinity of
TO BE CONTINUED
the ankle-deep water.
"Over ln the Thal-Azzah. We did
spirit draws them together, and
Releasing for a moment, Alan
take the trouble to give them a
Alan enlists “Buzzard” in the en
trained the Browning on tliat clump j decent burial.”
terprise. Tracking sufficient funds
APPLETON RIDGE
to procure equipment, they loot
of flags where two rifles were still
"Dead?”
Roy Pierce of North Haven was in
government stores, starting their
screaming
at
him
;
and
when
he
“
Yes,
dead.
It
was
a
fair
fight,
pursuit of the bandits, themselves
town Monday.
had determined his concentration.
criminals in the eyes of the law.
if you care to take my word for it.”
A. H. S. and WHS. played base
Williamson
was
silent
a
few
mo

ball on Washington grounds Monday
CHAPTER Yin.—“Slob-Ice” Jen
the Browning went Into play again.
ments.
Into
his
eyes
came
a
far

sen, leader of the bandits, plans to
Methodically, the gun drumming
capture Joyce MacMillan and es
away expression, as though he was afternoon, score 11 to 3 in favor of
out its message of death, he swept
cape to Manitoba. At Fort Endur
thinking of renowned patrols In the A. H. S.
ance" Haskell catches on that Bill
the dump from end to end, spray
A supper and social was held at
history of the Force and realizing
Hardsock Is caching gasoline and
ing it witli bullets, mowing down
the Grange hall Tuesday evening for
oil for Alan at En Traverse lake,
tliat
Baker
’
s
victory
over
these
six
tlie flags, splattering the bandits’
and plans with Constable Whipple
criminals was one of them and one the benefit of a local baseball team.
to capture Alan when his plane
hiding with a raking, slow-weaving
Searsmont High School presented
of the best of them. Finally he re
alights there.
fire.
their play at Riverside hall Wednes
quested
:
“
Won't
you
come
up
to
CHAPTER IX.—Haskell’s elabo
There in the flags a figure leaped
the cabin. Baker? I’d like to hear day evening.
rate plan to entrap Alan failt* Pickup and blindly tried to escape.
ing«t’.p Hardsock at En Traverse,
your report on this."
Alan swung upon it, the figure van
the plane, with Its three occupants,
Any woman with a true aim
“P11 come up.” Alan sent an
continues to the MacMillan post.
ished, there was a thrashing for a
makes her mark in this country, ob
ominous
glance
at
Haskell.
“
I've
CHAPTER X—Alan Is thrilled to
moment among tlie reeds. To the
got several things to say to you, serves a woman columnist. Yes. but
see Joyce again, but she is cool to
right a single rifle still held out,
so often it is necessary to bury the
ward him. Continuing the flight,
superintendent.”
shooting at him. He located the
Alan looates the bandit tent on an
Joyce felt some one touching tier target.—Atlanta Constitution.
island. He leaves Bill in charge of
spot and poured a storm of bullets
arm. Turning, she saw it was Fa
the one bandit found there, and he
into it. . . . With a shrill yell a
and Buzzard fly back to the Aloos
ther Claverly.
small
wiry
man
sprang
up,
flung
ka to try to head off the other
'UR JUNIOR PUZZLE
As he shook hands he asked her,
bandits. But they have madertheir
ids gun spasmodically into the air,
“Joyce, if you have time tonight,
raid, killing old Dad Pences her
doubled
up
limply
nnd
sank
down
sole 6«?fender, and with Joyce their
step over to my study and visit
in tlie flags and muck.
prisoner are on their way back to
me, won’t you?"
ths rendezvous.
Alan stood up then. He tiiought
“Why, yes. Father Claverly, If
CHAPTER XI.—Haskell cunning
to swim across and get one of
you wish. I’d better come before
ly poisons Superintendent William
those
canoes
and
go
after
Joyce.
son’s mind by his account of Alan’s
ten; the steamer may be here any
But he had not the strength. The
conduct, and 'cels he is master of
time after that."
the situation. Pedneault, old friend
nausea was overpowering him
“You’re leaving tonight?”
oj Baker, tricks Haskell and goes
again
;
his
wounds
had
bled
him
to Join Alan with the police launch,
“Yes, There’ll be no other for
weak, and the pain of them sick
pave MacMillan, broken by his in
two weeks. Bill told you I’m go
ability to prov. his Innocence, has
ened him. Staggering from the
ing back to Ottawa?”
committed suichV- in his cell gf the
fearful reaction setting in, he sat
Father Claverly nodded, and a
fort
down on the swan nest, with his
little afterwards he left her,
world swimming in front of him
Joyce was deadly serious ln her
CHAPTER XII. CONTINUED
aud all his senses reeling.
last words to Alan.
•
••••••
“YouTl not forget what we talked
It was four days later that those
' Tn a vague way be realized that
over—the Inconnu trap?”
who waited at Fort Endurance
the triumph was his now, if his
"Pll not forget. But he may not
learned what had happened north
hands had strength to seize it. If
walk into it, Joyce. He’s shrewd,
east
in
the
Land
of
Many
Waters.
only lie could rise up, he could
he’s careful.”
One evening at sunset an air
stance the Browning behind this
“You can be shrewder, Alan! You
plane
came
swinging
around
the
nest and splatter every square inch
can make him walk into it. Let him
timbered
headland
down
the
Mac

of t.ie bandit's covert. As lie lay
think he’s got you beaten and hope
kenzie. Flying low, just over the
there, nearly helpless, fighting for
less. Hide what you feel. And
water,
it
veered
in
toward
the
one last flicker of strength to rise
don’t antagonize Superintendent
steamer
landing,
touched
lightly,
and use tlie machine gun, lie heard
Williamson.”
skimmed
the
wavelets,
and
taxied
Buzzard shouting nt him across
She held his hand a moment ln
close
in.
those seven hundred .yards. He
her warm clasp, Blinking of her fa
As
an
excited
group
began
gather

could not distinguish ttie frantic
ther lying dead at Resolution, of
ing at the wharf, the scarlet-andwords: he tiiought Buzzard must
Alan's noble struggle to save him,
gold police launch hove ln sight
be trying to hearten him to one
©f Haskell breaking her father's
around the headland and bore on
more effort. But then he iieard
will to live. It was some solace to
toward the post. The two craft
Joyce's voice, crying to him. Closer,
know she had helped Alan plan a
manifestly had timed themselves to
vibrant with fear, tlie warning
trap for the guilty inspector, a
come in together.
came to him clearly:
deadly trap if Haskell only walked
Three Indian canoes darted out
“Alan! Alan! He's coming for
into it.
you! Alan! Stop him. . . . Shoot I to tow the plane in to the landing.
As she quietly wished him good
Father Claverly had come down tlie
him!”
luck, in her heart she was fervent
terrace and stood" a little apart,
Tlie panic nnd terror of her
ly saying to him, ‘‘God go with you,
voice roused Alan. He understood ] quietly watching with observant
Alan.” And because she had pasthat some peril was looming upon | eyes. Haskell and Williamson had
sionatelv resolved not to see him
A TOOTHACHE
come down; and Elizabeth Spauld
him from 'those bandits. Willi a
ing, slipping through the crowd,
Nothing seems so painful as a
great effort lie rose to an elbow,
drunk with pain, giddy from loss j was trying to edge up near tlie
toothache is when you have one.
pier-heads, to be tlie first to greet
of blood. A few seconds later, lie
Philip is dancing with pain and
.
crept on elbows and knpps to tlie [ Alan Baker.
holding his jaw. Sally is trying
water edge and laved his face and
As the launch drew close, tllf
For RHEUMATISM take to comfort him but Philip says he
crowd saw it earned four men.
managed to tie a kerchief around
is afraid the dentist will get him
When
It
nosed
alongside,
they
RIIYTllN'S
his forehead wound.
yet. ?If you want to see what
recognized Pedneault and Bill i
AA W Za I Vr ll
u
Tlie bandage stopped the blood
Philip is afraid the dentist will
Hardsock, muddied, unshaven; and
SPECIAL COMPOUND
from running down and blinding
Alan Baker, a bandage around his
it. por sa]e at gl, use on him. take a pencil and join
him. The cold shock of water
head, his left hand wrapped in surLet
d
all the numbered dots together,
drove tlie nausea away for a litlle
X
urht'h
“w7s some -boo^L Uon Medicine Co.. Ab- starting with dot number one and
time. Again he heard Joyce cry
ing out to him, hut now it was a
ending with dot number twentyoutiandish individual of yellowish | b°t Village, Me.
cry inarticulate, despair-stricken.
nine.
completion
and
almond
eves,
with
. He cautiously raised his head.

The Children's Librarians' Section
of the American Library Association,
announced April 27 the award of the
John Newbery Medal to Mrs. Laura
Adams Armer of Berkeley. Calif., for
her novel, Waterless Mountain, pub
lished by Longmans, Green & Co.
The John Newbery Medal is awarded
annually for “the most distinguished
contribution to American literature
for children.” Waterless Mountain.
Mrs. Armer's first book, was written
to submit to the Longmans' second
juvenile fiction contest. There the
manuscript was awarded the $2,000
prize against 483 entries from all
parts of the world.
Until she was 50, Mrs. Armer had
undertaken no other career than
that of housewife and mother.
Waterless Mountain is the story of a
small Navaho boy who feels the call
to become a medicine man.

AFRICAN NATIVES
LIKE EPSOM SALTS
Will Spend Week’s Wages
for a Single Dose.
New York.—Mrs. William S. Sea
brook, who shares the explorations
of her noted husband, says that a
white man can prosper by retailing
epsom salts to tlie natives on the
Ivory coast
“Epsom salts,” she says in tlie
American Druggist “are wtiite
magic to the people who deal in
black magic, people who will work
for a week to buy a single dose of
salts, and consider themselvA lucky
to get lt.
“One charming cannibal to whom
my husband and I were indebted
made a single request when asked
hot* we could repay him for his
many favors.. He replied quickly
and naively: 'Yes, send me epsom
salts, and my fortune Is made.'
“His idea was to go into the cutrate business and sell epsom salts
for ten cents.
“Natives of the Ivory coast suf
fer terribly from constipation. Here
you have a primitive people strug
gling with nature In a dense Jungle,
afflicted with a condition which we
have been told results from a civ
ilized and sedentary life. The diffi
culty Is with tlieir diet. They eat
practically no greens and even
among cannibals starchy food pre
dominates.
“Witch doctors and sorcerers brew
magic stews and make a lot of niumbo-jumbo, but tlie black men have
discovered the efficiency of tlie
white map’s drags, so they beg to
borrow or buy them whenever pos
sible. They may continue the treat
ment prescribed hy tlieir own witch
doctor because in no event would
they want to hurt a local practi
tioner’s feelings: but if they can
combine witches’ brew and a good
stiff cathartic, they feel pretty cer
tain of complete cure."

Marked Progress Shown
in Orthopedic Surgery
Kansas City, Mo,—Marked im
provement in orthopedic surgery
was noted in a meeting of tlie sec
tional Clinical Orthopedic society
here.
Dr. Willis C. Campbell, Memphis,
president of the American Ortho
pedic society, brought that message.
“There has been startling prog
ress in the Burgery conducted with
broken nnd diseased bones,” he said,
“and now their setting and knitting
together Is not tlie difficult problem
it was in former years.
“Stiff Joints once incurable, now
nre easily made movable by the tis
sue grafting treatment and the re
sults are highly successful.”
Orthopedic surgery deals with not
only the feet, he pointed out, but
also with any bone that will cause
deformation.
Experiments have disclosed a
close relationship between the par
athyroid gland and bone formation,
according to Doctor Campbell.

British Perfect Device
to Iron Out Highways
London.—No longer need roads
be tom up for repairs. They now
can be “Ironed" and made as good
as now.
A new machine which smoothes
the surface of worn out highways
was pronounced successful after
series of experiments at Farnlnghnm.
An “iron” eight feet square is
placed on the asphalt and heated.
Soon the surface crumbles and can
be racked away. A very thin lay
er then can be applied and "ironed"
on, and the road is ready for use
again in a few minutes.
The new process is three or four
times as cheap as the old and makes
detours unnecessary.

Marked interest is being shown in
religious books. Many titles appear
from the presses of publishers from
month to month, and it is sometimes
confusing to know just wrhat to read.
The Morehouse Publishing Co. of
Milwaukee, Wis., has compiled a
classified list of books on subjects of
interest to Churchmen and Churchwomen. While only a brief list is
being shown here, more complete in
formation may be received by writ
Scotland Yard Copying
ing the Morehouse people.
Life of Phillips Brooks, by the Rt.
Detroit’s Radio System
Rev. William Lawrence, D.D., who
Detroit.—A police radio system
knew Phillips Brooks intimately and
whose memories and personal recol patterned after the system in op
lections add much to the interest of eration ln Detroit Is being planned
the book.
by Scotland Yard, England, accord
Saint Ignatius by Christopher ing to James K. Watkins, Detroit
Hollis.
police commissioner. On his reThe Greatest Saint of France by . turn from abroad Watkins said he
Louis Foley, the ancient story of St.
conferred with Newton Kenflall,
Martin of Tours.
The Adventure of Paul of Tarsus, Scotland Yard chief of the criminal
investigation bureau. The Detroit
by Rev. H. F. B. Mackay.
Saints and Heroes of the Christian official said a complete description
of the Detroit system, Including de
Church, by Rev. C. P. S. Clarke.
Foursquare, by Rev. John Rath- tailed technical plans, will be for
bone Oliver—Dr. Oliver’s own story warded to London.
of his life as priest, physician, author
and psychiatrist.
Other books by Dr. Oliver are
Article Thirty-Two, Fear, Rock and *t
t Four Eclipse* Are
Sand, Victim and Victor.
He Is Here, by Charles M. Sheldon. ti
Predicted for 1932
An Outline History of the Episco
Wooster, Ohio..— Meteoric
pal Church, by the Rt. Rev. Frank E. ii
showers and four eclipses will
Wilson, D.D.
i
Jesus of Nazareth, by the Rt. Rev. 0 be the highlights of 1932, Dr.
i Benjamin F. Vanney of Woos
Charles Gore, D.D.
i
Religion in the Home, by the Very i ter college predicts.
t
Rev. Maurice Clarke, M.A.
Two partial eclipses of the
*
The Path of Prayer, by Rev. Ken i moon will occur on March 22
*
neth Martin.
0 and September 14, being vis
God's Plan, by the Rt. Rev. Michael i ible in various sections of
t
Furse, D.D.
North America. On March 7
The Vision of Victory, by the Rt. it an annular eclipse of the sun
0
j Rev. Richard H. Nelson, D.D.
I will take place in Australia.
I On August 21 the United
I
FRIENDSHIP
I States will be treated to a to
I tal eclipse of the sun.
H. J. Autio has had a Frigidaire *I
Between November 11 and
installed at his home.
I 17 a Leonid meteoric shower,
Dr. and Mrs. F. W. Putnam of I
West Newton, Mass., spent last week If comparable to the memorable
I one of 1800, can be expected.
end at their Martin’s Point cottage.
Mrs. Elizabeth Rishell and Miss IUs
Helen Rishell h^ve arrived at their
cottage for the summer.
Alton Prior made a trip to VinalI haven Tuesday after lobsters for the
For Accidents
I Consolidated Lobster Co.
Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Stratton of
Cuts, Scalds, Burns,
Rockland were in town Tuesday and
Sprains. Bruises, Mo
i visited friends.
squito Bites.
APPLY FREELY.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Damon and
I MONEY REEI'NDEI) if
I Mrs. Alice Kalloch of Rockland visit
it fuil«, used us directed.
ed Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Poland Prepared by Norway Medicine Co.,
Sunday.
Norway, Maine.
All Dealers.

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
42-Clothed
1-Rim
45- Negative
4-Stop
8- A vulgar pretender 46- Material with a
corded surface
to gentility
48- To make amends
9- Margin
for
I2-An elderly man
!4-High playing card 49- Guided
15-A hoarder of money 50- Vehicle on runners
52- Unlt
17- Parity
53- Restrains
18- Mu*ical note
19- Withdraws from the 54- Walk
55- Marries
union
21-Aci
VERTICAL
22- Discharge
24- Before
1- Form a camp
25- Binds
2- Femals deer
27-Plan
3-Great Britain
29- Pc.ol
(abbr.)
30- A metal
5- Because
31- Boy’s name
6- Part of the mouth
32- Arrived
7- Bartered
34-Moved rapidly
8- Out of danger
36- Constructed
9- Chinese vegetable
37- A falsehood
10- River in S. E,
39-1 reland (Poet.)
France
41-Exist

VERTICAL (Cont.)
11-Member of an
ancient Aryan race
13-Greek god of love
15- Pronoun
16- Musical note
19- Raged
20- Bent forward
23-Greek poem by
Homer
26-Hidden
28- Part of the foot
29- Foot-like organ
32- Ships of the desert
33- American buffalo
35- Railway eating care
36- Roman god of war
37- Mother of Apollo
38-Serf
40-Bows the head
43- Egyptian sun-god
44- Electrical Engineer
(abbr.)

47-Fondle
49-Youth
51-Preflx. From
,53-Exlst

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

NORTH HAVEN
Cherry trees are in bloom. The
fields are blue with violets, and yel
low with dandelion blossoms. Farm-'
ers are plowing and planting. There's
need of a good warm rain.
Passengers on the hfbrth Haven
Monday afternoon returning home
were: Mrs. Charles F. Brown, Miss
Jennie Beverage. Mrs. Harry Whit
more, Mrs. Leroy Pierce, Mrs. H. T.
Crockett. Leon Stone, Rev. and Mrs.
H. F. Huse.
A notice displayed in the postoffice
is to this effect: Anyone found driv
ing an automobile under the influ
ence of ■ intoxicating drink will be
BELSCOP
prosecuted to the full penalty of the
law. The notice is signed by the
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Putansu are
selectmen.
The steamer Vinalhaven is now rejoicing over the arrival at Knox
taking the runs to and from the ' Hospital, May 9, of a daughter, Ruth
islands while the North Haven is Lorraine.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown of Thomaston
being fixed up for the summer busi
and Mrs. Goldie Banks of Belfast
ness.
There have been many cases of *cre
Sunday of Mr' and Mrs'
severe colds upon the island during irlln 1,0180111
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allen of North
the past two weeks. School attend
Auburn were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ance has been cut down.
Church services Sunday. Rev. H. E. G. Castner over last weekend.
Miss Esther Calderwood is at home
F. Huse, pastor: At 11 o'clock, subject, “Have Faith in God;" 7 o’clock. lrcrn Portland.
"Why Men Drink;" church school at
James Langille, Clifford Pearl and
9.45; young people's service at 6 | Mrs. Alice MacDonald and daughter
o'clock.
j Helen of Stoneham, Mass., passed last
Dr. Richardson of Rockland wgs weekend at the home of L. E. Jackat North Haven Thursday for dental |son.
work among the pupils in the .schools, j___________________________ ■
Herman Cooper left North Haven'
by plane Thursday.
Miss Edith G. Nickerson has re
ceived a teaching appointment for
the fall in the grade school at Sidney, j
This is one of the fine townships in i
Maine on the west side of the Ken
nebec River extending 10 miles south
of Oakland and Waterville.
Citizens of North Haven last week
sent a beautiful floral piece to Col.
and Mrs. Charles H. Lindbergh at
Hopewell, N. J., as a little remem
brance and expression of sympathy
SIMON K. HART
for them in their bereavement and
MONUMENTS
inexpressible sorrow.
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
• * • •
31Stf

Snow-Beshoar

Friends here of Carlton Snow were
particularly interested in his mar
riage May 7 to Miss Geraldine
Beshoar, the ceremony taking place
in Kimball, Neb. The bride is a
Colorado girl, daughter of Dr.
Beshoar, a physician of long estab
lished practice in Colorado Springs.
Carlton has a position with the Colo
rado Springs Investment Co., hand
ling real estate, insurance and loans.
Mr. and Mrs. Snow have their home
at No. 321 North Meade street, in
that city. North Haven friends wish
them health, happiness, prosperity
and long life.
• • • •
Mrs. Lucy Ella Quinn

iJb'EIMLSEHVIU

i EMBALMING 1
MOTOR AMBUIANCI
Since 1840 this firm has faithf”’1" •
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN

Mrs. Lu^jy Ella Quinn, 74, widow of
& SON, Inc.
Walter A. Quinn, died at her home
in North Haven, May 18. Mrs. Quinn
Cemetery Memorials
was born in Vinalhaven, Jan. 20,'
EAST UNION, MAINE
1858. For several years she had been I
«-»t
in very poor health, and the past '
week had failed rapidly, but to the 1
end she was both conscious and
cheerful. A woman of beautiful
character and pronounced religious
["with an 'M. that counts
faith her life had been a true and
useful one. Besides her son George
L. Quinn she is survived by two' half
sisters, two half brothers, four grand
children and three great-Riandchil- SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
dren. Funeral services will be held 689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250
in the old church today, Saturday,
ROCKLAND
at 2 o’clock, conducted by Rev. H. F.
56-tf
Huse. The bearers, Frank A. Joyce,
H. T. Crockett, Or G. Parsons and E.
L. Dyer.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

LINCOLNVILLE
Mrs. Rose Richards has been in
Camden for a few days the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Young and Mrs.
Geneva Fuller, and also enjoyed the
State band and orchestra contests
]
held there.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 |
A. M.. Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.25,
Vlnalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vlnalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 31). Ston
ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6 00 P M
B. H STINSON, uenerai Agent.
140-tt

1

Every-Other-Day

Old Fashioned Coffee Replaces
Naughty Drinks at Movie

Rev. P. J. Clifford's text for Sunday
morning at Union Church will be
"First". SDecial selections will be
given by the choir, with Mrs. Agnes
Smalley at the organ. The evening
subject will be “Then.”
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett returned Thurs
day from Rockland.

The housekeepers at Union Church
Circle Thursday were Beulah Drew,
Edith Smith, Eleanor Conway and

Christopher arrived Thursday and are
Roberts.
Mrs. Charles Chilles returned Wed
nesday from Rockland where as one of
the jury, she has been attending court
Mrs. Gertrude Hall will entertain

The Mother and Daughter Club met
Friday night with Miss Muriel Chilles.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wentworth en
tertained at bridge Monday night at
their home, first honors going to Wil
liam Chilles and second to Mrs. Max

GENEVIEVE TOBIN

JEAN HARLOW

ERE'S to Hollywood’s favorite ity of the coffee bean is simple.
beverage—drink it down! No, Long hours of nerve-wracking work
It is not the kind that must dis
under

the glare of lights are ex
guise itself in a china cup to elude hausting. Scenes must be taken
the keen nose of the prohibition and retaken and a star must be
agent and that makes pretty stars on the tip of her charming toes
see pink elephants, it is a straight for a top-notch performance.
forward drink with no subterfuge
No wonder then that coffee has
about lt—none other, in fact, than made itself quite at home on the
the well-known breakfast coffee, lot, where it offers its good cheer
which has had a sudden rise to and a stimulation that leaves no
fame out on the movie coast.
hangovers, headaches or thick
The reason tor the high popular1 voices and guarantees not to ex-

H

An Alabama Congressman advo Why not simply enact a law to re
cates a law to reestablish commodify establish all our bank accounts at
prices at the predepression level. that point?—San Diego Union.

a

Costs at

w

the Lexington are
geared to

10^2

Next time you come to New York, register
at The Lexington. Only a block from Park

Avenue, and less than five minutes walk to
the Grand Central station. Quiet, comfort,

convenience, economy.
Restaurant prices have been revised...break

fast now 50c, luncheon 65c and dinner $ 1.00.

*

*

*

Roo/n Rates as toiv as .... ^
Room rates: for one person...S3, $4, S; and $6.

J

For two persons only $ 1 extra. Parlor suites $ 1 o.

HOTEL LEXINGTON
LEXINGTON AVE. AT 48TH ST., NEW YORK CITY
Located in the Grand Central '/.one • Charles E. Rochester, General Manager

The Ideal Hotel for You in BOSTON
Is The New

Hotel

MANGER

George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.

At North Station
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. & M. DEPOT

AU Transit Facilities at Door

500 Rooms

HOSPITALITY
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Snower - - Built-in
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tickless Electric
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French
Telephone - - Full Length Mirrpr.
New England's Most Modcrnly Equipped
and Perfectly Appointed Hotel.....................

Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar, and Soda
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4 00 up
Write for Descriptive Literature
Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass.

53*137

z

Located on E icon
Hilt Next to the
Slate Houtt

4,

„

Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
and shopping centers
Atoms wittrord atk te so uP; ivith bath Ij.so up.

Comp.ea Restaurant and Cateten. Service

Hotel Bellevue

BEACON STREET

BOSTON MASS

KAY FRANCIS
pand the waistline.
Directors, too, appreciate the
value of a few moments off for a
sip from the black, fragrant cup
and know that the extra pep and
good cheer which goes with it will
do more for his most dramatic
shots than harsh words hurled
through a megaphone. That ac
counts for the apparently casual
fancy dress “tea” parties one sees
in the studios these days.—Just a
cup of legal coffee!

WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock of
Providence have been guests of Mrs.
Nellie Overlock.
Susannah

furnish the alumni banquet.
Mrs. William Benner will be hostess
to the Washington Club tonight at
her home.
Thomas Baum has returned from
Rockland where he served on the jury
at this term of court.
Mrs. P. j. Clifford entertained the
T. F.'s at a May breakfast Thursday
morning at the parsonage.
Mrs. Frank Rossiter returned Thurs
day from Rockland.
Mrs. Myra Dyer and son Loyde re
turned from Rockland where they
were guests of their son Dr. Freeman
F. Brown.
Mrs Myra Dyer and son Loyde re
turned Monday from Bangor.
Miss Carrie Pendleton of Brookline,
Mass., arrived this week and is at
Rock Cottage.
John Lpwe returned Thursday from
Rockland.
Mrs. E. L. Glidden entertained the
Sewing Club Tuesday at her home.
There is to be a special feature on
>^am
members are asked
present and enjoy it.
American Legion and Auxiliary
held regular meetings Th ursday
night.
Mrs. Alfred Orcutt and son Alfred
Thursday from Rockland.
1 Winifred, wife of Leslie E. Arey
died May 17, aged 67 years. Obituary
notice will appear in next issue.
Mrs- Jennie Patterson and sister
Mrs. Inez Conant have returned from
several days visit in Rockland,
i Miss Margaret E Anthony, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Levi Anthony, was
united in marriage May 16 to Myron
F. Pooler of Stonington, son-of Mr.
and Mrs. Gregory Pooler. Rev’Floyde
Young performed the ceremony.

Monday afternoon meeting.
Capt. Willard Wade has returned
to Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cadieu are
visiting their son Dr. P. G. Cadieu.
Miss Gertrude Newbert has been in
Portland this week.
Mrs. Nellie
, B. . Wallace
..
ooutn
the gUeSt °f
Mis. Isadore Hoffses.
William Grant has a force of
workmen employed at his stone
quarry getting out paving.
Mrs. Jessie Achorn 11 visiting
friends in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Lash
been recent visitors in Boston.
Mrs. A. E. Boggs entertained the
Auction Club last week with three
FRIENDSHIP
tables in play.
Miss Ellen A. Smith of Cooper's
The Consolidated, Capt. Dodge left
Mills has been the guest of her par here for Abbott's Harbor, N. S., Wed
ents Judge and Mrs. Harold A. nesday.
Smith.
Novt Qnnrtnv will
„„ I Claude Patch of Stoneham, Mass.,
baccalaureate day at the Methodist lS spendln€ a few days at his home in
this place.
Church at 7 o'clock. On account of
Frederick Ellison of Lunenburg.
Memorial Sunday the date has been
changed. Rev. A. G. Davis will de Mass., has arrived at Wadsworth
Point for the summer.
liver the address.
Mrs. Roy Morton is driving a new
At a contest conducted by the
local organization of the W.C.T.U. Plymouth coupe.
Paul Simmons is employed by
prizes of gold pieces were won by
Miss Jane Rider in the junior- Hartwell Davis.
Mrs. Albert W. Morton and Mrs.
:enior class and Miss Frances Stahl
in the freshman-sophomore class of Roy Morton are visiting relatives and
the Waldoboro High School. Miss friends in Grand Manan|
Mr. and Mrs. mis Lawry and Miss
Rider and Miss Stahl are entitled to
compete in the county contest to be Eda Lawry motored to Portland
Wednesday returning Thursday.
held in Nobleboro today, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Poland mo
Miss Elizabeth Weston was given
a surprise party on the occasion of tored to Portland Friday.
Mrs. Harry G. Cooper of Boston
her birthday anniversary Monday
evening. Those present were Miss recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
Lois Hagerman, Miss Alma Glidden, Lawry.
Mrs. Edith L. Wilder of Gardner.
Miss Dorothy Donnelly, Miss Gladys
Bailey, Mrs. Verna Schofield, Mrs. Mass., is spending a few days at her
Laila Blanchard and Mrs. Madeline Davis Point cottage.
The Myra J. Wooster, Capt. Lash.
Kane. Bridge was enjoyed with first
honors going to Miss Glidden and to j arrived from Portland Thursday with
Mrs. Schofield the consolation. Ice a load of freight.
Relatives and friends numbering
cream, birthday cake and fancy
24 met at the home of Mrs. Gertrude
cookies were served.
The J. B. Ham Co. has moved into Simrpons May 14 to help celebrate
the Duane building, formerly Hotel her birthday anniversary and to
whom the party was a great surprise.
Waldoboro.
Harold Clark brought home Mon Those present were L. C. Morton,
day a three pound salmon from Grace Morton Smith, Lena Davis,
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Murphy, Mr. and
Damariscotta Lake.
Mrs. E. M. Studley of Medomak Mrs. Albion Wotton, Mr. and Mrs.
has been the guest of Mrs. Emma Owen Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Bramhall, E. A. Wincapaw, Cora
Trowbridge Potter.
Friends of John Newburn were Cushman, Lena Cushman, Etta Mun
pleased to hear his broadcast from ro, Nellie Sylvester, Ava Wallace.
Margaret Osier, Philip Bramhall.
the Augusta radio station Sunday.
Miss Ethel Knowlton, principal of Myron Simmons, Luther Wotton.
Stebbins, Ethel
Stebbins,
Searsmont High School, and former Amy
resistant in the local High School Charles Sylvester. Mrs. Simmons re
ceived several nice gifts which also
vas in town Tuesday.
The regular meeting of the included money and a beautiful
Meenahga Grange will be held Mon bouquet of roses. A social time was
passed after which refreshments
day evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse were were served, and the singing of a
3oston visitors Tuesday and Wed few favorite hymns closed a very
happy occasion.
nesday.
The Homemakers Society served a
clam chowder supper Thursday in NORTH WASHINGTON
the Methodist vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris McLain of
The road commissioner with a crew
Boston have been guests of Mrs. of men was here two days last week
Cora McLain.
i epairing the roads, which are now
Mrs. Winfield Davis has been the ; in very good condition
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Mabel , Maurice Lenfest and son Paul of
Achorn in Thomaston.
Russell V. Benner and Miss Al- I Wakefield. Mass., were in this place
bertina Creighton of Rockland were [ two davs last week.
F. W. Cunningham has completed
married in that city Monday evening,
by Rev. Herman Winchenbaugh. painting and other repairs on what
Mr. Benner is the son of Mr. and was for many years his photo gallery,
Mrs. J. V. Benner and is employed as but now his print shop.
W. A. Palmer and F. W. Cunning
R. F. D. carrier, having previously
served as clerk in the postoffice. He ham and family were in Northport
is popular in the younger set in town Sunday, also calling on relatives in
and everyone is extending hearty Searsmont.
Elbridge Lenfest with his fitte two
congratulations. The young couple
will reside in the Eugley house on horse team is much in demand, help
ing the farmers prepare their land
Main street.
The Lions observed ladies night at for planting and sowing.
Miss Gladys Hibbert who has been
Stahl's Tavern Wednesday evening.
The girls who were the highest at work in Union, was the guest of
ranking students in their respective her friend Mrs. Harold Turner last
classes during the past nine weeks of week.
High School were guests of honor
They were Dorothy French of the
senior class. Evelyn Lovejoy of the NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
junior. Lucille Colwell of the sopho to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
more, and Genevieve Creamer of the Chi-ches-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
and give QUICK RELIEF. Sold by^g^
freshman class. Herbert S. Weaver, reliable
all druggists for over 4 5 years. Aik for—jT
former headmaster in the Practical
Arts High School of Boston, was the CHICHESTERS PILLS
speaker and gave an inspiring ad
"JHB DIAMOND
•RAND" ,
dress.

MODERN WOMEN

DIRECT
CONNECTIONS
The Want-Ad section of THE COURIER-GAZETTE is the "central

PHONE
NUMBER

770

exchange" wherein the seller is given a direct connection with prac
tically all possible buyers—where employer “gets a line” on needed
employes—where owners learn of suitable tenants . . . this "central
exchange” is operated by courteous, efficient Want-Ad Takers trained
to offer every assistance in the preparation of resultful classified adver
tisements.

COURIER-GAZETTE

WANT - ADS
' SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Ida Yeaton went to Bangor
last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Storer of North
Waldoboro were guests Sunday of
Mrs. Sadie Simmons.
John Watts of North Waldoboro
has set a monument lor the late
Oliver Studley and the foundation
for one for Mrs. Caroline Winchen
bach.
Mrs.
Reginald Monahan and
daughter Gloria are at E&st Waldo
boro getting their house ready for
occupancy.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Pitcher have
moved into the Caroline Winchen
bach bungalow.
Mrs. Nellie Wallace was in Bruns
wick last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Colbarth and
daughter of South Bristol were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. George T.
Palmer.
The South Waldoboro ball team
played the Round Pond team at
Round Pond Sunday, score 10 to 5
in favor of South Waldoboro.
Charlie Simmons, Eddie Ray and
Mr. West of Auburn were callers
Monday at Mrs. Sadie Simmons.’
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. L. L.
Mank at Elast Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowers and
children of East Waldoboro were
callers at Mrs. Alice Burrows’ Sun
day.
Mrs. Bernice Osier and daughter
Margaret and Miss Christine Ward
of Waterville were last weekend
guests of Mrs. Osier's sister, Mrs.
Ella Wallace.
Rev. T. H. Fernald has been In
Woolwich for a short stay.
Mrs. Jennie Simmons is visiting
Mrs. T. H. Fernald.
Mrs. Jennie Qillmore has re
turned home from New Jersey where
she spent the winter, with her daugh
ter Mrs. Elizabeth Mace.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Buker of Rich
mond were last weekend visitors at
G. A. Palmer's. Mrs. Serena Win
chenbach returned with them for a
visit.
Mrs. Hamline Scofield was guest
of Miss Gladys Bailey at the village
Monday night.
Dewey Winchenbach and family
and Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winchen
bach of West Waldoboro were guests
Sur day of Mr. and Mrs. FTceland
Var nah.

NORTH HOPE
The Hilltop Club was entertained
last Saturday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Allie Wellman and all the
usual features of these delightful
gatherings were enjoyed Two quilts
were knotted in the afternoon and
a pleasant evening passed.
Miss Grace Wentworth of Sears
mont has been assisting her grand
mother Mrs. A. I. Perry this week.
Mrs. Perry is very busy at this time
of the season with dahlia orders and
getting her gardens planted.

ROCKVILLE
E. H. Perry has returned home
after a week or 10 days in Lewiston
on business.
Miss Lottie Ewell attended the
funeral of her cousin Mrs. Sarah1
Snow, Thursday in Troy.
There will be a service at the Bap- |
tist Church Sunday at 3 o’clock with
an address by Rev. J. Charles Mac- I
Donald and special music. The serv
ice last Sunday was exceptionally up
lifting. Mrs. MacDonald's address
was full of Inspiration and Miss
Grant’s solo and the duet by Miss
Grant and Mr. Frohock were great
ly enjoyed.
Fred Keene is ill and confined to
the house.
Clarence Lamson Is working at a
garage in North Waldbbore.
Dorothy Tolman and Louise Sherer,
members of the senior class of Rock
port High School, are at Boothbay
Harbor on a house party with their
class and teachers.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer enter
tained Rev. W. J. Day of Winthrop.
Mass., and A. B. Butler of West
Meadows, Rockland, at dinner Wed
nesday. Today, Saturday they are
in Augusta where Mrs. Sherer is at
tending the Maine Home Economics
Association convention.
Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Sherer accompanied them
on the motor trip to the capitol city.

New Convertible Roadster

The new Rockne “65” convertible roadster which makes its
first appearance here this week.

Revised Twelve-Month Calendar
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PORI CLYDE
Miss Elvinie White of Portsmouth,
N. H., is visiting friends here.
Allan Craven and Fred Waldo of
Boston spent the weekend at the
“Fo’castle.”
Watson Balano has been ill and at
tended by Dr. Gross of Tenant’s Har
bor.
Forest Hupper is recovering from
an attack of pneumonia. He was also
a patient of Dr. Gross.
Mrs. George Page of Somerville,
Mass., visited relatives in this place
last week.
Mrs. Celeste Harris of Martinsville
recently visited Mrs. Alice Trussell.
Mrs. Alice Marshall of South
Hiram visited her brother Forest
Hupper Sunday.
Miss Edith Gillmore of South
Hiram and Mrs. Minnie McLain and
daughter Pauline of Thomaston spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Loren Teel.
Chester Marshall of Swampscott,
Mass., spent the weekend at Land's
End.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wilson and
Capt. Ross Wilson of Thomaston
visited Mrs. Sarah Seavey and Mrs.
Flora Davis Sunday.
Mrs. John Holman and son have
arrived home from Kezar Falls.
Mrs. Molly Seavey entertained the
Baptist Circle Wednesday afternoon.
Baptist Chapel, Rev. Milton R.
Kerr, pastor: Sunday services at 9.30,
sub’ect, "The Angelic Hosts;” for the
children, “A Talk On Dolls;" 6.30,
junior Christian Endeavor; 7.30, sub
ject, “A. Christian Battle,” some
thing different; Sunday school at
8.45 a. m.; Thursday at 7.30, midweek
meditation. Everyoue welcome to all
these services.
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YEAR DAY, Oectraktr Y, follewi Ito tot ity ef DwMakar every
ye»r. In Leap years LEAR DAY, Jeee L, Mlewe the tot Jty**h>”*-

In calendar reform has
been stimulated throughout tbe
INTEREST
world by a series of internalion

al conferences held under the aus
pices of the League of Nations. The
most generally favored plan for a
new calendar Is that shown above,
which regulates the present 12month year, remedies Its present
Irregularities, and makes the calen
dar perpetual, so that every year’s
calendar jilll be exactly alike.
Every quarter becomes identical,
consisting of one 31-day month, fol

lowed by two 80-day months. Tbe
odd 366tb day of the year, called
"year day,” Is considered as an
extra Saturday between December
30th and January 1st.
January lBt, New Year’s Day, al
ways falls on Sunday. This proposal
for calendar revision Is sponsored
in Europe by the Swiss government.
In England by the British Parlia
mentary Committee .on Calendar Re
form. and in America by the World
Calendar Association, with mor
more
than 5,000 members.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 21, 1932

Page Six
GOD HOLDS MV HAND
| For The Courier-Gazette I
God holds my hand, I will not fear.
Herbert Milter and Ira Oliver mo Although the night is dark and drear.
tored to Augusta and Portland Mon No harm can ever come to me
day on business. Willard Miller who If I am clinging close to Thee.

THOMASTON

4+++++++++++++++++++++++H-H-M'++++++'i"!’++++++'i'++-i"i

PROBATE COURT

«•
••

WARREN

In Everybody’s Column

Alfred Oxton, accompanied by his
friend, Irling Hammero, has re
turned from a winter in Westbrook,
Minn., where he had employment.
Mr. Hammero is now in Portland
where he will work this summer.
Oscar Starrett, Samuel Tarr and
Sidney Copeland attended the meet
ing of the Knox County Fish and
Game Association and annual ban
quet Wednesday night at Union. G.
A. Harrison of the Canadian Na
tional Railways was present.
Newell
_
j
EEugley
-us‘LJ’ went to Portland
Tuesday
morning
returning Wednes-q

Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional lines five cents each for one time.
10 cents for three times. Six words
make a line.

♦
♦

FOR SALE.

TO LET

M
*
*

M

!
I

FIVE rooms to let. all modern, cen-| __________ r _p
trally located, garden and garage. _____
MRS. | tne Howard No. 17 $6 per 1000. 13.50 per
has been in Portland, Boston and I thank Thee for the friends so dear.
EVELYN SNOW, 8 Green °St .“Thomas-I 500 $1 per 100. CLARENCE WALES.
New York seeking employment, re Who journeyed with me year by year.
ton
61-63 Cushing. Tel. Thomaston 188-41, 60*65
turned with them. He states that And now have reached that other shore
TWO furnished rooms to let for light' . P*,81!1*®' ’A e"1chJdlffe,reVtH
To dwell with loved ones evermore.
many business places are being closed
Wills allowed: Mabel H. Haines, late I filed by Charles French of Lincoln housekeeping. Inquire 34 FULTON ST. '’fled. $125; 20 mixed, not labeled. »1.
Tel 733-M
61-63 ! Postpaid In first three zones. MRS. A. I.
and that he found thousands out of Sometimes they seem so close to me.
of Rockland, deceased, Arthur P. I vllle' a^mr-,
PERRY, Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens.
Although
their
forms
I
cannot
see;
work. No job could be found.
,, .
. „ ., ,
____
Petitions for confirmation of trus45*85
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to Hope.
But I can almost hear them say:
Haines of Rockland, exr., Freeman j tee granted: Estates Zenas C. Melvin.
Enoch Clark has been appointed "We
let, good location, rent reasonable.
re with you. dear one. every day
HERRING
seine,
practically
new.
for
S. Gould, late of Union, deceased, Roy ]ate 0{ Rockland, deceased, Rockcollector of excise taxes for 1932.
BOX of women's dresses lost between ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main 8t. Tel sale or exchange for Rood power boat.
52-tf
Knox, Lincoln and Sagadahoc So Heaven seems near since they are, H. Gould of Union, exr.; Cora E. ' land National Bank of Rockland.
Rockland and
Wiscasset.
Reward. 77.
WILLARD
MILLER,
Thomaston,
61*63
LEON J. WHITE Tel. 301-M.
60-62
District Council of the American Le That there.
Teague, late of Warren, deceased, j trustee; Adelia L. Masters, late of
FIVE ROOM flat, all modern. 23 , RESTAURANT counter with six stools.
better land where all Is fair:
gion will meet May 26 at Boothbay We'll find them there when life is o'er
rrnmn rnf Warrnn nrimr Thomaston, deceased. Security Trust
brown billfold lost Wednesday,
w<
in Fulton 8t. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT. $10; for .sale, large over stuffed set.
George
G.
Teague
of
Warren
admr
;
Gom
.
of
Rockland
trust
J
c
.mden
or
Rockland,
with
52-tf ! kitchen cupboard. Ice cream freezer, bed.
money and 240 Broadway.
More beautiful, dearer, than before.
Haibor.
2463
V
Clara G Hodgkins' late of, Accounts allowed: Estates Marla day “ccompanied by Mrs. Eugley owners records. _ call CAMDEN
ci
and mattress, gas stove, old fashHarvey Howard and family have Ana when the lenctheninc .hadnw. r.n '
I ABOUT JUNE 1. furnished second floor , spring
.
60-62
and
receive
reward.
I apartment to let. desirable location, I ioned commode, stands and other things.
i Rockland, deceased, David G. Hodg- w. Tibbetts, late of Rockport, de- who had undergone X-ray examina
moved from the upper tenement in And ^rkness hivem over Sn
—
|
three
rooms,
bath,
electric
stove,
heat.
CALL
1067-W.
61-tf
i kins of Rockland, exr.; Minnie L. j ceased, first and final account filed tion and tests at the Maine General
Herbert Everett's house, Ludwig I will not fear—God holds my hand.
K lights and water Included: adults only.
Hospital.
«
*•
♦
•
And
leads
me
to
that
Better
Land
STRAWBERRY
PLANTS
for
sale.
Strout,
late
of
Rockland,
deceased,
bv
Joshua
N.
Tibbetts,
and
Ralph
H
7
i
Price
reasonable.
ROBERT
U.
COLLINS,
street, to Edward Biggins' house on
May C. Hamilton
58-tf i Ready now at LUFKIN'S. Glencove.
The children of the Hinckley Cor
375 Main St.
Elmore E. Strout of Rockland, exr.; Tibbetts, exrs.; Gladys M. Gregory
Green street.
St. Petersburg and Thomaston.
--------------------------------------------------------;
Tel.
44-13.
Box
125,
R.
D..
Rockland.
♦
Emeline McKindsley, late of Thom- iate of Rockport, deceased, first ac- ner school arc thoroughly enjoying
Timothy Mannix, Mrs. Johanna
APARTMENT to let. all modern lnv |
61*63
with or without garage. 102
Myers and son of Boston are spend sisted by Miss Margaret McMillan of aston, deceased. Frank D. Hathorne count filed by B. S. Gregory of Rock- their playground equipment which ♦R ♦ ♦
♦ ♦ ft provements;
TOMATO plants for sale. 25 cents a
UNION
ST,
Tel.
1049-J.
61*63
they
worked
so
hard
and
so
earnest

of Thomaston, exr.
i port, trustee; Gladys M. Gregory
ing a week with Mrs. Warren Mank, Rockland, violinist.
MRS. MERLYN EUGLEY. North
BABY STROLLER wanted, in good
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three .I dozen
u,alziAknrn
Petitions for administration grant- I late of Rockport, deceased, second ly for the past fall and winter condition,
The audiences at the presentation
61*63
Wadsworth street.
price reasonable. 308 MAIN rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St. Adults I Waldoboro
Three
swings
and
two
teeters
are
ST. Tel. 8659.
61-lt only. LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Limerock
Miss Edna Hilt is expected to ar of “Corporal Eagen,” sponsored by cd: Estates Hattie M. Fossett, late of [account filed by B. Stanley Gregory
NICE
LOAM
for
grading.
Delivered
,
complete
and
it
is
planned
to
have
60*62 anvwhere Price reasonable. Also truck
rive home Saturday from Portland the Episcopal choir, were under the Union, deceased. Sarah B. Pinkham ' of Rockport, trustee; Deleston M , ,.,
HENS and broilers wanted. PETER St.
EDWARDS, 271 Limerock St. Tel. 806-J
FURNISHED house to let. seven rooms, ing. F. A. BLACKINGTON, West Meadow
where she had several weeks' employ average, which reflected the scarcity of Union, admx.; Wilford C. Fossett, j Young, late of Warren, deceased a ,, sr°°"; „ , ,, .
61-63
modern Improvements. Tel. 735 or call Rd. Tel. 176-W.
58-63
ment. She will be at home a few of half dollars rather than lack of late of Union, deceased, Sarah B., first and final account filed by ,.Mrs' Uxtie Ciockett has returned
11 UNION ST. Reference required.
WOMAN general cook for immediate
® winter spent near Boston
E8SEX-L1928 Sport Coupe—Exception
weeks before going to South Bristol interest in the object of the under Pinkham of Union, admx d. b. n. Quincy E. Young, admr.
60-62
vacancy at Pownal State School.
Must
u
__
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Brown
Crockett
ally good for a down payment of only
taking. Some of the best talertt in c. t. a.; Emeline C. Oxton, late of j Petition for probate of will filed
for the summer.
be a citizen of Maine, desiring permaFIVE ROOM apartment, all modern, j
SEA VIEW GARAGE 689 Main St.
is now at her East Warren home. nent
Mrs. Jane Salisbury who has been Rockland and Thomaston was in the Rockland, deceased, Wilbur J. Oxton | for notice: Estate Katie E. Sullivan. and
position. Send references, age and with nice garden spot, to let at 5 Broad-1 ph„n(, 19m Rockland
’
46*56 PAR
Mrs.
George
Hayes
returned
Tues

experience to DR STEPHEN E VOS-■ way place. ERNEST C. DAVIS
59-61 Ph
125°' R-------—:-------------------------of
Stoughton,
Mass.,
admr.;
Joseph
late of Rockland, deceased, James A
guest of Mrs. Luther Clark has re cast, and the excellence of their act
day
to
her
home
at
Brookline.
Mass.,
BUROH, Supt. Pownal. Maine.
59-61 | HEATED apartment to let. all modern A QUANTITYof hen manure
for sale.
A.
Oxton,
late
of
Rockland,
deceased,
ing was witnessed to by frequent ap
Savage of Waterbury, Conn., named after spending a week with Mr. and
turned to Everett, Mass.
AMERICAN woman
of middle-age 1improvements, janitor service
Inquire I MRS H. A. BUKER. 218Camden SL
Plans for Memorial Day are being plause. The performance had a Wilbur J. Oxton of Stoughton. Mass., exr.
wanted
to
do
general
housework
and
,
91
NORTH
MAIN
ST.
Tel.
552-W.
59*64
I
R
ockland.
________________________
ol-83
Petition for administration filed Mrs. Charles Wellington. She was
arranged. The parade under the strong appeal to the younger part of admr.; Alice R. Frost, late of Attle
U\f“’lly °f tllre'
five ROOM house and garage to let
DAHLIAS,
good
kinds,
mixed,
unlabeled
accompanied
on
her
return
by
the
charge of Walter Hastings, marshal, the audience. The patriotic pageant boro, Mass., deceased, Charles T. for notice: Estate Leroy M. Hart, late latter who visited her son Joseph LEY. Box 4. Tenant's Harbor. Me. 61*lt [ at 182 Broadway. all modern. Tel. 949 30. $1: also tomato plants. MRS. E. W.
53-tf SEAVEY, Warren. R. D. 2. Box 99. 60*62
SITUATION wanted as housekeeper j WILLIAM R. LUFKIN
will start from Legion hall at 10.30. "My Dream of the Big Parade," fea Frost of Attleboro. Mass., exr.; Carrie of Appleton, deceased, Marshall M Wellington and family at Medford,
for gentleman alone, or lady. Refer
The Rockland band has been engaged turing Dr. James Kent, dramatic E. Aldus, late of Camden, deceased, Daggett of Rockland named admr.
PLEASANT front room with bath, to
SIX CYLINDER Gray engine; two cyl
ences.
Write
T.
F..
care
this
office.
let. rent reasonable. 200 MAIN ST. Te4. inder out-board Sea Horse motor, for
reader, supported by 50 children, was Charles Adams Perry of Camden, i Accounts filed for notice: Estate
for the occasion.
Benner and
61*63 1004-M.
61-63 sale. C 8. PARSONS, North Haven Me.
1 Edna A. Winchenbaugh, late of
Cecil Cushman who has been excellent. The musical numbers both admr.
wanted, one experienced
58*63
AT 30 HIGH STREET three furnished
Petition to determine inheritance Rockland, deceased, first and finai son Everett of Rockland were guests InWAITRESS
spending ten days' vacation with his solos and choruses were effectively
serving shore dinners. Inquire 9 rooms or single room to let. bath and
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles UNION
32
FT.
FISHING
BOAT
for
sale,
flno
ST.
_______________________
60*62
tax
granted:
Estate
Antilla
Cassens,
(
account
presented
by
Ensign
O
family here will return Wednesday to sung, awakening memories of the
garage, all modern. For information see
Starrett.
also 1*2 h. p. Fairbanks Morse
SUMMER or year around boarders HILL DANE. Tel 427,______________ 49-tf engine;
his duties at the Burnt Island Coast stirring times of the World War. The [ late of Camden, deceased, filed by Winchenbaugh of Rockland, exr.
stationary
engine.
W.
O'MALEY,
849
Maynard Creamer and Lawrence wanted. MISS BERTHA JONES, Port
Awkward Rookie Squad was all that ! Charles French of Lincolnville, admr. ! Inventories Filed: Estates Thomas Weaver
SEVEN rooms to let at 226 Main St., all Third St.. South Boston, Mass.
Guard station.
60*62
are doing some shingling at Clyde.
60*65 Improvements,
good
location.
Also
five
Petitions for distribution granted: A. Hunt, Rockland, $16,603.75; Mau- the Charles Starrett place.
Mrs. Charles Henderson and son, the name implied and much more
GAS STOVE for sale, used only one
CARPENTER WORK and contracting rooms upstairs In same house. Inquire
Mrs. Walter Hastings and children Nothing just like this comedy has ever i Estate Eugene M. Stubbs, late of rice A. Gregory, Rockport, $4075:
59-61 season. MRS. M. R. HASKELL, 14 Knott
Mrs. Beulah Studley entertained wanted; free estimates. JOHN SOR- A. LEVY. Royal Shoe Store.
St.
Tel. 332-X.
60-62
spent Wednesday with their sister before been presented to a Thom-J Union, deceased, filed by Alan L. ! Daniel C. Dearborn, Union, $2631.52; the Social Club Thursday. There KVIST. Tenant's Harbor. Me.
57*62
FOUR ROOM apartment to let at 17
'Bird of Rockland, admr.; Antilla Dora Payson Starrett, Warren was an unusually large attendance,
Mrs. Walter McLain at Oyster River. aston audience
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can OUS Grove St. Apply to DR. R. W. BICK
LOMA 10c pound, five pounds 50c;
56-tf bone meal 4c pound, five pounds 20c;
Cassens. late of Camden, deceased. . $350.14.
of The Courler-Oazette. with th? FORD.
• • ♦ *
.
and a good time was enjoyed by all. copies
nome news, at the Old 8iuth News
ONE ROOM and Kitchenette to let, Bradley's fertilizer 4c pound, 100 pounds
What on first report appeared to be
News has been received of the sud
Light refreshments were served.
Agency. Washington St., next Old 8outh heated and lighted. »6 a week. V. F.! 65
$2.15; nitrate soda 6c pound;
also at M. Andelman’a, 284 Tre STUDLEY 69 Park St. Tel. 1080
den death. May 19, of Mrs. Thomas another sensational holdup, when
52-tf : sheeP manure 6c pound; our formula
THE BIG FIVE LEAGUE by A. M. Makinen, Hopkins ’ and Mrs. Leda Martin and daughters Church:
mont St.
lawn seed 25c pound; seeds and gardep
O. Long at the home of her sister Mrs. investigated by the correspondent re
_____
j Seavey. The score:
Fave and Patrice spent Wednesday
SMALL single house, clean and cosy, to tools of all kinds. Successor to O. H.
J. A. MacNeill at Roslindale, Mass. solved itself into the movements of
with Mrs. Clarence Benner at Wal
let. Family with children preferred Hart, one of the oldest seed and ferSouth Thomaston
Funeral services will be held Sunday a jealous husband. A woman, whose South Thomaston Sinks the
MABEL RAWLEY, 130 Main St. Tel. i tlllzer dealers In Knox County. V. L.
doboro.
ab r h tb po a
876-M.____________________________ 55-tf | PACKARD. Tel. 446._______________ 53-tf
at 2.30, from the Thomaston Baptist name is withheld at her request, was
The road at West Warren is being
Kickapoo, a Triple Play I Jackson, rf, 2b .. 4 2 2 2 1 0
FIVE ROOM unfurnished tenement to
Church and interment will be in St. returning home from calling upon
graveled.
POWER HOISTS for all trucks, fit any
let at 79 Grace St. CALL 163-M.
56-tf I body
Helping Turn the Trick
Seavey' 3b
4 1 3 6 4 2
for sale; also hydraulic hoists anil
George. Obituary notice will appear friends beyond the Mall about 9.30
The
road
to
Pleasantville
has
been
Hopkins, p, 2b .. 3 2 0 0 2 3
UNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms! steel bodies, overload springs, trailers,
Thursady
evening.
As
she
drew
op

immensely
improved
this
spring
by
later.
to
let
at
17
Warren
St.,
good
repair.
;
power
takeoffs etc. B. M. CLARK,
OUT of State woman wishes position
the I Thc
Five Lcague started lt8 sec. Putnam, c ........ 3 2 115 2
Next Wednesday evening at the posite the end of the Mall
a thorough scraping and the addition in motherless home or care of chronic garage If desired. Inquire 12 WARREN Unlsn. Me. Tel. 7-24.
59-64
A.MMak'n,
cf
4
0
2
3
2
1
southern
side
of
the
street
she
noticed
Congregational vestry Miss Alice C.
of some gravel.
invalid. Congenial surroundings pre ST. Tel. 577.
52-tl
STRAWBERRY and raspberry plants
Gilchrest,
lb
....
3
0
117
0
a
car
parked
there
and
a
man
standi
on
d
season
Wednesday
night
as
six
George will give an informal talk oh
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart- i for sale. CLARENCE M. SPEAR. Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Buissi of ferred to high wages. Best of references.
Am Protestant, American. Write only. ments to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST R 2. Phone 7-14.
60-62
the Hawaiian Islands illustrated by ing beside it. Her first thought was teams swung into action, with Pirates, Sleeper, ss ...... 3 0 0 0 0 1
' New York are at their summer home MRS.
KOUREY. care The Courier-Ga Tel. 156-W.
-----Archer.
If
3
0
0
0
0
0
58~tf' CREAM SEPARATOR. Victrola.
_____________________
____ ampostcard views and photographs, that it was an officer watching for whitehead and the Champion South
in West Warren for a few days.
zette.
61*63
TWO furnished rooms for light house- Pico piano, rattan chaise lounge, chair
many in full color. Miss George bootleggers^ As she passed on the Thomaston teams winning the first Ar Mak'n, 2b, p 3 1110 2
Curtis C. Starrett, A. P. Gray and
POSITION wanted as housekeeper in keeping to let; water, gas, lights. E. N and tabic, antique mah. table for sale.
made an extended visit last winter man crossed the Mall and began walk games. The Lawrence Portland Ce W Makinen, p.. 0 0 0 0 0 1
George Gray attended the Grand family with no children. MRS. JOHN SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
j N F, KLAOGE South Hope._______ 59*61
60*62 _________________________________ 52'tf
with her sister Miss Hilda George ing in the direction she was going.
“ Lodge. K. of P„ Wednesday in Port- SMALL. 18 Gay St. Tel. 737-M
REO TRUCK—1927- Will do a lot o>
30 8 10 14 21 12 4 land.
SITUATION wanted to do general
TENEMENT to let at 38 Mechanic bi wor,t for someone Small down payment .
who is engaged in social service in When she would stop and look to ment Company has entered a team
housework;
assist
in
cooking.
Address
Inquire
of
MRS
W
S.
KENNISTON.
176
of
$50. SEA VIEW GARAGE, 689 Main St. f
wards
him,
he
would
dodge
behind
Kickapoo
this
year
which
makes
a
more
inter

the city of Honolulu, and they spent
Mrs. Joseph Stickney, Mrs. Shirley BOX 12, R. F. D.. Tenant’s Harbor. Me.
Main St. Tel. 874-W.
52-tf Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*56 PAcR ’
the Christmas holidays on the Island a tree. She finally got access to a esting race and keeps all teams play
ab r h tb po a f j Bowley, Mrs. Jesse Mills attended the
59*61
FURNISHED three room apartment lo
HEN HOUSE, hen crate, two ladders,
telephone
and
speedily
had
an
oSKfer,
of Maui where Miss Edith Russell, a
i Bray, 3b
.... 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 Grand Lodge of the Pythian Sisters
let. rear 11 Masonic St. MRS. E. K.; blacksmith's blower, vise and drilling
ing at the same time.
Thomaston girl, is a teacher. Her her son-in-lkw and another man to
MILLS.
54-tf I machine_for sale. 64 MECHANIC ST.
|Snow, cf .......... 3 0 12 0 0 1 at Portland this week, going Tuesday
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
A
meeting
was
held
aboard
the
her
aid.
Approached
by
the
party
the
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. nue cellar. ™ ..433-11__________________
59-61
talk is sure to be of great interest,
| Martin, 2b ...... 4 0 112 2 0 and returning Thursday. Mrs. BowWhereas Andrew Olson of Cushing,
gas and furnace; extra
PONTIAC
1927 Sedan-Thls
Sedan—This car ls In
'‘ectrlcltY Bas
run
riAU—1827
and the proceeds will benefit the stranger stated that he was a trav Kickapoo the night before the league j Rogall, c" ........... 4 0
0 0 8 1 1 ley represented the local lodge. The Knox County. Maine, bv his mortgage toilet, ’electricity,
can
be
deed
dated
the
thirtieth'
dav
of
A,S
!arge
veranda,
large
yard.
Adults
only
1
exceptionally
good
condition
and
ci
eling man from Belgrade and hand started and a 30-game schedule was Auld, p ............ 3 13 3 14 0 reception was attended Tuesday eve- A Dd ^ and receded 1
Thomaston Nursing Association.
1 t1”1^ 23 T STlfer- C11y.
52-tf had for a down payment of $50.
In Knox
A friend sends this personal tribute ing his card invited them to call upon Agreed upon with two games a week. ; F°l3n. ss .......... 3 2
FOUR
ROOM
heated
apartment,
sul?
j
OM
W
Ro
<
c'kland
Mal
"
S
4fi.
2 3 0 1 2 ning and the lodge meeting Wednes- County Registry of recorded
Deeds. Book 162.
to the late Mrs. Oliver Johnson, sup him, if they should be in that town. the season ending Sept. 14. This
2 2 0 0 0 dayPage 260. conveyed to Clarence A. Leigh able for family of two or three, at 15 I 145°' Rockland.______________ 46 56 P&R
- 4 2
Later they saw him driving away at
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
0
Elmer
Pratt,
superintendent
of
the
ton
of
Thomaston.
Me.,
a certain parcel Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST
plementing a previous obituary men
1
0 0 7 0
real estate situate In Cushing In said Tel. 318-W._______________________ 52-tf $10. Junks $10. W. L. OXTON, West
gives each team five open dates dur- I Huntley rf
2 0
tion: "The community was saddened high speed.
0 0 0 0 0 Young Men's Reformatory at Wind of
County
of
Knox,
bounded
and
described
FURNISHED apartment to let at 556 i RockPort- Tel. 8011 Camden._______ 52-tf
ham, and Colby Jackson, an officer as follows:
ing the summer.
Sunday morning by the death of Inez
Main St. Inquire at FULLER-COBB-1 BUICK—1926 Coach—You can't wear
in that institution, visited Mr. and
(Coburn) Johnson, always a loving
A certain lot or parcel of land, with DAVIS.
ROCKPORT
No admission will be charged but
53-tf out this type of car and the down pay
29 6 9 11 18 8 5 Mrs. Frank Yattaw Thursday.
the buildings thereon, situated In said
wife and tender mother. She bore
ment is only $45. SEA vIEW OARAGE.
Carlton Porter has employment as i collections will be taken at all games
Cushing,
and
bounded
nnd
described
as
So.
Thomaston,
3
0
0
3
0
2
x
—
8
689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
MVs. Sidney Vinal has re-opened follows, to wit:—Beginning on the east
many weeks of suffering with salesman for the Central Maine Power to help pay for the equipment. In
____________________________ 46*56 PAR
0 2 0 0 0 3 1—6 her summer home here coming from erly side of thc Town road at the north I
patience and fortitude, and even Co. with headquarters at Brunswick. Wednesday's games, according to re- Kickapoo,
ESSEX— 1929 Coach—This car Is in
Two-base hits, Seavey 3, A. M. Ma- Arlington, Mass., Friday of last week west corner of land of Albert Marshall,
when unable to speak, she still had He plans to spend the weekends with porB, the Kickapoo. Cement Comwonderful condition, both mechanical
formerly of Oliver J Robinson; thence
kinen,
Snow
and
Folan.
Bases
on
,
accompanied
by
Dr.
Raymond
Vinal,
a smile for friends and loved ones. his family here.
pany and Rockville were favored to
and in appearance. Down payment
running east southeast by same ninetvTo know her was to love her. All
$100 only. SEA VIEW GARAGE, 689
A two-car garage is being erected cop, and all three lost. The Pirates , balls, off A. R. Makinen 3. off W who returned Monday to Arlington seven rods to the shore of St. Georges
Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
that loving hands could do was done on the premises of Rev. H. I. Holt, won the opener last year then dropped I Makinen 2, off Auld 2. Struck out. but who will rejoin his mother here River; thence by said river north-north
If you have a cottage to let or
____________________________
46*56 P&R
east 48 2-3 rods to land of Oeorge R
for her. but she was called to join Commercial street.
desire summer boarders advertise the
12 straight. Many new faces are be- by Auld 8, by Hopkins 1, by A. R. Decoration Day.
Conant:
thence
west-northwest
by
said
TWO row boats in first class condition
Makinen
3,
bv
W.
Makinen
1.
Triple
A
fire
set
Thursday
morning
in
the
thc little daughter she had mourned
fact
in
this
paper
where
thousands
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Winchenbach jng seen in the lineups this year, and
Conant's land 72 rods to the old town
for sale. E. F. ROBERTS. Brldgeslde.
will »-ead of it.
for 15 years. She was a member ol and family of Friendship were recent all teams are strengthened. Tomor- [ play, A. M. Makinen, Hopkins and field at the rear of the Charles Well road; thence southwesterly by said old
Vinalhaven.
______________ 58-60
town
road
to
the
place
of
beginning.
Seavey.
Double
play,
Seavey.
Hop

ington
place
got
bevond
control
at
the First Baptist Church, and was guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. row's games will thin out the leaders
DRY HARD fitted wood $10. junks $10,
The above described cover about twokins
and
Gilchrest.
Umpires,
Crow

noon
time
necessitating
the
calling
always ready to assist with a cheer E. C. St. Clair.
as the Pirates and Whitehead clash
thlrds of the lot conveyed to George R
out of the Warren fire department. Conant by William V. Conant, and des MERRY. 53 Cedar St. Tel. 105-W. 61-63 263-21
ful word or helpful deed whenever
A very enjoyable meeting of the at South Thomaston. Cement Com- ley and Carr. • • • «
’
CARROLL' Tel'
ignated first parcel In deed dated April
A
piece
about
one-quarter
of
a
mile
50-tf
possible,"
Johnson Society was held Wednesday pany olays Kickapoo at Rockland,
AT CRESCENT BEACH, for sale or to
7. 1909 recorded Book 148. page 588
square
was
burned
over
before
its
HUPMOBILE—1927 Sedan—Never able
Services at the Church of St. John evening at the home of Mrs. May- and South Thomaston tackles Rock- ,
Whitehead 10, Cement 5
the season, large furnished cot- t0i buy
buv a
Knox Registry of Deeds. The other one- let >■foriM'ort
car
’thlno rrMcn
,„o»S a car
** as good as this for only
everything
modem, two
car garage. $75 down.
the Baptist (Episcopal), for Trinity nard C. Ingraham.
\ ville at Rockville. A great race is ' The Coast Guardsman were too ravages were finally stopped in the third part thereof of said lot is retained tage;
SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689
59-tf Main St Phone
field and pasture a short distance bv said George R Cor-mt inrt he re EDW O'B GONIA Tel. 710.
Sunday will be: Eucharist at 8 a. m.;
1250, Rockland.
The senior class, R. H. S., chaperoned j expected by all. The standing
| many guns for the Lawrence outfit south of the Mina Rines place now- serves a right of way therefrom to the
•
COTTAGE
at
Ginn's
Point,
near
Cres

____________________________
46*56 P&R
choral eucharist, 10.30; evensong and by two of their teachers, Mrs. Frank
L
PC. 1
W
highway
as
now
traveled
over,
upon
cent
Beach
to
let
bv
week
month
or
occupied by the H. C. Howard family. and along the old highway so-called.
CHEVROLET—1930 Sedan—Paint and
sermon at 7 p. m.
lin Farmer and Miss Alice Crocket, ! Rockland ......... .. 1
1.000
0
season
Quiet
locality.
E.
F.
GINN.
97
Whitehead
In excellent condition. Splendid
Land belonging to Charles Welling Subject to any right Morse may have Pitts St.. Portland. Me.
At the Federated Church tomorrow are enjoying a house party at a cot 1 Whitehead ..... .. 1
61»S-70 rubber
1.000
0
motor, hot water heater, other acces
ab r bh po a
ton, Sidney Stevens and Mrs. Nancv f any to enter and remove any wood
Sunday School will meet at 9.45 a. m. tage at Boothbay Harbor over, the So. Thomaston . .. 1
THOROUGHLY MODERN cottage on sories. Priced to sell. SEA VIEW GA
0
1 000 Montgomery, rf .... 5 10 2 0
reserved
In
her
deed
to
me.
Spear was burned over, much small
The morning service at 11 will be ad- weekend. This outing will take the Kickapoo ......... .. 0
000 Kelley, ss ............. 4 12 3 1
1
Also another certain lot or parcel of shore at Crescent Beach for sale or to RAGE. G89 Main St. Phone 1250. Rock
growth in the Stevens' pasture beine land,
46*56 P&ft
dre-sed by Rev. Willard H. Palmer, place of the customary graduation j Rockville ....... .. 0
situate in said Cushing, bounded let. All conveniences LENA K SAR land;__________
.000 Carter, 2b ............. 4 2 111
1
consumed. Water for the small and described as follows, to wit: Begin GENT. Rockland. Phones 990 or 994
GRAY MARINE MOTORS. New Light
assistant superintendent of the Con ball The members of the class are [ Cement Co........ .. 0
.000 Rogers, c ............. 4 2 3 5 0
1
61-S-70
Four 12-24 horsepower. $298 Other sizes
chemical was drawn from a well at ning at stake and stones on the westerly
gregational Conference of Maine. The Thalice Spear, Carolyn Graffam. Edith
of the town road and at the south
SPRUCE Cottage, opposite Shore Acres, 5 to 150 horse power. Complete line of
» • • 4
Tripp, lb ............. 4 13 4 0
the rear of the Stevens' place, the side
music will include, "O Come, Let Us Riley, Dorothy Tolman, Contance ]
west corner of land of the heirs of to let for season, furnished; electric new motors at new low prices. Write us
Bickmore, p .....
4 0 13 2
fire coming too close there for com Charles Hv’er. deceased; thence west lights, W’ater nearby: two or three adults for information. A. L. ANDERSON. Box
Pirates 11, Rockville 4
Sing Unto the Lord." Evening serv Wellman, Louise Sherer. Vere Crock
fort. Several trios were made into northwest 83 rods and 21 links to stake L. G. HUPPER. Tel. Tenant's Harbor [ 9, Camden. Me.
45-65
Behind the masterly pitching ol Stein, 3b ............... 4 110 0
ice at 7. subject, "What Christ Means ett, Maurice Miller, Maurice Turner,
59-67
stones; thence south southwest 52-11.
Williams, If .......... 4 10 2 0
the rough land bv the small chemi and
■
To Us."
48 2-3 rods to land of Oliver J. Robin
Earl
Achorn,
Weston
Arey,
Geraldine
Don
Robbins
the
Rockland
Pirates
SIX
ROOM
cottage
with
garage.
Crcs»
Drinkwater, cf ...... 4 1110
* * * *
cal equipped with chains. The bie son. formerly: thence eas* southeast 57 cent Beach, five miles from the City of; »
Page, Mr. Farmer is also a member of defeated Rockville at Community
chemical was stationed at the Rines rods and 6 links to said town road; Rockland, to let for July and August.; ,
a f T'T*Z\**Z\n VI
’
Miss Lillian Davis has employment
37 10 12 21 4 1 nlace for more than an hour to pro thence northeasterly bv said road to the
Rockport friends of Charles Jones Park Wednesday in the Big Five
with Mrs. W. S. White in Rockland
RO3E 26 Cl85r9-u!!
bounds, containing 19 acres and
tect the buildings as the fire was nfst
Cement Plant
12 square rods.
Mrs. Lee Walker and Miss Clara T. regret to learn that he if afflicted League opener 11 to 4. Robbins, al
HIRAM SMALL HOMESTEAD Cres— — — — — — - K
racing
across
the
field
towards
that
Also
another
certain
lot
or
parcel
of
Spear gave a luncheon bridge party witn infection of the eye. He is at lowed only five hits, whiffed 11 and
ab r bh po a c
land, situate in sa)d Cushing, bounded swirI|<’aMS Rnv!utJnr4eaS’n, ED»?A M ' STUDEBAKER-1926 Coach-Must be
place.
It
was
reported
that
about
at the home of Mrs. Walker Wednes Knox Hospital.
walked two. He became a little O'Brian, 3b ......... 4 0 1 0 3 0 100 persons were engaged in fight and described as follows, to wit:—Be SMALL, 488 Boylston St.. Boston. Mass. seen to be appreciated. Only $64 down
day, to honor Miss Katherine Winn
61*661 gEA VIEW GARAGE, 689 Main St.
Miss Marion Weidman plans to erratic*in the sixth but quickly settled Cates, 2b ............. 4 0 1 0 2 0 ing it. Bv back firing it was ren ginning at stake and stones bv a large
-ock at the southwesterly corner of the
32 FT. CABIN CRUISER to let—New Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*56P6eR
who will be the June bride of William leave Wednesday for a month's visit down and never was in danger. Hits Hunt, If ................. 4 2 110 0
late
Edmund
Hvler's
home
lot
and
In
dered
under
control
at
about
3.30
engine,
toilet,
stove,
all
eloctrlc.
14
T. Flint of Rockland. A centerpiece with her uncle and aunt. Dr. and by Gardner and Collins gave the Roes, p ....
sedan. 16-ft. motor boat.
4 0 2 0 2 0
the northerly line of land of the late knot; by month or season. J. N SOUTH forHUPMOBILE
Thursday
afternoon.
Several
mo

sale,
both
good
condition

of daffodils constituted the table Mrs. C. E. Weidman, at Marcellus, Pirates a run in the first. They add Hinkley, ss .....
4 0 2 0 4 0
Hannah F
Robinson: thence west55-62 NARD KALER, 56 Pleasant St. Tel. BER
86-R.
torists passing volunteered their northwest by said Hannah's land 165 ARD. Rockland.
decorations. At bridge Miss Winn N. Y.
Valenta,
lb
...........
3
0
0
13
0
0
ed two in the second and three in the
services.
reds to large spruce tree marked on four
won the honors, with Mrs. W. B. D.
Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou, Mrs. Annie third to take a commanding lead, and Robbins, cf ........... 3 0 110 1
FORD roadster for sale. $25 cash.
There will be services at the sides; thence north-northeast 48 2-3
Gray taking second place. The occa Deane. Mrs. Sarah Buzzell and Mrs. put the game on ice in the sixth anti Day, p . ................. 3 2 2 6 0 0
JOHN GRAY, 121 Pleasant St. . Tel.
rods to stake and stones by land of San
424-M.__________
61.63
sion was taken advantage of by Miss Priscilla Lamb of Camden spent seventh, scoring frequently on errors. Perry, rf .............. 8 0 0 0 0 1 Mank towrl schoolhouse Sunday at ford and Silas Hyler; thence east-south7.30 standard time, conducted by cast by said Silas and Sandford's land
AUTOMOBILE STORAGE. $4 per month
Winn's friends to give her a miscel Thursday in Bangor.
Al Collins and Carl Mosher led* the "Lynch, rf .......... 1 1 0 0 0 0 Mrs. Florida Brown of Thomaston to the northwest corner of said Ed
dead: $5 per month live. NILO’S GA
laneous shower of linen, glassware,
Members of Harbor Light Chapter, Pirate attack on Hamalainen, getting ♦Young, cf ........... 1 0 0 0 0 0 and Goldie Banks of Belfast. Every mund’s home lot: thence south south
RAGE.
56-tf
west 48 2-3 rods to the place of begin
pewter and flowers. The guests were who will attend the grand chapter half the team's hits. M. Starr stood
NOTICE
TO
ALBERT
NEWCOMB
—
body
welcome.
DODGE
—
1929
Sedan
—
This
is
a
Senlqr
ning.
containing
50
acres
and
30
square
Miss Winn, Mrs. Russell Bartlett, Mrs. session in Portland next week are W. out for Rockville both afield and at
34 5 10 21 11
Please return the hat and check given and ls mechanically right. Looks and
• * * «
rods, more or less. Reference ls hereby you by mistake. PHILIP SULIDES
Warren Noyes, Mrs. Louise Orbeton. M. Lucy Stevenson, Annie L. Smail, bat. Tlie score:
Struck out, bv Bickmore 5.
runs perfect. A dandy buy; $75 down
made to deed of Wm. V Conant to
Warren Boy Making Good
59-61 payment takes it. SEA VIEW GARAGE,
Mrs. Donald George, Mrs. W. B. D. I Anna Fish. Edna Robbins, Veda
* Replaced Robbins in 6th.
B. Conant, herein referred to be
Rockville
Warren folks are always proud of George
SHEEP
SHEARED,
electric
shears
with
689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
fore. Also deed of George R Conant to
t Replaced Perry in 6th.
Gray, Miss Kay Turner, Miss Alcada j Brown and Bertha Thurston.
46*56 P&R
their sons who are "making good,' Sophia S. Morse, dated April 16, 1909, operator or let to responsible parties
ab r bh po a
Hall and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton.
! Principal and Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn |
without
operator.
Thoroughbred
Chester
and feel especially so of thc record and recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds White boar for sale, at a reasonable
0 11
USED CARS for saie or exenange—
Earl Woodcock, manager of the are spending the weekend at their ®' ,arr'c : ”.......... 4
Book
146.
Page
384
.
385.
UNION
Studebaker. Nash. Whippet and others
Sherwood Sidelinger mad? in the Rad
0 7
1
And whereas the condition of said price, cash. Price on above, apply to Used tires 33x4. 28x4.75. E. D. LIN8A.&P. store is taking part in a sales j camp at swan Lake.
I Collamore, lb
LEROY PAGE, Rose Hill Farm. Owls
io Operators' School of the U. S. Naval mongagc has been broken:
4
60-62
Several children in this vicinity arc Training
contest of thc A.&P. managers in this j Mrs. Edwin Simmons is recovering ! Hclin 3b .......
56-61 COTT. Tel. 812-W.
Now. therefore, by reason of the Head. Me. Tel. 341-R.
Station at Norfolk, Va..
4
ill from measles.
district. A hat is to be the prize.
| satisfactorily from injuries received Hamalainen, p
ESSEX—1927 Sedan—In good running
breach of the condition thereof. I. the
FOR BEST QUALITY seeds and plants,
graduating
“
with
honor".
The
foi
Members of the Relief Corps and
undersigned Octavia M Leighton, owner go to C. C. TIBBETTS. 288 Main Sti, order. Will give someone a lot of eco
The Beta Alpha Club will meet jn a fall at her home several days A. Starr, ss............ 4
59-64 nomical transportation ;$45 down. SEA
E. Lofman, cf........ 4
auxiliary will meet at G.A.R. hall next lowing was written his mother Mrs. of said mortgage, do hereby claim a fore City.
Monday evening with Mrs. Mabel i ag0.
VIEW GARAGE, 689 Main St. Phone
mortgage,
M. Starr, 2b .......... 3
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times 1250. Rockland.
Wednesday afternoon
to make Arthur Sidelinger, by Capt. D. A. closure of saidOCTAVIA
Achorn, Green street.
|
• • • •
46*56 P«StR
M.
LEIOHTON.
Weaver.
Prompt
service.
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO
Salminen,
If
..........
3
wreaths for Memorial Day. Anyone
May 20. 1932.
Mrs. John Tillson, Mrs. Earl [
Church Notes
52-tf
“
I
take
great
pleasure
in
informing
O.
Lofman,
rf
........
1
STATE
OF
MAINE
K*********-****--*-^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^
Interested in this work is cordially
Woodcock and”Mrs. Ambrose Wallace
Baptist Church; George T. Currier,
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING Is a
that your son, Sherwood G. Side County of Knox, ss
invited to be present and help. you
have returned from Portland, where , minister: Sunday School at 10 o'clock, Crockett, rf............ 2
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
Rockland. Me . Mav 20, 1932.
linger,
Sea.
2c,
U.
S.
Navy,
has
com

Many hands make light work and
52-tf
Personally appeared the above named Main St.. Rockland.
they attended thc sessions this week with classes for all; service of worpleted the course of instruction in Octavia
M Leighton and made oath
LADIES—Reliable hair gooas ai Rock
of the Grand Lodge of Pythian Sis- s^ip at 11, children's story, "Giving
30 4 5 21 6 8 about 200 wreaths are needed.
the
Radio
Operators'
School
and
has
that
the
foregoing
foreclosure
notice,
by
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall order* |
Mrs. Charles Mank spent Tuesday
ters, as delegates from Mayflower Flowers", sermon, “Knox County's
her signed Is true.
Pirates
solicited. H. C. RHODES^ Tel. 519-J. 1 FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
with her daughter Mrs. H. A. Hawes. graduated ‘with honor'. This is
Before me,
52-tf
Temple.
Greatest Asset”; special music by
very
great
honor
and
I
congratulate
ab r bh PO
modern buildings, pasture land. hay.
(Ses) |
ENSIGN OTIS
Mrs. Jennie Hannon has recovered
Herbert Young who recently under- choir; B. Y. P. U. at 6.30, subject,
NOTICE.
Customs
Case
No.
14153.
de apple orchards, lumber and fire wood.
you
and
your
con
on
the
record
he
61-S-67
Notary Public.
from an attack of measles.
went an operation for appendicitis at "can God Answer Prayer?"; evening Gardner, 3b .... ... 5 1 1 0
scribed as 312 cases assorted liquors, MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
has
made
and
the
progress
he
4 0 0 7
seized from on board the Ga. S. Margue St., Camden. Tel. 2597.
52-tf
The Fish and Game Association making in the U. S. Navy. He has
Knox Hospital, will return to work paniments for the praise service, ser- Cl. Mosher, lb ...
rite (off No. 228849) of Boston, on April
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
held their annual meeting Wednes shown by his work in this school that
Monday driving his delivery team.
[ mon, "Playing the Game of Life”; Chisholm, ss ..... ... 4 1 0 0
FARM for sale, good low priced farm
19.
1932.
while
lying
at
Elliot
’
s
wharf,
0 0 0 0
Fred E. Pease of Appleton in
two miles from Rockland; also equip
day evening at Masonic dining room. he is energetic, willing and worthy theWhereas
Thc funeral services of Victoria ' Trytohelp Club meets Monday eve- Jackson, ss ........
County of Knox and State of Maine Thomaston. Me.; cause, violation of the
for making Ice cream on large
4 1 3 10
Collins, c ............
The banquet was served by members and I trust you wi'l encourage him to by his mortgage deed dated February 24, Tariff Act of 1930. Any person claim ment
Address BOX 443, City or MRS. E.
ing this mdse, must appear at the Cus scale.
1928 and recorded in Knox Registry of toms
of the community, the proceeds to go continue his successful career.”
L^ KOSTER. Ingraham Hill._______ 59*61
merlv of this town, who died May 18 j sgj, Mrs. Alice Marston, hotess; Ladies’ Ca. Mosher, cf .... .... 4 2 2 1
Office.
Rockland.
Me.,
file
their
0
1
1
4
Deeds
in
Book
218
Page
80
conveyed
to
Hallowell,
If
......
toward furnishing the new school
in Rockland, will be held this Sat- | circle Wednesday at church parlor;
and give bond within twenty days
MANSION HOUSE for sale, 14 rooms,
Sherwood graduated from Warren me the undersigned, a certain parcel of claim
May 7. 1932; otherwise the goods two car garage, modern Improvements.
building.
urday at 2 o'clock from the A. D. prayer meeting Thursday at 7.30, fol- Winchenbach, rf .... 3 1 1 1
estate situated In said Appleton from
High, class of 1330, having the vale real
will
be
forfeited
to
the
Government.
135
acres with 1200 ft frontage, on Alford
0
1
1
...
1
Richardson,
rf
....
Several members of the M. E. dictory, his average mark for the four and bounded and described as follows; FRANK M. HUME, Collector.
Davis & Son parlors.
i lowed by choir rehearsal.
55-S-61 Lake and Lermond Pond. Desirable
4 2 1 3
Beginning at a stake .and stones
church school visited the feeding years study being 98 plus. At Norfolk standing
Services at the Baptist Church
Methodist Church. Forrest F. Fowle, Carter, 2b .........
home
or business location. Furnishings
In the Malcomb line at the
NOTICE. Customs Case No. 14154. de
station In Appleton Monday eve he was ranked 4.0 bag insD"ction, and corner of land formerly owned by James scribed as a Ford Truck, Model-A Engine if desired. Brokers protected. N. F.
Sunday will be, 9.45, Bible school; minister: Sundav School at 10 o'clock; Robbins, p......... ... 2 1 0 2
KLAGGE
South Hope.
59*61
— — — —
ning and found it very interesting. 3 8 personal inspection. His diploma Davis; thence on said line sixtv-six rods No. AA. 3289920; seized at Elliot's wharf.
morning worship at 11, topic, "Are morning sermon at 11, subject, “The
to land formerly owned by James Hart; Thomaston. Me.. April 19. 1932. for viola
ABOUT THREE ACRES land at Thc
Mr.
Ireland,
the
manager,
took
the
You a Fatalist?" evening service at j Duties of Discipleship”; Epworth
35 11 10 24
“with honor" only one in the class to thence south 34 degrees east on said tion of the Tariff Act of 1930. Any per Highlands, with barn and cellar thereon,
party over the reserve and explained be marked thus, bears a gold seal, the Hart's land sixty-one rods to a stake and son
7; when the junior choir will be as— League at 6.30; evening service, 7.30; Rockville,
0 0 0 0 1 2
claiming the goods must appear at for sale, nice building spot. TEL.
stones; thence southerly and parallel
59-61
many
questions.
There
seems
to
be
Customs Office at Rockland. Me., file 217-W.
_________________________ _______ special music by male quartet; Wed- Pirates,
12 3 0 0 2 3
5 others marked only "with credit" with said Malcomb line sixtv-six rods the
claim
and give bond within twenty days
much
live
game
in
that
vicinity
but
'_______________________ __
nesdav afternoon Ladies' Aid meets
to a stake and stones at said Davis land from May 7. 1932. otherwise the mdse,
Two-base hit, Winchenbach. Sac
He
has
been
assigned
to
the
U.
S.
S
it is on wings. Nearlv all of the fish
at the vestry; Thursday evening rifice, Collamore.
to the bounds flrst mentioned, contain will be forfeited to the Government.
Stolen bases, have now been put out into the lakes Chicago as radio operator.
FOR
ing twenty-five acres more or less F. M. HUME, Collector.
55-S-61
prayer service at 7.30.
Carter, M. Starr 2, Helin. Struck out, and ponds. The church school will
Being the same land conveyed bv Ben
_
. ,, ,
,.
. i by Robbins 11, by Hamalainen 10. be on daylight time tomorrow. Next
Meanwhile the uproar continueth jamin P. Upton to Atwood Ripley on
Two prisoners he d for robbery in
Qn bal]s 0{f
2 0„
22nd day of Dec. 1845.
that (a) Prohibition doesn't exist theAnd
Whereas the condition of said
Los Angeles say they are ex-ba 1 , Hamalainen 2. Umpires, Alley and Monday night the members will and (b) it must be abolished before mortgage
has been broken.
READY cut chick range shelters, also
again enjoy an outing in the woods
players.
Must
be
some
mistake
in
:
p
ev
,„
r
gf,
ore
r
Mondean
Now.
Therefore by reason of the
it ruins the country.—Dallas News
large sized feeders for range use. for sale.
GERANIUMS
TULIPS
or beside some lake.
this. Thev are probably umpires — *eyler ^corer- Monaean.
breach of the condition thereof. I claim
Saves
time and grain. C. E. OVERLOCK.
$1$ •«.
••• *•* ••• *•**•**•■
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Ladies of the community are
Tel. 3-4 Warren.
59*61
Portland Oregonian.
Orders Taken For
Dated
at
Rockland,
Maine.
May
5.
1932.
In the Big Five League Wednes sponsoring a card party which will
HORSES for sale, good matched team,
400 CHICKS hatched May 15. Will sell
ARTHUR D. FISH
NOTICE!
weight 3000: three or four other good as day olds, if taken within a week. )
day, at South Thomaston, the home be given in Masonic hall. Union. May
STATE OF MAINE
WREATHS AND SPRAYS
Strout Insurance Agency
horses.
ERNEST HOWARD. South These are S. C. R. Reds and out of an
Rockland. May 5. 1932.
team defeated the Kickapoo crew 8 28, the proceeds to be used toward Patrons of the Rockland-Thomaston Knox. ss.
Hope.
60*62 87 per cent hatch. From accredited
Personally
appeared
the
above
named
17
GREEN
ST.
THOMASTON,
ME.
Camden
Bus
Line
are
hereby
notified
equipment
for
the
new
High
School
to
6.
The
Coast
Guardsmen
made
MRS. LEVI COPELAND
WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C. Reds. We stock. E. C. TEAGUE, Warren. Phone
Arthur D. Fish, and made oath that the
60-tf
that the waiting room in the Bicknell foregoing notice of foreclosure by him will deliver your chix by parcel post or 13-42.
building.
a
good
rally
in
the
last
two
innings,
Insurance in all its branches
55 MAIN ST., THOMASTON
truck for $15 per hundred for May.
500 S. C. R. I. baby chicks for sale on
There will be a rehearsal of Bethel Block is no longer available, as lease signed is true.
but could not overcome the 'Keag
Before
me.
State
accredited
for
white
dlarrohea.
F.
each of the following: May 20. 24. 28.
58*61
Probate Bonds
Notary Public 1 boys' comfortable lead
The game Rebekah Lodge degree team Tuesday cannot be renewed.
Phone 200
KATHARINE C. DERRY
H. WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston, Me.. June 1. C. E. OVERLOCK, Warren Tel.

! LOST AND FOUND •

WANTED

SITUATIONS

; Summer Cottages J

AUTOMOBILES

;

REAL ESTATE

•

; MISCELLANEOUS \

;

$•
j

MEMORIAL DAY

60-64

J. Walter Strout

Alfred M. Strout

I was featured by the triple play made evening at 8 o'clock daylight time.

57-Th-63

Justice of the Peace.

•••
••• ••* *•* ••*
LIVE STOCK
•

1 Route 1.

*«•••••••
• EGGS AND CHICKS >

50-tf 3-4
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THE REALM OF MUSIC

DON’T MISS SEEING THE

Gladys St. Clair Morgan
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ____________ 770 or 794

Mrs. Carl E. Freeman of Glencove
entertained at luncheon and bridge .
Thursday evening, with two tables.'
Honors Were won by Miss Hazel Mar
shall, Mrs. Leland Drinkwater and !
Miss Pearl Borgerson.

In the New York Times of May 3, of signs and omens. One thing she
j is this interesting bit about our good sees with foreboding is a flock of
| friends, Dr. and Mrs. William Rogers sheep passing on the right. She interprets it as warning of ill luck.
Chapman:
"Music, dancing, flowers and the d?ath cr legal entanglements. So
colors of springtime marked the if she catches sight of sheep on her
The E. C. Club and guests were
Mrs. Lucius York, Dr. Mary Reuter,
twenty-ninth annual White Break right hand—whether she be in a
charmingly entertained at luncheon Mrs. Lillian McRae, Mrs. Olive Sylves
fast of the Rubinstein Club at the train or automobile—the great lady
and cards Tuesday afternoon by Mrs. ter and Mrs. Arthur Reed were prize
Waldorf-Astoria. Well-knbwn a:l- immediately arises and turns about,
George L. St. Clair at her Crescent winners at thc weekly bridge party of
ists took part in the musical pro- j so that her left side will be toward
Beach cottage. There were two tables, the BPW Club Thursday evening.
gram, that was followed by dancin
them. She traces her belief back to
and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard. Mrs. George Mrs. Evie Perry was hostess for the
Almost 1,000 women, members of thc her childhood, to an old nursery
W. Palmer, Mrs. Mabel Thorndike and unusually pleasant event.
club, attended, wearing white or pas rhyme:
Mrs. Ralph Wiggin carried off honors.
tel shades. The affair was the clos "Sheep on thc right bring lots of trouble,
Mrs. F. E. Follett entertained the
ing event of the club's forty-ninth Sheep on the left bring, happiness."
A. W. McCurdy is being cared for Thursday Auction Club with dinner
And to break a mirror! — that
season.
at the home of Agnes Niles, Orange at her cottage at Holiday Beach.
“The guests of honor and a color simply chills her bones. The dark
street.
guard from Governors Island entered est year of her life, she says, came
Rhama E. Philbriek returned yes
through an archway of shepherdess’ just after a return Horn Europe,
Miss Thelma Chadwick is in Farm terday from a business trip to Jonescrooks, white and .covered with when she opened her trunks and
ington, called by the illness of a rela port and vicinity, in the interests of
tive.
flowers, held over them by 25 girl found to her horror that every mir
Sea View Garage.
pages. The Rev. Dr. Henry Howard ror was broken. She tried to con
•
Fales Circle, Ladies of G.A.R., is to
of the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian vince herself that broken mirrors
Miss Eva Forbus of Stottville, N. Y.,
Church delivered an invocation.
were a foolish superstition. Never
have a card party Wednesday after is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Shcrwin
noon at Grand Army hall, followed Forbus.
■' "The salute to thc flag and the theless calamity befell her immedi
by a public supper, Mrs. Priscilla
j recital of the American's Creed were ately—in business, in her family life,
Smith being in charge of both acti
led by Mrs. William Albert Lewis even in her art. It lasted a whole
Wilbur J. Oxton of Stoughton,
•
vities. Veterans' Night and Memorial Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. George
I and Mrs. William Rogers Chapman, year.
Night will be observed at the evening W. Palmer, Pleasant street, for a few
president of the club, delivered an
Walter Damrosch has a hunch
meeting.
i address of welcome. The Lord's about the number 22. He believes it
days.
Prayer, with music by Josephine brings him good luck. He is always
Mrs. Wesley Thurston of Broadway
Forsythe, a composer member of the secretly pleased when there are 22 I
•
Mrs. Mary E. Mack who has been
was hostess to the T Club last evening. with her sister in Waterville during
club, was sung by a chorus, with persons at a party. He likes to start j
Maude Runyan of the Philadelphia important activities on the 22d of
the winter is the guest of her daughter,
The meeting of thc Junior Har Mrs. A. D. Morey, School street.
Grand Opera Company as soloist. A the month.
mony Club Wednesday evening was
chorus of members sang under the
Madame Jeritza, the beautiful j
devoted to preparations for the an
direction of Dr. W. R. Chapman, blonde of the Metropolitan, always
Mrs. Karl O’Brien entertained the
nual open meeting and completing Monday Club, the occasion being a
founder of the club and its musical pins a cluster of religious medals
plans for the district meeting of handkerchief shower for Miss Mar
director for 45 years, and incidental under her dress when she sings. Thc
Junior Music Clubs taking place in garet Flanagan. The dainty basket
solos were given by Ruth Mock and medals were given her by members
this city today. The 20 members containing the handkerchiefs was
Lucille Potter, also members. Miss of her family, and hark back to the |
present entered enthusiastically into presented to Miss Flanagan by little
Mildred Unfried was at the piano.
time when as a little blonde-haired
all plans as outlined1 by Mrs. Leola Betty O'Brien.
“The ensemble from the club's own girl named Mitzi Jedlicka. the great
f.o.b.
Noyes and Mrs. Faith Berry, coun
under the direction of Mr. singer was seriously considering be
factory orchestra,
sellors.
Fishberg. rendered selections during coming a nun. Now’ she believes that
Frank L. Hall of Boston is guest of
the breakfast and played for the these sacred medals guard her from
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Oxton, Suffolk
Mrs. Helen Paladino will be in street, over the weekend.
dancing in the Astor Gallery. In harm.
“
charge of the bridge party given at
other seasons the club has engaged
Beniamino Gigli, famous tenor,
Grand Army hall Tuesday evening I Mrs. Raymond Greene who has
orchestras, for individual musical always wears a little golden bell
under the auspices of the Auxiliary teen visiting her son in Gardiner, has
events, but thiS year, to help dimin which his small daughter once
of Sons of Union Veterans.
ish the unemployment among musi pinned on his pajamas when he was
returned home.
cians, it engaged the men for thc asleep. Dusolina Giannini, concert
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Newbert and
entire season.
singer, always wears an antique ring
Mrs. H. H. Griffin of Brighton.
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Babb arc in Bos Mass., is visiting relatives in this city
“Thc guests of honor, several of which she thinks wards off misfor
ton for a short stay.
whom spoke briefly, included Henry tune, and Conchita Supervia, hailed
and at Spruce Head, and her sister at I
K. Chang, Chinese Consul General as the world's greatest "Carmen,"
Clark Island.
Rockland Lodge B.P.O.E. is to have
at New’ York. Mrs. H. H. A. Beach considers the turtle as her mascot
another of its popular Ladies' Nights
was also a notable guest.”
and always pins a small silver brooch
Mrs. Annie Burton of Reading, ;
Wednesday, with the entertainment Mass., is visiting her daughter Mrs.
' "’ade in thc shape of a turtle to her
committee in charge. Many novelty Edgar Newhall, Broadway.
In the London Morning Post of dress.
features arc planned. It will be thc
Juno 21, 1824, there was this adverBut there are persons in the music
last ladies night of the season.
tisement:
world who scout superstition—two of
The Comer Club met< yesterday
“Master Liszt, aged 12, a native these, famous, too. arc Sophie Braswith Mrs. Charles M. Rich
The T&E had picnic dinner afternoon
of Hungary, respectfully informs the iau and Reinald Werrenrath. Miss
ardson, Broadway.
and sewing at the home of Mrs.
nobility aid gentry and the public Bra.'lou scoffs at superstition, even
Sumner Perry, Talbot avenue, Wed
in general, that his benefit concert though her name counts up to 13
Mrs. Forest Brazier is ill at her I
nesday.
will take place this evening. June letters. That’s no menace to a musi
home at Glencove.
21, 1824, to commer.ee at 8.30 pre- cian, she says—look at Yehudi
The bridge party given Wednesday
I clscly, when he will perform on Menuhin, Arthur Nikisch, Artur
The annual meeting of the Wom
afternoon by Mrs. Millie Thomas of an's
Sebastian Erard's grand pianoforte Bodanzky, Maria Jeritza, Edward
Association
of
the
Congrega]
Robinson street for the Edwin Libby | tional Church will be held in the ves-J
I. . . and extemporize on a written Johnson, Richard Crooks, John Mc
Relief Corps convention fund, proved
theme which Master Liszt will re Cormick, Claude Debussy, Richard
successful. There were seven tables try Wednesday at 3.30.
quest any person in the audience to Wagner and Guiseppe Verdi.
and honors were carried off by Mrs.
! give him. . . . Tickets, one half a
* « * •
Mrs. Ellen Hammond has returned
Lucius York, Mrs. Thomas McKin
1 guinea each, to be had of Master
from
a
visit
with
her
daughters
in
A music shop in Birmingham. Ala.,
ney, Mrs. Thomas Keating. Mrs. M.
Liszt, 13 Great Marlborough Strwt.!’ received this request from a woman
S. Dick, Mrs. Herbert Mullen and New York, Washington and Newark,
* * * *
„
N. J. In the last named city she at
In a neighboring town:
Mrs. Lillian McRae.
tended thc graduation of her daugh
The Church of Saint EustacheTias
“Can you send me a copy of Paul
inaugurated
its
newly
restored
pipe
ter
Eleanor
fiom
the
Newark
Memo

Whiteman's theme song ‘Rapacity
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bartlett of
organ
one
of
the
most
venefable
In

in Blue'?”
Washington were guests Thursday of rial Hospital. Annie Tienan was a
struments in France. The church,
* • » *
Mrs. Bartlett’s sister Mrs. William T. graduate of the same class. The
as everybody knows, vibrates with
graduation, held in the Second Pres
Richardson.
Two
courses
of concerts by cele
musical ar.d ^historical memories.
byterian Church, was largely attend
Terms as Low as $5 Monthly Here Rameau had been buried: here brated singers and instrumentalists
ed.
The
ball
was
at
the
Nurses'
Mrs. C. M. Blake and Miss Mary
took place the funeral of Me,zart's will again be given in Symphony
Holbrook have returned from Boston, Home. There was a nice entertain
I
mother;
here Liszt conducted his Hall, Boston, next season. Dr. Kousment
including
the
class
song.
where they spent a few days, being
I
great
mass;
here Berlioz brought eevitzky will open the Sunday after
registered at the Statler.
(Your Local Authorized Dealer ' cut his Requiem;
and here, recently noon course Oct. 23 with a recital on
CAMDEN
for Majestic Products)
for
the
first
time
in over six years the double bass. This will be the
Baraca Class had a delightful out
[
the
pipe
organ
was
heard, newly Boston Symphony conductor's first
442
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
ing Wednesday evening, with Mr. and
Robert E. Jamieson of Newton,
voiced and modernized, resounding appearance as soloist in Boston in
Mrs. George L. St. Clair as hosts at Mass., and Mrs. Ralph Cromwell of |
■ under the playing of Joseph Bonnet. three years. He Is extremely pro
their cottage at Crescent Beach. Thc Middleboro, Mass., were in town this I
It is impossible to recount the vicissi ficient. The second course will in
64 members present enjoyed picnic week, called by the death of Mrs. j
Bennett, Eileen Payson, Margaret tudes of the organ since its installa clude both Tuesday and Saturday
supper, baseball and other outdoor Gerald Dalzell.
evenings. Lotte Lehmann, German
games. The balmy evening, with the
Mrs. Bertha French and Mrs. Hilda Wright, Marion Wright. Arthur Hart. tion towards the end of the 16th soprano, who first sang in Boston in
Ruth
Hunt,
Lucy
Johnson,
Ralph
century:
suffice
it
to
say,
it
has
reflection of the moon on the water, Clayter are attending the BPW con
the Chicago Civic Opera’s “Lohen
furnished a setting long to be re vention being held at the Eastland Hunt, Claude Dennison, Carroll Den I been rebuilt so as to permit of the grin” last winter, will be a newcomer
performance
of
every
type
of
organ
nison,
Charles
Knight.
Cakes
and
membered.
Hotel, Portland. Mrs. French Is a
ice cream were served by Mr. and music, and thereby becomes one of to these concerts. Others scheduled
delegate from the Rockland Club.
are Yehudi Menuhin, youthful vio
Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy is visiting rela
The regular meeting of the Ladies Mrs. Johnson and their daughters the best instruments on the conti linist of world-wide celebrity; John
Lucy
and
Beatrice.
Merton
received
nent.
tives in Portland for a few days.
of the G.A.R. was held Friday eve
Charles Thomas, American bari
* * * *
numerous gifts.
ning.
tone; the Don Cossacks, with their
All
who
had
the
privilege
of
ex

A group of senior High School girls
Mrs. J. W. Ingraham is confined to
changing greetings with Walter E. diminutive and dynamic leader. Serge
j-l-H-H-HH-H-H-l-W-H-H-dgave a charming leap year dancing her home on Wood street by illness.
Smith when he was in Camel n last laroff; Rachmaninoff, pianist; Lily
party Wednesday evening at the
Regular meeting of Seaside Chap
Saturday to act as one of the judges Pons, the brightest ornament of the
Country Club, having 35 couples In ter, O. E. S„ Monday night. Chil ;; No More Darning!
the State school band and orches Metropolitan; Josef Hofmann, John
attendance. Merton Haskell's orches dren's night will be observed June 20.
Man Tattoos Socks T in
tra
contests, were charmed by his McCormack and the English Singers.
tra furnished music. All the customs
Tlie Schuyler Days arrive this week ;; Sydney, Australia. — Tired
manner. He is probably in his 40’s.
associated with leap year were put foom New York city to spend the
I While occupied with his duties as , .WWW
into action—the girls going for and summer at their cottage on Bay View •• of darning ids socks, Fred
;
Harris,
a
bachelor
of
this
judge fcr many hours in succession,
escorting their partners to the party, street.
he found time to greet many ad
asking for dances, and carrying out
Postmaster and Mrs. Leslie D. ••city, has devised a method
mirers who came to speak to him or
other favors which usually befall the Ames, Mrs. B. C. O. Burkett, Miss L that will free humanity from
shake hands.
sterner sex at such social affairs. Mr. Doris Sylvester, Mrs. Eugene Shaw, •• everlasting drudgery.
• » ♦ »
and Mrs. O. G. Kalloch. now in Mrs. Walter Conley, Mrs. D. J. Dick !■. He tattoos stockings on the
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
Wc have the program of thc East
charge of the Country Club, acted as ens and Mrs. Arthur Walker will
; legs of men and women in
man School of Music's annual Fes
chaperones and to their genial hospi attend the annual meeting of the .. every hue and design. The
tival of American Music which had
tality much of the success of the party Grand Chapter of Maine, O.E.S.. ;; hose can be washed off by the
CALAMITY JANE
four evening performances recently.
could be attributed.
next week in Portland.
■ ■ application of a chemical
Miss Ruth Lawrence, daughter of
There will be a meeting of the ’ nnd a new design applied.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence, of this
HE started in life as Martha
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy go to Ladies’ Farm Bureau at Grange
1.1 1h|,|..|.
city, is a member of the chorus which
Bangor today for the weekend, called hall Wednesday, subject, "Cold y H-l-M-H-1Jane Canary. That was in Mis
participated in some of the numbers. souri In 1S52. Over her grave stands
there by thc serious illness of C. F. Dishes for Hot Days." The meeting
American composers represented on a monument which hears the name
Ingraham.
will be in charge of Mrs. Myrtle
the programs included John Powell, "Mrs. Jane Burke.” That monu
Blake.
ICE! ICE!! ICE!!!
Mabel Wheeler Daniels, Charles ment is in Deadwood, S. D„ where
Mrs. Grace Ayers-Black was hos
The degree will be exemplifled at
Griffes,' Bernard Rogers, Eric Detess to the Official Contract Club yes the regular meeting of Maiden Cliff
Havener’s Ice Co. has it for sale; Lamarter, Quincy Porter, Ernest her life ended in I’.HKt. In between
terday afternoon at her home on Tal Rebekah Lodge Wednesday evening.
phone 792 and we will serve you the Bloch, Deems Taylor, Howard Han those dates is the history of one of
bot avenue.
Refreshments will be served.
Members of the graduating class best refrigerant. Why? Because it son, Martha Alter Douglas, Bernard tlie most famous—or notorious—
Cheerful Circle met Wednesday of C.H.S. will present “Meet Uncle washes the air in your refrigerator Wagenaar, Randall Thompson. Ir women in frontier history—Calam- ’
until it is pure and is able to keep the vine McIIose, Herbert Inch, Daniel ity Jane, a woman of many lilts
evening with Mrs. Earle MacWilliams, Sally," May 26 in the opera house.
Chestnut street, the occasion serving
The county convention of the W.C. foods, etc. at the right temperature Gregory Mason, their numbers being bunds and many names, a woman
for orchestra, chorus, string quartet, who frequently dressed in men's '
as a birthday observance for Mrs. T.U., will be held at the Baptist
and other instrumental combina clothes ami held her own with men
Fred Cates. Picnic supper was served Church next Monday.
ae?.»«
tions. Two short operas were given— in the rough life and dangerous
with birthday cake.
Mr. and1 Mrs. Edward J. Cornells
“The Happy Hypocrite,” music by work of taming the wilderness.
have arrived from New York city to
Mrs. Wilbur Senter Jr., was hostess spend the summer at their cottage
Herbert Elwell, and scenario from
>5
Why Ihe “Calamity Jane"? One
to the P. J. Club last evening at her on Bay View street.
the story bv Max Becrbohm: and
legend
says she saved tlie life of an
“Skyscrapers" by John Alden Car
home on Talbot avenue.
The last meeting of the Baptist
penter. These really should not be army ollieer during a fight witli In
ladies circle before the summer va
Mrs. J. A. Jameson who has been cation will be next Wednesday and
termed “operas," as thc program dians. and as she carried him safely |
convalescing at the home of Miss Alice will take the form of a birthday
lists them "For Ballet and Orches out of danger he remarked “Jane,
Whitney, Ingraham Hill, since re party. A program will be given and
you're a wonderful little woman to
tra.”
turning from the N. E. Baptist Hospi refreshments served.
Thc Eastman School of Music have around in times of calamity.
tal. Roxbury, is again at her home
takes pride in presenting composi From now on your name’s ‘Calam
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Irish of Wal
on North Main street much improved tham, Mass., are in town for a few
tions of American composers, and thc ity Jane."’ But that lias been proved
in health.
list thus far is a formidable one.
days.
to he pure myth. For tlie real rea
• • « «
Mrs. Ida Page has moved into the
son, lake your pick of these (any
Browne Club is to meet Wednesday Decrow house on Megunticook street.
Musicians are noted as a class for one or several will do as well as
evening for a picnic with Miss Christel
Ernest Johnson has 2300 chick and moisture passing all dust of their superstitious beliefs.
Pade
Cameron at “Noremac”, her cottage ens: 1200 were hatched Feb. 29, the lint down the soil pipe where they rewski will not shake hands with any other): "Because kite carried
at Holiday Beach. Mrs. Edna French others all in March.
belong. You won’t have to defrost It anybody over a threshold. Following guns and was given to inviting
and Mrs. May Booth will be in charge
Carroll Dennison has started on his either.
x
onfi of the oldest beliefs in the calamity"; “bornii-e she suffered
of supper arrangements, and Mrs.. summer work for Mrs. Annie Hart 'You can keep your Ice Refrigerator world, the great pianist thinks there several buggy-suiasiiing accidents In
Edna French of transportation.
which will last until she moves back anywhere too and know that the air is something momentous in the con Cheyenne, Wyo.. and was consid
to the village in the fall.
inside will be O. K. if well iced.
duct you observe on the threshold. ered nplucky"; “because she bashed
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Davis have
Everyone Is busy in the country
Don't be misled by chemical re If you aim to have good luck, you ‘.lie heads of men who displeased
returned from a visit In Providence.
getting the gardens planted.
frigerator salesmen telling you that must not sneeze there: you must | her and always brought calamity
Claude Dennison of South Thom theirs ls the cheapest because it is not stumble there; you must step •eltti lier into a camp"; "because of
Mrs. H. E. Comins entertained aston has been visiting his sister Mrs. not. “Ice ls cheapest and best."
over it, not on it: and always with her bedraggled and notoriously
Thursday evening at bridge and Ernest Johnson.
Ice is, and always will be, the re the right foot. Crossing it with the ilown-at-the-heel appearance when
luncheon, her guests being the teach
A lawn party was given by Mr. and frigerant of the masses. The ice In- left foot is a step in the wrong diers of the McLain building, Mrs. S. Mrs. Ernest Johnson Tuesday night dustry does more than 95% of the j rection.
Two other superstitions :eturning from her trail expeditious
T. Constantine and Mrs. E. L. Toner, to celebrate the birthday anniversary refrigerating business of the nation. Paderewski admits. He won't light or In liquor" or “beeause her lovers,
who made up three tables of cards. of their nephew Merton Johnson.
Ice is a State of Maine business and j three cigarettes with one match. He tometlmes miscalled husbands, de
Honors were won by Mrs. C. Waldo The guests were Malcolm Libby, the money comes back to you.
veloped habits of dying violently."
j believes in hunches.
Lowe, and Mrs. Toner.
(©, 1S32. Western Newspaper Union.)
Roger Libby, Kenneth Lloyd, Arlene
60-62 | Schumann-Heink confesses a fear

HOOVER
EXPERTS

CeV'C
*

Direct from the Factory
Yoh can learn more about scientific rug earc in a

Beveled Top

Multi-Powered

HOOVER

Porcelain Interior

SILVER JUBILEE

Heavy Insulation

SPECIAL OFFER

“Elaslo” Finish

ONLY

8V2 Square Feet of
Shelf Area

Hoovers Inspected Free

Factory Guarantee

—

Bnlnncr in grcutly reduced monthly
payments, for u Silver Jubilee
Hoover and Hunting Tools or
Duatette.

only

$99? 0

Phones 529 and 530
• - ---------------------------------------------- ♦'

i THE SAUNTERER J
I

A. B. Crocker

REFRIGERATOR

Who was Who?

S

Leave your name, Hoover owners,
fora/reeinspection and adjust
ment of your machine. Replace
ments by skilled factory men at
minimum cost.

Central Maine Power Co.

COME IX AMI
INSPECT

House-Sherman, Inc.

few minutes’ talk with these cleaning author
ities than you could find out in months of
ordinary experience. They come direct from
the Hoover factory, where thc largest clean
ing-research laboratories in the country
arc established. They will also show you
thc amazing new Silver Jubilee Hoovers,
t he greatest Hoover values ever offered!
Telephone for a home appointment.
And note—during their stay here,
we are making a very special offer
oil thc new Silver Jubilee Hoovers.

Chapter 1. Natural History of the
Middlesex Fells.
As this day in May opened brite
an' fare, it seemed an ideal day to
saunter in quest of a side-hill gouger.
I beg to report that I did not find the
an-i-m:le.
I did find that my “marsh-mari
gold reservation” in the Fells was a
sight to behold, re-enforced by the
lush and aromatic Ictocjes faetidus.
Standing on slightly rising ground
seme 10 or 12 feet above the marsh,
it was a beautiful sight to see the
yellow blossoms on those green
plants in their natural setting in
that swamp. No wonder some deeply
religions person named it for thc
Virgin Mary.
I admit that I am old-fashioned
and will always remain a so-called
•hick,” but it is the absolute truth,
that I would rather view God's
handiwork in that swamp than to
view any park, public or private,
beautified and adorned by the land
scape gardener. To me the first Is
real, thc second only a poor copy of
the original. If this be treason, make
the most of it.
I do not wish for the gift of pro
phecy, but I do wish I could express
my thoughts in words the way some
writers can. The following writer
has expressed my thoughts exactly.
The article about birds is entitled
"Beautiful Wings.”
“No man should pass lightly a
bird or a wild flower, for here is thc
art of God as authentic as thc heart’s
perception of truth and love of virtu
ous beauty show God’s will with us.
Beau'iful Wings! Though we have
ysu not, yet we have you forever; for
in imagination we course the far sky
and the dim forest and the sundappled thickets with you.”
Starching the swamp through my
glazscs I saw something dodging in
and out through thc bushes and
finally located a brown bird with
nearly white breast and underbodv.
He wasn't singing, but as near as I
could make out he was grubbing; he
picked up something here and there,
but didn't dig for it. I have never
seen this bird in my sauntcrings be
fore. He was a little larger than a
robin, plain light browp head, back
and tail, with a straight bill nn inch
or more long.
At the Harvard Museum thc only
bird I could find like it was the
cuckoo. On my return journey out
of the Fells I heard Bre'r Woodpeck
er's rat-tat-tat, and finally located
thc tree, but I walked around that
tree with my glasses fixed upon it,
still I couldn't see. Evidently by the
blows Max was punching the bag get
ting ready for liis bout with Jack.
Soon both Max and Jack appeared
and the scrap was on. From limb to
limb they flew and then both flew
away. Exciting for a time.
I presume I am the only Nature
Crank who was unaware of the fact
that the humming-bird is not only
the swiftest on the wing, but the only
bird that can rise perpendicularly
with great speed, and also the only
bird that has a reverse gear and can
and dees fly backward. "Believe it
or not."
N. C. C. 2
Somerville, Mass.

“MICKEY AND HIS MA”
DO YOU KNOV4 -fHRTt tV
YOU'ttE BAD AN' MAKE
YOUR DRD WOWY.WS
HRVB, WlVuRNj'Rt'U

GET
CjPEY

•-

jB
~L)-

© tf PA

SEZ

"He doesn’t mind bring bald so inurh as
biing bawled out." But I haven’t roti cl
Mo:n doing any bawling out since he pre
sented her with that new dining room set
from STUDLEY’S.

RE CO.

FURNISHINGS
R.OCKL AND.MAINE

GOING TO HOULTON?

The l egion Bo.vs Planning To Have a
Great Time Up in 'Roostook

While thc State convention of the
American Legion in Houlton, June
22-24 is primarily intended lor the
business and entertainment of Le
gionnaires and members of the Wom
en's Auxiliary this year's session
hopes to entertain as many surviving
members of the G.A.R. in Maine and
as many veterans of the Spanish
American War as possible.
Commander Hovey of the Chester
L. Briggs Post, host post to the con
vention. with the approval of Depart
ment Commander Dunnack of Au
gusta. has Issued official invdations
to State headquarters of both of
these organizations. Every Legion
Post in Maine is also being urged to
take with them as many members of
beth
organizations as
possible.
Some form of diversion will be pro
vided.
In addition to these groups the
Maine Voiture of the 40 and 8 will
also hold its annual convention in

MON.-TUES.

connection with the legion meetin
at Houlton and will hold a wreck o
the opening day in which a recor,
number of candidates are expected
participate.
Thm it becomes certain that till
1932 convention, which will be th
thirteenth, will belie all the super
stition ordinarily attached to tha
number and produce a record break
ing turn cut. Registrations continue
to arrive each dav and thc Housin
committee, with the fullest coopcra
lion from ciVzciv, have thus fa
been able to assure all of comfort
able accommodations without efforl

Inquire about our low-priced burn
ers. As low as $25.50. Just the thin
for your cottage. A. C. McLoon
Co. New and permanent locatiol
Bicknell Block. Tel. 730.—adv.

MON.-TUES.

Children
Not Admitted
during this engagement Adults
not m a normal state of health oie
warned not 10 see this picture.

t

Z,
•

■<?’
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' H.VALTER HUSTON
>*
DOKOTIIY JORDAN

in

MARTINSVILLE

’THE WET PARADE’
Which is flic greater
Evil—Drink nr Prohibition
Judge For Yourself
After Seeing This
Thrilling Drama

NOW SHOWING
WHILE PARIS SLEEPS
with
VICTOR MeLAGEN

St. George's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector: Services
for tomorrow will be appropriate to
Trinity Sunday: Church school at
2.30; evensong and sermon at 4 p. m
standard time. Everyone is welcome.

liome of Paramount Pictures

The devil himself is responsible foi
the prevalence of crime, according
to a Toronto magistrate. Then the '
devil must be stopped. How about
pinching him for failure to pay his

All Shows on Daylight Time
2.00, 6.43, 8.45

income tax?—Detroit News.

HE'S
BPA-D/

Z

Ridge Church. Rev. Milton R. Kerr,
pastor: Sunday services at 10.45,
subject, “The Angelic Hosts,” for thc
children, "A Talk On Dalis,” 11.45,
Sunday School; evening service at
Port Clyde, 7.30: Wednesday at 7.30,
midweek meditation. Everyone wel
come to these services.

LONG COVE

>-\-

tAN pop
couldn't

Continuous Saturday, 2.15 to 10.45

Can
A Grown
Woman Love
A Midget

T

Here is the strangest
dory ever told on the scieen

Weird! Grotesque!
. . . but Real!!

FREAKS
M-G-M Piclurt ProJuceJ

As

TOD BROWNING

TODAY
BUCK JONES in
RANGE FEUD

Every-Other-Day
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GLORIES OF THE SEA

British and Tory Marauders

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What cur lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.

Recalling Some of Their Activities On the Penob
scot—Recorded By Judge E. K. Gould

Hendricks Head
FOREWORD.
In the preparation of my forthcoming hook “Revolu
tionary Soldiers and Sailors of Knox County, Maine,
and Their Descendants,” which contains the biographies
of over six hundred Revolutionary Veterans, much
material on Revolutionary events has come into my
hands that cannot be worked into a life sketch of
individuals.
This historical data is too valuable to be overlooked
and 1 give much of it to the public in the following
articles which are prepared or are being prepared for
publication, viz:
“Storming the Heights, Maine's Embattled Farmers
at Castine in tiie Revolution," “British and Tory Marauders on the
Penobscot,” “The Revolution’s Aftermath.”
I trust t!.c incidents related in this article will find favor with the
history loving public whose ranks are daily growing.
Edward K. Gould

[FOURTH INSTALLMENT]

CAPTURE OF GENERAL WADSWORTH

For the past two weeks there has
. „
.t
been rather a dearth of news at this
station, which in a way may of itself
be a certain kind of news. And
there’s the old saying that "No news
is good news." It has been mainly
a case with the keeper, as with
others, of hustle to get the station
1 in condition for summer.
It may be of interest to The Cou
rier-Gazette’s readers to know just
what are the visiting hours at this

, ant, is having work done on his boat
! by Mariner Beal.
The lobster fishermen have been
busy around here for the last few
days setting their lobster traps, but
are not doing much yet as the lob
sters are scarce.
Lighthouse Tender Ilex has been
doing buoy work in tills part of the
district.
It has been fine W’eather for the
past few days, which has made it
easy for the keepers to do the outs,“e wor*i around the station,
. » » •

station. Save on Sundays and holi

Two Bush Island

days they are from 9 to 11.30 a. m.
throughout the year and from 1 to
3 p. m., save that through June, July
and August the afternoon period is
extended from 1 to 5 p. m.. No visit
ors are received on Sundays and
holidays. It will be seen upon reflec
tion that there is a reason for this.
There is but one keeper and he
would have no time whatsoever with
his own family or for personal recreil these. were accepted.
As__
this
. ation
.
, , .
.
station can be reached by.. -a good
auto road, on Sundays and holidays
a considerable number of Maine peo
ple might make it their recreation
spot. Consequently the gate will be

The v s L H s Hibiscus, with
^jr Sampson aboard, visited this
statjOn May 13.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Mann and
daughter June have been spending
a week at their home in Spruce
Head.
Keeper Leland Mann returned
May 10 from a four days leave of
absence.
Miss Elva Prescott who visited
relatives here recently, expects to
embark on the gcod ship Matrimony
next Christmas, and it is hoped this
will be a Two Bush wedding.

Pond Island
In 1780, General Peleg Wadsworth, having the preceding December j closed on those days save to^those
Keeper and Mrs. Fickett went
dismissed the troops which he had called out in the spring, was left at his having personal business with the
keeper or members of his family.
I ashore Mav 15 to Popham Beach,
headquarters in Thomaston with a small body guard of six men only.
The keeper has always found it where Mrs. Fickett had her first lesThe British commander at Castine, learning of his defenseless condi a pleasure to show people through son in driving the car (Sammy, she
the light and about the reservation ca’ls it), and drove to the centre, a
tion, sent Lieut. Stockton with twenty-five men and the notorious Tory. during the regular hours authorized
distance of eight miles. Mr. and Mrs.
Waldo Dicke of Warren, as a pilot to capture him. They arrived and by the Government, and he regrets Fickett called on Mr. and Mrs Morse
anchored in Wessaweskeag River, Feb. 18, and at eleven o’clock at night that there is not a better opportunity and Mr. and Mrs. Chandler, and
for those who could come only on while at the Morse home Mrs. Fickett
they started on their errand, the distance to Wadsworth’s quarters being
Sundays and holidays. The keeper met other old friends. It was Mrs.
about four miles.
usually attends church and Sunday Fickett’s first trip ashore since last
The ground was covered with snow and the weather was severely cold. school regularly on the Sabbath, and fall.
The keeper drove to Bath Monday.
The General was sleeping in fancied security at his headquarters on Wads many personal friends are likely to
call on Sunday afternoons and holi
The telephone men have been here
worth Street in Thomaston, where he was living with his family, consist days. With some of these he has a
to inspect the station telephone. The
ing of his wife, a son five years old, a daughter younger, and Miss Fenno, chance for a short auto ride. Then,, cnble boat
fixing the cable at
a particular friend of Mrs. Wadsworth. At this time the General and too, there are a few rare occasions geguin
his wife were sleeping in the front room, and their two children and Miss when work in the tower, etc., is in 1
such a state that visitors cannot be J
Fenno were in the bedroom adjoining. The kitchen was used as a guard- shown through.
Cape Neddick
room by the six Militia men on duty as sentinels.
The local ladies aid held an all
Fred Morong and Mr. and Mrs.
The British detachment approached the house unseen until they were day session Wednesday of last week Warren Alley were dinner guests
The first mowing of the lawn oc here on Mothers' Day. Mr. Alley is
on the sentinel at thc kitchen door, who gave the regulation challenge of
curred here on Friday the 13th. the second assistant keeper at
“Who goes there?” and retreated through the door into the kitchen.
Hope this don't mean the lawn is Whaleback Light Station, off New
The British then assaulted the house with unnecessary violence and hoodooed this year. But it does need castle, N. H.
After dinner Mr.
with a reckless disregard of the lives and safety of the non-combatant rain just now, and our cisterns are Morong was left in charge of the sta
dry.
tion while Mr. and Mrs. Alley took
women and children. With their overwhelming numbers and surprise
♦ • * •
Keeper and Mrs. Coleman for an au
attack, the house should have been entered and the General seized before
The Cuckolds
tomobile ride. They first went to
he could leave his bed, without the firing of a shot.
Keeper and Mrs. Elliot spent a the Alleys' home in Newcastle and
Apparently that was not the British way. The sentry’s retreat into the couple of hours in Portland recent- from there to Hampton and Rye
kitchen was followed by a volley fired into that part of the house. At the ly. and while there had the pleasure Beaches. The trip was much appreof meeting Keener and Mrs. Hilt at ' ciated by the Colemans, especially as
same moment others discharged their guns into the sleeping apartment of Portland Head light station.
I it was the first time since Christmas
the General and his wife, and blew in a part of the window; and a third
There are many fishing boats to be , Day that Mrs. Coleman had been
party forced their way to the room occupied by Miss Fenno and the seen around here now, as quite a 1 away from the light.
Last Sunday at 6 a. m. daylight
children. Thus possession was taken of the whole house, except the number are netting and have their time
the Colemans were surprised by
lobster traps off.
General’s room, which was strongly barred.
It is pleasant to hear the sound a visit from Mrs. Coleman's parents,
Thus suddenly awakened, General Wadsworth sprang to the defence of airplanes passing over the station Mr. and Mrs. Irwin M. McIntire, ac
companied by Mrs. Mary F. Ingham
of his home and loved ones and his own life, which from the violence and going east or west.
Keeper and Mrs. Elliot are always and Harry Y. Cressey of Bath. They
nature of the attack he had every reason to believe that the British intended
pleased to read Capt. Maker’s items are going to stay for a few weeks.
to take. In the meantime Mrs. Wadsworth had fled to Miss Fenno’s in The Courier-Gazette, as it is like
Sunday afternoon Mr. Cressey
room to dress and protect her little ones from violence.
getting a letter from home. Having took Mr. and Mrs. Coleman for a ride
Finding only women and children in Miss Fenno’s room, the British lived in Lubec a good many years to Cape Porpoise to visit Keeper An
they can appreciate the many derson at Goat Island Light. It was
officer ordered the firing there to cease. But the General was putting up
friends he will find there. Lubec is quite a treat. Goat Island is as low
a stubborn resistance, using to advantage a brace of pistols, a fusee and a a very pretty town as well as a pro as the Nubble is high and it seemed
odd to the Colemans. It is in a
blunderbuss with which he drove his assailants away entirely from his gressive one.
Keeper George Yorke and family pretty location and the house and
windows and the kitchen door. Twice he ineffectually snapped his
of Mt. Desert Rock have been guests grounds are entirely different from
blunderbuss at others, whom he heard in the front entry, where they of Assistant Keeper Seavey for sev- this station. Mr. Anderson says he
retreated. He next seized his fusee and fired upon those who were break eral days
is not much of a letter writer, and
Keeper Elliot has bought a 1932 that is why he has not written to
ing through one of his windows, and they also withdrew. The attack
was then renewed through the entry which he bravely resisted with his Pontiac sedan from Norman Green tha “Guardians of the Coast." Mrs.
Anderson was accompanying her
leaf of Boothbay Harbor.
bayonet.
Mrs. Benjamin Ayer’s death oc daughter to Portland where she is
But the appearance of his under linen betraying him to the soldiers in curred last Saturday, and funeral attending High School.
The keeper is painting the outside
the kitchen, they instantly fired at him, and one of their bullets went services were held Monday at
of the tower at present.
through his left arm. He then surrendered. Still the British soldiers Newagen.
Mr. and Mrs. Seavey were business
continued to fire until he again called to them and asked them to desist. visitors at Boothbay Harbor Monday.
Manana Island
Thev rusheil into the room, and a wounded British soldier aimed his
Keeper and Mrs. Elliot spent the
The keeper has been absent on ten
musket at the General's breast, but the British officer knocked the gun weekend in Manchester, N. H., with
days' shore leave, spent with his fam
aside and saved his life. Five or six men besides the General were their daughter Mrs. Winifred Fisher. ily at West Jonesport. returning May
They were accompanied on the trip
wounded, the doors and windows were in ruins, one of the rooms was on by Mr. and Mrs. Norman Greenleaf. , 16. He enjoyed the visit very much,
fire; the floors were covered with blood, and on one of them lay weltering Jr of Boothbay Harbor
i und while at home he and his family
The keepers are busy now during j spent a day with Mrs. Woodward s
an old soldier, who begged that an end might be put to his misery. But
the children and women were unhurt; indeed the boy is said to have slept their spare time making traps and , father and mother at Prospect Har-

through all the turmoil.
Wadsworth’s captors helped him to dress with all expedition except
his coat, which could not he drawn over his wounded arm. In spite of
the agitation and alarm that must have possessed the women because of
the startling experiences of this night attack, Mrs. Wadsworth and Miss
Fenno sought to administer to the wants of the gallant General by hastily
tving a handkerchief on his arm, and throwing a blanket over his
shoulders.
...
This was all they were allowed to do, as his captors then precipitately
hurried him into the bleak and winter}’ night, and he started on the four
mile journey to the British vessel on foot. Two wounded British soldiers
were placed on the General’s horse taken from the barn, while a wounded
American soldier trudged on foot with his General, both of whom were

assisted bv their captors.
At the end of a mile, one of the wounded British soldiers was left at
the house of Dr. David Fales, who received the apparently dying man,

extracted the ball from his thigh, kept ar>d took care of him till his recov
ery. and it is said received adequate compensation. The General was
placed on the horse behind the other wounded British soldier, and when
he had come to the place where the schooner lay, which was a privateer,
the master when he found some of his men wounded, cursed General
Wadsworth arid ordered him to help launch a boat. Lieut. Stockton
coming up at this time reprimanded the master and said he would report
his conduct to the British commander at Castine.
The master became differential after this reprimand, and the General
was assigned a good berth in the cabin and received such comforts as the
vessel afforded.
When the partv landed at Castine the next day, the shores were
thronged with spectators, anxious to see the man who through the preced
ing vear had disappointed many of the enemy’s designs in this quarter.
General Wadsworth was conducted to the Fort where he was
graciously received bv General Campbell, the British Commander, who
assigned him a room in the officers’ barracks and had him dine at his tabic
and showed him other civilities. A surgeon was sent to dress his wound,
found the joint of the prisoner’s elbow uninjured, and pronounced the
wound free from danger if an artery were not touched; a fact indetermi
nable till a suppuration should take place.
Here General Wadsworth remained unti! June 18, 1781, when with
Major Benjamin Burton, the night being dark and stormy, they made an
escape from the fort and safely reached home. Wadsworth Cove at
Castine is named for the General who waded through its waters in making
his dash for freedom.
Since the withdrawal of the forces under General Wadsworth, depre
dations bv the refugees upon their own countrymen and neighbors
increased along the Penobscot Bay and River. The British continuing to
occupy Castine encouraged these depredations. Injuries on each side
were complained of and retaliated. Brother was arrayed against brother,
neighbor against neighbor. Tories openly engaged in predatory exploits

To Be Exploited In Lincoln
Colcord’s Book Sailing
Days On the Penobscot
Lincoln R. Colcord, noted writer,
lecturer and critic, who has been
spending the past two years at his
old home in Searsport, is very busy
at this time working on lists of the 1
vessels which were built around Pe
nobscot Bay. This is to be published |
in the summer or fall, the book to
be called "Sailing Days on the Pe
nobscot,” the river and bay as they
were in the old days. The text is
written by George S. Wasson, of
Bangor, who died just a few days
ago, with the record of vessels com
piled by Mr. Colcord, and it is be
ing done for the Marine Research (
Society of Salem. Mass.
Mr. Colcord is well qualified for
this work, for he is the son of a j
famous Searsport sea captain, was i
born at sea and lived on shipboard ,
until he was 14 or 15 years of age, ’
sailing all over the world with his ,
parents. He has always made Sears
port. the home of his ancestors, his
permanent home, however, and has
made the study of ships and ship
ping a hobby.
He is getting an authentic list of
the vessels built around Penobscot
Bay, going to the Customs House
records fcr his source of informa- j
tion. and studying all the books of
registry In this section is included
the vessels built in Belfast, Sears
port, Lincolnville, Camden, Castine
and Bucksport. Thomaston was the
biggest shipbuilding center, 800 ves
sels having been built there, but that
is in Knox County and not on the
Penobscot.

fixing over the old ones, although tor Lighthouse. Alphonso Speed of
lobsters are so scarce it is hardly i Mcnhegan substituted for Keeper
worthwhile to fish the traps, They Woodward during his absence.
Capt. Ellsworth Wallace accom
are also very low in price.
panied by Frank Woodward arrived
ficm Jonesport recently ln Capt.
Saddleback Ledge
Wallace's new 40 ft. launch, built at
E. H. Mathie returned May 10 the William Frost shop at Jonesport.
after 16 days leave with his family at He will use her in taking sailing parDennysville. He leports that his ties during the summer. She is
wife and mo'her would not be with named Ocean Star and is a seaworthy
out The Courier-Gazette if it cost and fine looking launch.
$6 a year.
The keepers are busy getting their
Tne keepers used to talk often with gardens planted. Both vegetable and
Br. Bennett of Heron Neck, but late flower gardens are progressing well
ly they are not able to get him on and are nearly finished, and it all has
the phone as he is chasing cutworms to be done by hand.
until 9 o'clock. He says they are
Several summer people are already
much easier to catch after sunset. here and more are coming every day.
The winter's supply of vegetables foi
* . * *
Saddleback has been engaged from
Dicr
Island
Thoroughfare
him. By the way. Keeper Wells put
in five years under Capt. Bennett.
Schooner Lucy Evelyn anchored
Alamander Alley, first assistant, off this station Tuesday evening,
left by auto for a 16 day trip to bound for Machias with a load of
Beal's Island.
coal.
The keepers are busy repairing,
Miss Alice Conary came home last
chipping paint and painting outside. week bringing a bad cold with her,
Lobsters are very scarce here, but but is slowly recovering.
they manage to get enough to eat.
Mrs. Henry Conary is visiting at
The pulp steamers have begun Mark Lsiand and Stonington while
making trips up the river.
the Sunbeam is being painted for
• * * •
summer. Her husband joins her oc
casionally.
Petit Manan
• • . V

James H. Freeman, first assistant,
Tenant's Haibor
went to Jonesboro May 4 to spend
15 days leave with his family and
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Wiley were
Mrs. Freeman's parents Mr. and callers at the light Thursday night
Mrs. Milton Lowe.
of last week.
Roscoe L. Fletcher, second assistFriday, the 13th, was inspection
and were known to be frequently on shore and lurking in concealment
among those who favored the royal cause, so that no one knew when liis
family and property were free from danger.
A small schooner from South Thomaston, ladened with salt, was sent
to Boston under command of Captain D. Crouch. On her return with
a scanty store of provisions for the owners and other necessaries for thc
support of their families, she was captured off Monhegan by the two
notorious Tories, John Long and Benjamin Bradford, accompanied by
some Scotchmen from Castine in a “shaving mill.”
Thus the owners not only lost his proceeds of their hard labor, but had
the mortification of finding the cargo on which they depended for their
winter stores, brought to their own river and delivered over in pay
ment of a debt, which one of the captors owed to a wealthy neighbor and
townsman.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

FISHERMEN
BE CAREFUL
OF FIRE
The Forests
Are Dry

» . • .

Belfast was the largest shipbuild
ing center in this section, over 500
vessels having been built there, start
ing in 1795. The only list of vessels
built in that city, that is available,
is the one in Williamson's History of
Belfast, but Mr. Colcord has found at
least 100 vessels besides those Mr.
Williamson had recorded. The in
formation in the History isn't cor
rect, either, in all details, for the
historian skimmed through the same
books that Mr. Colcord has. but us"<l
only one set, evidently not consulting
another set at all. In those times,
of course, people didn’t value the
shipping, because it was going on
just under their hands, he states.
Now the history is of something that
has vanished entirely, and the book
will prove of intense interest to
everyone who loves to read of the
old shipping days, when the names of
these centres were carried around
the world.
Castine had the first Custom House
in this region this side of Portland,
and Mr. Colcord has studied the rec
ords there, which were begun in 1790.
finding much of interest. He and Mr.
Wasson have been digging up photo
graphs of shipyards, the ships them
selves, finding the original owners,
’.he master builders, the dimensions
and anything of interest connected
with this vanished industry, in fact,
much more than Williamson gives in
his History. They have gotten ac
counts of the outstanding disasters
to the various vessels, and have looked
over the files of many newspapers.
He has made these lists of vessels
in the individual towns, and it shows
the community development of each
town. The list of vessels In Lincoln
ville, about fourteen miles from Bel
fast, begins about 1800. Over 50 ves
sels were built on Lincolnville Beach,
and a full rigged ship was built there
tn 1826. Probably few people now
living in this locality know that Lin
colnville had been a shipbuilding
center. Bucksport, too. was import
ant, as well as the other places men
tioned. Mr. Colcord has found the
work intensely interesting and fas
cinating. and the publication of the
book will be eagerly awaited.
day here, Mr. Sampson coming on
the tender Hibiscus.
Keeper Dudley has his power boat
nearly all painted, also his row boat.
The lobstermen from the harbor
are busy once again hauling their
traps but lobsters are scarce and the
price is low.
Everett Watts has launched his
power boat and will go lobstering
very soon.
Many tugs and barges passed here
this week going west.
Mrs. Dudley’s health remains
about the same at this writing.
Keeper Dudley has his automo
bile in H. A. Harris’ garage, being
overhauled and painted.

THE DANGER
IS GREAT
Already Serious
Fires Are Raging

Watch
—Your Cigarettes
—Your Cigars
—Your Matches
—Your Camp Fires

Be Sure They Are Out
Protect Maine Forests From Fire
This advertisement pub
lished in the interests of
Forest Preservation by
The Great Northern Pa
per Co.

• • • a

Boon Island

Hello everybody. Station B. I. L. S.
broadcasting through The Rockland
Courier-Gazette circuit, Hutch at the
mike. No news of any account here
for one day is like the next. Not
much difference in Sunday outside
the three-mile limit.
Good weather has come at last so
the keepers could get *o work on the
painting, and they are getting along
fine at it.
Mr. Gray who has been on 12 days
leave at Southwest Harbor is expect
ed back soon with his wife and two
little girls, so the family here will
start to grow and by the middle of
June all will be home, which means
18 on the island.
The medricks arrived on the 15th
as usual, which makes the keepers
feel as if summer was just around
the corner. A fishing party was seen
last Sunday, which is also a good
sign of summer.

SOUTH WARREN
Members of the Grange circle and
friends numbering 18 were delight
fully entertained at her attractive
home by Mrs. Minnie Ludwig assisted
by Mrs. Martha Kalloch.
Ten members of Good Will Grange
attended Limerock Valley Pomona ln
St. George Saturday and had the
pleasure of listening again to State
Master Crawford and Mrs. Crawford.
Mrs. Minnie Ludwig and Mrs.
Martha Kelloch of Thomaston were
recent callers at Frank Page's.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and
mother and Mrs. Laura Copeland and
Lloyd Maxcv were guests Sunday of
Mrs. Rosa Copeland at the Meadows.
They also attended church in War
ren In the evening.
Miss Zetta Jordan of Brunswick
was a recent guest of her sister Mrs.
Rena Woodcock.

WHITE RIBBONERS

Knox County's 45th W.C.T.
U. Convention To Be Held
In Camden Nexft Week
The 45th annual convention of the
Knox County W.C.T.ti. will be held
May 23 at the Baptist Church In
Camden. The program follows:
At 10 a. m. devotional service, Mrs.
Clara Sawyer; convention called to
order; greetings, Mrs. Mabel Heald;
lesponse, Mrs. Louis Watson; roll call
of officers and directors; appoint
ment of committees; minutes of last
convention; greetings from State
president; greetings from County
president; music; reports of corre
sponding secretary, treasurer and au
ditor and department directors;
noontide prayer; recess.
lpm. meeting of executive board;
2 p. m„ music; report of executive
meeting; memorial service, Miss
Florence Hastings; introduction of
guests; report of credential commit
tee: children's hour; address, Mrs.
Josephine E Sizer; offering; election
of officers; report of resolutions com
mittee; reading of minutes; adjourn
ment.
7.30 p. m., service of praise and
worship, Rev. Leroy Campbell; solo,
Miss Chrystal Stanley; address, Mrs.
Josephine E. Sizer; music; benedic
tion.
The county officers are: President,
Miss Alena L. Young; vice president,
Mrs. Louis Watson; recording secre
tary, Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert; corre
sponding secretary, Mrs. Elizabeth
Stanley; treasurer, Mrs. Hope Brew
ster; auditor, Mrs. Edith Pierce.
Mrs. Josephine Sizer, national or
ganizer and lecturer, is coming to

Knox County for the first time, and preachers, she is a splendid Christian
the delegates are eagerly awaiting lady."
The program of the Camden con
her message. The pastor of St. Paul
(Minn.) church had this to say about vention is based on daylight time.
her:
WHEN BEAUTY WALKS
"For years Mrs. Josephine E. Sizer
For every crystal-studded blade
?
has been a member of our church.
Of grass bedewed with rain.
!
I have heard her speak at numerous
I feel a sudden, stabbing hurt,
other gatherings, always very accept
A quick uprush of pain.
ably. Mrs. Sizer has a wealth of
A
pain for beauty-haunted things.
facts concerning the prohibition
For flowers and hills and trees.
situation. In her speaking she mar
For little flowing streams, and clyuds.
Oh. God. for all of these.
shals these facts logically and con
I
cisely and presents them with such
A sanctuary hid I keep
1
conviction that she makes a most
For each fair thing I see.
telling plea for a sober America.
A song-beat and a heart-break.
’
When beauty walks with me.
Mrs. Sizer's methods are educational.
Katharine Washburn Harding.
The widow of one of our Methodist
Published In The Versemaker.
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